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Disclaimer > 
Trail running and other activities described in this magazine can carry significant 

risk of injury or death. Especially if you are unfit. Undertake any trail running or 

other outdoors activity only with proper instruction, supervision, equipment and 

training. The publisher and its servants and agents have taken all reasonable care 

to ensure the accuracy of the information contained in this publication and the 

expertise of its writers. Any reader attempting any of the activities described in this 

publication does so at their own risk. Neither the publisher nor any of its servants or 

agents will be held liable for any loss or injury or damage resulting from any attempt 

to perform any of the activities described in this publication, nor be responsible for 

any person/s becoming lost when following any of the guides or maps contained 

herewith. All descriptive and visual directions are a general guide only and not to be 

used as a sole source of information for navigation. Happy trails. 
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SUBSCRIBE
Hardcopy magazine? 

Tell us: would you like one? We would. How much would you pay  
for one? At this early stage we are planning a limited print run 
Collector’s Edition that will combine the best of Editions #1+2.  
It will likely be available after the release of Edition #2 in Sept/
Oct. At this stage the RRP will be AU$15-20 depending on costs. 

If you would like to confirm your copy of the hardcopy  
magazine, email > trailrunmag@gmail.com with  
‘Confirm Hardcopy’ in the subject line. We will be in touch 
once the print run is confirmed with details of payment process  
and delivery. There will be limited numbers, with those 
emailing earliest at the head of the queue by date email received.  
So email now for some trail goodness in print!

Web Subscriptions > 

Because we want you to get to know us first, Trail Run Mag is free 
to download for the short term future. We’ll move to a subscriber 
system in the future and hope you’ll feel that a few bob a year  
is worth it to jump on board at that time. In the meantime, 
please do email to let us know that you’d potentially like to 
subscribe in the future. That way we can let you know when  
new free downloads editions are available, and ask the question 
when we do become a pay for content animal. 

Email > trailrunmag@gmail.com with the word‘Subscribe’  
as the subject, and if possible your name + town/state/country,  
so we have an idea of where you’re from. You will not be send any 
correspondence other than that regarding Trail Run Magazine. 

mailto:trailrunmag@gmail.com
mailto:trailrunmag@gmail.com
http://www.salomonrunning.com
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yet more trail in the Blue Mountains,  
NSW, the day after finishing  

The North Face 100. 
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What kind of trail runner are you?   
Tonight, as I write this,  
I am the Angry Trail Runner. 

Not very Zen of me. Not very appropriate, either, for the first 
editorial of what we hope will be an inspirational magazine. 

I’m angry about the TV program I just watched that introduced  
me to a theatre director who was shot in cold blood in Jenin, 
Palestine. Shot for trying to make a difference by encouraging 
Palestinians to revolt on stage, through art, rather than on the 
battlefield with guns. 

I’m angry at myself, that I even turned the damn TV on.

I’m angry that my local river has been (allegedly) polluted by  
the upstream power plant - fish dead - and I’m angry that it’s  
obvious they are at fault but I still have to use the word allegedly.

I’m angry that one of my dearest friends has just been  
diagnosed with lymphoma. 

I’m angry that I can’t pay my electricity bill. 
I’m angry about big things, tonight, and about small things. 
Things that matter and things that don’t. 
Why’s there no bloody milk in the fridge?!!

You were expecting light and breezy, right?  
At the very least I should be writing about trail running by now. 
Perhaps some yarn about the way I love the weave and waft  
of the trails? (I do).

A yarn about how I grew up in the bush (I did) where the 
mountains (hills to you Kiwis) were my backyard (they were)  

AUSTRALIAN ED’S LETTER > CHRIS ORD

and how cross-country running in primary school instilled 
in me my current love of trail running. (It did).

Hang on. Stop.  
Turn the damn TV off.  
Go for a run.  
There’s a trail on my back doorstep. 

A quick ten kays. Singletrack loop ’round the back of town, 
running too low in the Eucalypt to see that powerstation 
yonder. Down to the wetlands, up the river causeway (still 
looks the postcard even if it is poisoned), down onto a wild 
beach, climb up the headland, along the cliffs and a final 
surge uphill along some more singletrack scouting through 
wooded national parkland. 

The world stank when I trotted off. I can’t remember why 
but I’m sure I solved all its problems out there, on the trail. 

Still no milk in the fridge, but do I care?  
There’s water in the tap. 

Trail runners. 

I reckon on the whole, they’re – you’re – a hearty bunch.  
You know the solace of a bush crackling with all manner  
of life other than another human being. You energise at  
the smells of composting leaves and rich dirt underfoot.  
Some of us even love the feel of it on our bare feet. 

I believe the trendies call it ‘Mindfulness’. 

That sense of being in the moment, aware.  
Of the big things, the little things. 

YOUR EDITOR,  
THE HAPPY TRAIL RUNNER

trailrunmag@gmail.com 

I love the fact that we run for a cause; it may be our own, 
perhaps, or others’ – vis a vie our NZ editor’s brilliant  
7in7 runs (and the many others like it). 

I love the fact that trail running can make a difference  
like that on a large scale – or simply to an individual.  
Every so often, that change to a solitary soul is on just  
as grand a scale. 

Someone needs to organize a trail run for peace in the  
Middle East. Or to raise money for lymphoma research. 
Potentially you could run for many causes (but not for  
a pint of milk in my fridge).  

I love the fact that Mal, bless him, takes on his editorship  
having never met me – he doesn’t even know what  
I look like – yet he knows we’ll share something beyond  
a fourth beer in the planning.

We’ll share talk of trail.  
We’ll share love of trail. 
We’d love to share it with you.

Because trail can change the way you feel about the world.  
I reckon it can change your world. 

The world? Perhaps. Perhaps not.  
Let’s start with you shall we?

An ordinary man

mailto:trailrunmag@gmail.com
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This morning it was pissing with rain. I’d had a bad night’s 
sleep and a massive backlog of emails was staring back at me 
from my Inbox. Furthermore the first tell-tale signs of a head 
cold were scratching at my skull. I was feeling low. I was feeling 
lethargic. There was only one thing for it...I had to hit a trail!

Pablo Picasso once said: “Art washes from the soul the dust of 
everyday life”. Replace “art” with “trail running” and we’re left 
with a statement that for me, and I suspect the vast majority of 
seasoned trail hounds, rings with an eternal truth and sums up 
the beauty and power of this esoteric pastime.

Chris, in his opening letter, recognises this sense of restoration. 
It’s the way that even a short blat on a great piece of trail can 
diminish problems big and small, leaving the world, or at least 
our little piece of it, feeling like a much better place to be.

It worked for me this morning. A two-hour romp around 
Auckland’s volcanic cones in the company of a good friend lifted 
me out of my malaise. It works for me every time. It never fails.

The ‘how’ and ‘why’ of this effect have always fascinated me.  
It has been the basis of many a breathless mid-run conversations 
with all kinds of folk. Each of us feels it in our unique way, and 
we channel its power in so many different directions. For some 
it is very much a private, internalised sensation, one that is felt 
but not spoken. For others, and I confess to being in this camp 
myself, it is a feeling to be shared in words and images via blogs, 
Facebook and YouTube. 

There is something about the sheer simplicity of the trail-running 
experience that sets it apart from almost any other form of 
physical exercise. Don a pair of shoes (or not if you so please), a 
shirt (or not if you so please), and a pair of shorts (or not if you 
don’t mind being arrested) and you’re all set to go. We can travel 

light and escape the frenetic, gadget-filled modern world for a 
quieter, simpler, purer place free of exhaust fumes and mobile 
phone ringtones. Can a road run or even a mountain bike ride 
compare? For many of us it would seem not.

This sense of simplicity, purity and detachment can be 
amplified on a solo run. But on other occasions it is a joy to be 
shared. And the special camaraderie that develops even between 
relative strangers on a long trail run is itself a restorative force.

Another theme that seems to recur in these conversations is 
the ‘elemental’ nature of what the trails offer us runners. It’s 
the almost primeval joy of doing what our distant ancestors 
did to survive. And it’s the pleasure that comes from getting 
thoroughly dirty and smelly. We can flick a finger at those 
paranoia-inducing TV ads – there’s no need for rubber gloves, 
toilet seat covers or antiseptic handwash when out on the trails 
– yes, we can rejoice in the muck and grime of the natural world 
and marinade our skin in the sweat of our toils.

Perhaps it all comes down to this one delicious contradiction – 
that trail running releases the animal within us while also leaving 
us feeling so much more human.

I applaud Chris’ drive and vision for getting this venture off 
the ground. Whatever your reasons for embracing the sport my 
sincere hope is that this magazine will celebrate all that is good 
about it. I hope it will inform and inspire. I hope it will help grow 
the sport. For I genuinely believe that trail running makes us 
better, happier people – and how the world could do with that!

MAL LAW, NZ EDITOR

www.runningwildnz.com 

NZ ED’S LETTER > MAL LAW

Pablo Picasso  
and the art of trail running

www.runningwildnz.com
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GEAR >  
A GOOD 
TIME TO 

BUY…

Warm gear, wet weather gear,  
use in the dark gear, and then  
there’s always the regular  
“need a new one” bits of gear.  
Here’s a few things to  
knock the credit card with  
before your next forest foray.
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BLACK DIAMOND  
SPRINTER  
HEADLAMP

THE NORTH  
FACE VERTO  

JACKET*
Garbage. Bag, that is. Put the Verto on and first thing people will ask you  
is: “why are you wearing a garage bag?” It’s true, no amount of fashion 
pontification will change the fact that this lightweight shell is like wearing  
a cross between a plastic bag and cling wrap (I had black – go for a colour  
and the response may be different). Regardless, my motto for anything 
to do with the bush is: function, not fashion. And this works a treat on 
the trail. It’s ultra-light, yet wind and water resistant. Designed with  
Pertex Quantam fabric, offering a durable water repellent finish with 
an “advanaced hydrophobic treatment” of the material. Which just 
means the shell repels water better than you’d judge it to. It’s also pretty 
good on the breathe, meaning it’ll wick away moderate perspiration 
(although get a heavy sweat, or run in humidity, and you’ll still get wet 
on the inside – but that’s true for any shell on the market. There’s no  
such thing as a 100% breathable and waterproof jacket!). Aside from 
running in the rain, I also whacked it under a full stream tap: no leakage  
after five minutes. The jacket can be folded into its own chest pocket 
and reduces to the size of an energy bar. It weighs a measly 90.72g.  
So while others try to figure out where to stash their rain jacket readying 
for your weekend trail run, you’ll just scrunch this puppy up to the size 
of a Mars Bar and get on with running unencumbered. It will never 
pass any of the regulations for most competitive mountain marathons– 
it’s not heavy duty enough – but for those runs where there’s no official  
checking through your gear list, this is a must. A fitted elastic hip band 
means the fabric stays out of your way – no flapping in the breeze, which  
garbage bags tend to do. Which goes to show, this is no garbage bag. 

RRP AU$199.95 / NZ$249.95

www.youtube.com/watch?v=83__jsu-VMY

www.thenorthface.com/au 

*Keep an eye out in the next edition for a full range, 
 lightweight trail runner’s shell gear test.

If you’re like me, you’ll get a case of the enviro-guilts every time you 
have to buy a new set of batteries for one your electrical toys. Not 
that I’m saying sucking electricity from a grid powered by brown coal 
is much better, but it sure is cheaper and more convenient, and it 
definitely lessens the landfill equation. Which is why we love the Black 
Diamond Sprinter headlamp. It ticks all the boxes on the performance 
front, too: comfortable; throws out enough light (68 lumens) in a 
decent enough oval spray (“optimized for running”) to show you the 
way along that winding singletrack; and lasts long enough – 5 hours 
on max, 64 hours on minimum blast – and is waterproof (ish – what 
they mean is it will survive a downpour or a river dunking). Simple to 
simple to use, it has a one touch, easy to locate button (can be used 
with gloves on) that turns on and then dims to required setting as 
you keep pushing down. Although if I’m running I only ever go full 
strength. They quote 50 metres best distance, but on winding trail at 
night, you’re never needing that kind of reach anyway. It’s more about 
how it picks up the contours. Pretty well as would happen – although as 
a single point light source it’s only ever going to do so much. There’s a 
flash mode (never worked out in what situation I’d use that apart from 
signaling) and to benefit those trailing behind you, a red strobe lamp 
on the rear of the noggin, which also balances the weight somewhat. 
The rear unit is what sits in a nifty charger back at home base, with a 
six-hour recharge time. There’s also three plug adapters just in case 
you’re trailing overseas. Brilliant go-to headlamp for weekly trail runs. 

RRP AU$169.95

www.blackdiamondequipment.com

www.seatosummit.com 

And another review    > www.quadrathon.blogspot.com/ 
2011/03/review-black-diamond-sprinter-headlamp.html

GEAR > A GOOD TIME TO BUY…

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=83__jsu-VMY
www.thenorthface.com/au
www.blackdiamondequipment.com
www.seatosummit.com
www.quadrathon.blogspot.com/2011/03/review-black-diamond-sprinter-headlamp.html
www.quadrathon.blogspot.com/2011/03/review-black-diamond-sprinter-headlamp.html
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BROOKS  
NIGHTLIFE  
JACKET + CAP

There is no traffic – amen to your higher power – on bush trails.  
Well, unless you count your buddy running behind, trying to latch onto 
your heel. But that doesn’t mean that standing out like Locomotion- 
era Kylie Minogue at a death metal concert isn’t something to aim for.  
Loud and proud people. At least then your mate can keep visual tags on  
you as you stretch the gap, a flicker of fluro here and there through the 
trees. Then, when you really lose him, and then lose yourself, there’s 
something to wave at the S&R helicopter. Also, let’s face it, a lot of our 
weekly trail running involves a little rude road, so the Brooks Nightlife 
Jacket and Cap is great for, well, staying alive by letting the lazy people in 
their dioxide spewing metal boxes know you’re there. Armed with 360° 
of 3M Scotchlite™ 500 candle-power retroreflectivity (now there’s a 
word you’ll struggle to say ten times over – means you can see it coming 
for miles in only a glint of moonlight) it also has a few nifty features like 
MP3 holder, chest pocket for essentials (ID, five buck note) and regular 
side hand pockets. It says a semi-fitted design, but I reckon it’s a little 
looser than that around the midrift. On trail it breathed pretty well and 
kept the wind chill out. The cap is of the same ilk – highly reflective  
and has a cool, if fidgety to use, red strobe at the back for extra visibility.  
Not for wallflowers, but if you do happen to be part of the local council 
road crew, I reckon you can claim these as tax deductible work wear.

Jacket > RRP AU$150.00

Hat > RRP AU$50.00

www.brooksrunning.com.au 

www.brooksrunning.com.au
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IRULE THEOS 
SHORTS

Real men eat quiche and run in tights. Okay, I am only half a man. 
I put running shorts over the Theos when out testing. I was teased as 
a kid, I need no more as an adult. Maybe it’s the sleek, glitter-esque 
sheen of them, or maybe my package just doesn’t cut the manlihood 
mustard, but I just couldn’t cut swathe through the bush and feel 
comfortable in myself. But here’s the rub, or anti rub, if you will: they 
were super comfortable. I suffer from groinchafeitis (see the column 
later in the mag from Simon Madden covering this topic), even on 
shorter stints. Wincingly so on longer runs. With these coddling my 
cucumber manwich, I was sweet as a nut, you could say. No red zones, 
no inner leg hair entanglements (did you just wince?), no slowly 
changing my running stride to a John Wayne waddle about ten kays 
in. The secret is in Carvico’s Italian-made wet-look ‘Revolutional’ 
fabric matched to the ergonomics of iRule’s design skill. There’s 
no seam running where the sun don’t shine or other hot spots and 
it’s noticeable. iRule also touts 50+ sun protection, exceptional 
breathability, pilling resistance, shape retention and support with 
compression benefits (courtesy of the Xtra Life Active Lycra portion) 
plus moisture management and I’d say it’s all there, present and 
accounted for on my snuggly fitted forays. So while I may not be man 
enough to run with Theos solo, unabashed, I will definitely be running  
in them undercover, for the sake of my sensitive thighs (and ego). 

RRP NZ$149.00

www.irule.co.nz
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Here we have the whole package to protect the package – a pair of shorts  
with the chafe-abaters built in. If the Theos can take a leaf from TNF’s 
book and add the shorts (for aesthetics only I admit), I’d be in silky 
sack heaven. These have according to the boffins at The North Face HQ  
“been designed with endurance runners in mind.” They keep you  
cool and comfortable kay after sweaty kay thanks to wicking fabrics 
combined with breathable mesh panels at sides. A breathable crepe liner  
provides coverage and comfort on long hauls while the waist is a secure,  
customised fit. They do have a bit more stretch and less support than  
the Theo, which were by a couple of paces more technically up to task.  
Upspec the internal tights in these and you have a perfect running short.  
Even as is, for anything up to a serious ultra, they are like a glove. 

RRP > AU$79.95 / NZ $110.00

www.thenorthface.com.au 

THE NORTH  
FACE AGILITY  

SHORTS

www.irule.co.nz
www.thenorthface.com.au
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THE NORTH  
FACE ION  
20 BACKPACK

This is my ideal pack for trail running all day. Enough room 
to fit the essentials in – bit of emergency kit, wet weather 
gear, food and water – but comfortable enough to haul for 
a good 24 hours. Oxfam anyone? Extremely lightweight, 
the Ion 20 is designed with a molded Exolite back panel, 
and dual-density Airmesh shoulder harness, so it molds 
to fit your back throughout your excursion, and disperses 
pressure zones more widely. The large main compartment 
features an internal organizer with numerous pockets and 
zip holds, plus a padded universal laptop/hydration sleeve 
that accommodates laptops up to 15”.  Okay, so you’re not 
running with a laptop and if you do, it’s going to be stuffed, 
but I’m all for versatility - kit that is as useful off trail as it  
is comfortable on trail just doubles its real value. Features a  
wet weather cover, discretely stowed away, a hip belt mesh  
zip pocket  and easy access stretch side pockets for your 
energy bars. For an all round trail bag that can handle long  
day hauls, this one’s a winner.

RRP > AU$189.95 / NZ$249.95

www.thenorthface.com.au 
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www.thenorthface.com.au
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BRIDGEDALE  
MULTISPORT 

XHALE SOCKS

PATAGONIA  
DOWN SWEATER

GEAR > A GOOD TIME TO BUY…

You’re never really going to know a sock until you’ve tried to break 
a sock. Now I’ve run in these, but I haven’t run enough to break 
them. At least we know they aren’t those kind of socks (y’know, the 
ones that still cost a fortune but hole up in the first thirty kays). 
These have proven super comfy over the 30-40 kays I have put them 
through. They’re billed as ‘light and breathable’, the latter certainly 
true as I swapped into an other-brand pair mid run once and the 
hot spot heat up was noticeable on the other-brand pair. The design 
of these has light mesh sections on non impact zones, letting you 
perspire freely, while the cushioning is concentrated under heel, ball 
and toes. Something they call ‘Woolfusion’ “drives moisture away” – 
not sure there’s much forced migration going on, but the material 
mix – nylon (42%), Merino (28%), Polypro (28%) and Lycra does 
seem to be comfortable cocktail and the makers have done a good job 
at minimising any seam feel. A great sock for medium distance trail 
runs and those where you’ll get wet feet for the wicking capacities – 
still to be tested on anything nearing an ultra on this end, however  a 
guy called Greg Maud and his two friends completed a 1000km run 
across the Kalahari, running 50km a day for 20 days, running in 
these socks – no complaints.

RRP > AU$32.95

www.bridgedale.com  

www.kalahari1000.com

Yes, I got confused by the ‘Sweater’ label, too. Maybe because it’s so 
warm you’ll sweat in it, no matter how cold? Not sure. Either way, in 
Australia this is a ‘jacket’, people, as denoted by the full frontal zip. 
A damn fine down ‘jacket’ actually. This one’s on my all time fave’s 
list for the pre- and post-trail run wardrobe. For those who know 
and love the feeling of slipping into your three-year-old Ugg boots, 
well that’s the feeling this jacket gives me. It’s not just a warm feeling, 
it’s a secure feeling. Like when you smell something that reminds you 
of a moment in your childhood, or when you drink Creamy Soda 
after having not drunk it since you were in your teens. It’s a radiant 
warm and cozy. Best thing, it’s as light as a bunch of 800-fill goose 
down feathers (343g in fact) and super compressible for stowage 
in your backpack if needed. Despite the fragile feel of its shell, the 
ripstop fabric is quite durable, has a water repellent finish and is 
windproof, adding to the warmth of the high loft innards. Details 
include a quilted-through construction, two exterior zippered 
pockets, a stretch-mesh interior chest pocket that doubles as a 
zippered stuff sack, nylon-bound elastic cuffs and drawcord hem. 
Best of all, Patagonia is one of those companies that actually lives 
its green mottos and marketing – recycled polyester is used and the 
whole jacket is recyclable through the company’s Common Threads 
Recycling Program. Love, love, love this jacket.

RRP > AU$330

www.patagonia.com.au 

www.bridgedale.com
www.kalahari1000.com
www.patagonia.com.au
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When I was briefed to write a column in the  
inaugural issue of this magazine the editor told 
me to write something that “cuts to the heart  
of trail running, something that threatens the  
very foundations of the sport – a burning issue.” 
As soon as the words “burning issue” left his  
lips I immediately knew that I had to write about 
the number one threat to trail running: chafing.

Runners who have experienced this crippling affliction  
will know that nothing threatens our sport like chafing,  
be it of the balls, butt cheeks, armpits, nipples or wherever 
rubbing leaves us raw and pained.

Indeed, it was only when I started researching the subject  
that I realised the full extent of the horror. I discovered  
runners whose inner thighs slap together, women whose  
bras leave them scarred, and one wretched soul who even  
experienced the dreaded chafe on the very tip of his manhood.

Sadly, it seems chafing is one of those problems that is rarely 
discussed in the trail running world. For many runners it is 
actually a matter of shame, but it is amazing when you start  

to talk about it openly how many people admit to experiencing 
its horrible trauma. Even if someone hasn’t personally  
chafed they will almost certainly know someone who has.

My own first experience with chafing was the disturbing  
scrotumus frictionus hurtum: ball chafe, encountered during a trail 
running race. I had bought a new pair of running shorts 
especially for the event, which were very comfortable, but not, 
unfortunately, as it turned out, very durable. During the race the 
elastication that held up the sides of the built-in mesh jocks failed 
me. Badly. Freed from their mesh enclosure my boys danced 
around like a Michael Jackson impersonator performing Billie 
Jean. It wasn’t pretty, in fact it was Bad; the next day I walked 
around like someone had stuck red hot coals in my underpants.

Nipple chafe is no laughing matter, either. A friend of mine  
likes to run in old business shirts (you know, to keep the  
sun off his neck). One day he was doing a long training run  
when his nipples started to chafe so badly they began bleeding.  
He was out in the middle of nowhere, so he had to solve his 
nipple chafe with whatever came to hand. Using the barbs  
on a barbwire fence he cut holes in his shirt for his nipples.  
He would have been quite the sight: running along with his head-
lights sticking out through nipple holes in a blood-stained shirt.

BURNING  
ISSUE.
Written by: Simon Madden
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The more people I spoke to about chafing, the more horror stories  
I heard, and the more I realised the scale of this hidden epidemic 
that strikes to the very heart (and tender bits) of our sport. 

Some chafing stories are truly tragic. A ‘friend of mine’ is 
quite famous for carrying a bit ‘junk in his trunk’ for a bloke. 
He suffers from that rarest of chafing syndromes: Severe Butt 
Chafe (SBC). Apparently the SBC is worst in summer when 
he has to carry a special aloe vera gel to keep his cheeks from 
rubbing together painfully. But the pain from his raw crack is 
nothing compared to the public humiliation of having to front 
up at work waddling like a duck, or putting up with the cruel 
nickname given to him by his colleagues: Hot Cheeks.

And so it is that I bring you this story of chafing and the secret 
toll it takes upon runners. I have realised that the rub of the 
matter is communication, only then can we release runner’s 
from their secret shame and help them to overcome this 
affliction. Because there are answers. How many runners out 
there know nipples are better protected by Gaffa tape than by 
Bandaids? That modern lubes banish friction better than the 
traditional go-to Vaseline? Or that the ultimate way to protect 
your boys is to shave the entire area, slather it in lubricant and 
wear the tightest, falsetto-inducing lycra shorts you can bear? 
Not enough. So we are here to spread the word - do not turn the 
other cheek when it comes to chafing: lube your loins and run *

* We want to tap the wisdom of the crowd, so send us your 
unusual chafing stories, old wife’s tales and proven  
rubage panaceas to scrotumus frictionus hurtum and  
other Latin-ised labels for skin friction. The person with the  
best chafing yarn will win some kind of anti-chafing  
product – we’ll let you know which one when a reputable,  
wise and visionary brand contacts us to advertise herewith. 
Send to trailrunmag@gmail.com

“A ‘FRIEND OF MINE’ IS  
QUITE FAMOUS FOR  
CARRYING A BIT ‘JUNK IN  
HIS TRUNK’ FOR A BLOKE.  
HE SUFFERS FROM THAT  
RAREST OF CHAFING  
SYNDROMES: SEVERE  
BUTT CHAFE (SBC)”

Run Happy®

brooksrunning.com.auAvailable at The Athlete’s Foot, Rebel Sport and leading running retailers.
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Brooks® DNA is Science!
Brooks® DNA was invented in a laboratory. It reacts instantly to your every step to 
provide custom, personalised cushioning like it was made just for you! Try it in the 
Glycerin® 9 and experience the magic of modern science.
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Andy Hewat ruminates on his third time,  
no-so-lucky attempt to be the first to run solo, 
unsupported, the entire AAWT - Australian 
Alpine Walking Trail, all 680km of it. 
There’s a fine line between obsessive and crazy. When I told  
people what I was doing, many classified me firmly as the latter.  
I prefer to think of myself as the former. I’ve lived with 
obsession for years. The primary one always being an insatiable 
desire to run the entire Australian Alps Walking Track  
(AAWT). All 680km of it, a trail from Gippsland in Victoria  
to the outskirts of Canberra. 

After two failed attempts, third time lucky you’d think?  
Not so. Maybe I’m just not obsessive enough to get there?  
Or maybe just not tough enough? As I sat in the sun on the 
manicured lawns of the Licola caravan park the morning  
after abandoning my solo-unsupported attempt to ‘run’  
the AAWT, I couldn’t help but think maybe I was a little soft.  
I’d huddled in my tent under my emergency space blanket  
for two nights and a day as water dripped in on me incessantly,  

FAILURE  
IS AN OPTION

before finally pulling the pin. Hell, this was mountain country,  
it makes its own weather and you better be prepared for it. 

Clearly I wasn’t. One mate reminded me after the event:  
“There is no such thing as bad weather, just inadequate gear”.  
Thanks for that.

Failure. It doesn’t sit well. Those of us burdened with obsession 
don’t like to face it. Once the decision was made to pull, I started 
the 45km hike down the road to the nearest village: Licola.  
I stopped several times as I descended out of the cloud-covered 
mountains into the warm afternoon sun and looked back and 
questioned my decision. Risk. That is what we do. We wouldn’t 
attempt this sort of thing if it didn’t involve an element of risk. 

Heading out for 18 days on your own in the mountains  
is inherently going to carry risks. I knew that all along. 

Another friend reminded me of yet another cliché:  
“If it was easy everyone would be doing it.” Still not helping.  
So what was my excuse? 

I rationalised to myself that I didn’t want to take an uncomfortable 
situation (and trust me, it was bloody uncomfortable)  
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and turn it into a dangerous one. I have spent plenty of time  
in mountains, some way higher, rougher and tougher than 
these and knew what could happen. I consoled myself that  
it was better to concede and live to run another day than  
end up being choppered out with hypothermia. Wet sleeping  
kit can be disastrous in the mountains. Sounds reasonable.  
But I still wasn’t digesting it too well.

I’d been making good time, covering 50km on the first day 
and close to 40km the next with a full pack. On the third 
afternoon I was pretty much on target despite the five-hour 
bush-bash out of the Black River valley. I had just reloaded  
at my Jamieson-Licola Rd drop barrel when a misty  
fog rolled in. It was getting late. Then the rain started.  
Drizzle at first. But gradually stronger, like a frog in boiling 
water I was soaked through before I realised. No problem,  
I carried a dry set of sleeping clothes. I made it to Rumpf 
Saddle and found a cosy site on a bench amongst some trees 
above the clearing. I set up the tent quickly and stripped  
and crawled inside and put on warm, dry clothes and made  
up my bed. No hot dinner tonight.

As the darkness took over I soon realised the rain pounding  
on the tent was coming through. To my horror with every 
heavy drop a misty spray was being transmitted. I mopped  
the moisture with a small cloth repeatedly but it was going  

to be a long, sleepless night. As soon as I would doze off the 
spray on my face would wake me again. After weathering this, 
literally, all the next day and then another night, my will  
to go on was broken. Like water dripping onto rock, it had  
slowly worn me down. And soaked my bedding.

How good is hindsight? I bought a new lightweight one-man 
tarp-tent to replace my tried, tested but heavier two-man 
version just before leaving. Time pressure dictated that I could 
only practice pitching and get the seam-sealing done but never 
a proper field test. My error lay in trusting an untried piece of 
critical equipment. 

With a dry tent I would have still been out there.  
Lesson learned. The hard way. 

I still got to spend five days in the mountains. I conquered the 
dreaded Black River that had given me nightmares from my 
previous attempt. And if I keep working at this line of thinking, 
I reckon I can convince myself I had no option but to stop. 

How does that other cliché go?  
“A poor tradesman always blames his tools.” 

However I sell it, I failed. And that obsession won’t  
be satisfied until I have fed it the appropriate dose of AAWT:

Roughly 680km of it *

“MY WILL TO GO ON  
WAS BROKEN. LIKE WATER  
DRIPPING ONTO ROCK,  
IT HAD SLOWLY  
WORN ME DOWN.  
AND SOAKED MY BEDDING.”

Andy Hewat attempted trail running the AAWT for the third  
time in March 2011. While Andy was headed south to north,  
another trail runner, Beau Miles, was headed north to south.  
Albeit in a supported attempt to knock off the trail,  
Beau succeeded, taking 13 days. For the high achievers  
though, there is another rung on the obsession ladder:  
the trail is yet to concede its virginity to a solo, unsupported 
runner. Andy will let us know when he is right to set off again.  

aura
 australian ultra runners association

THE GREAT OCEAN WALK

100 KM TRAIL RUN

GOW                   1OOs  GOW                   1OOs  

.
Apollo Bay  12 Apostles.

Victoria  Austra
lia.

http://www.gow100s.com
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After six short races and two majors, there was only one race left 
on Running Wild’s 2010-11 season calendar – the Mt. Solitary 
Ultra.  It was the first time an organised trail race dared venture 
through the Jamison Valley and on up the peak’s shoulders and 
high hopes were held that this would be the race of the season.

“The weather gods are looking after us,” I quipped to race 
director Sean Greenhill with no rain overnight. Five minutes 
later the rain started and didn’t stop for the duration of the race.  
Still, what’s trail racing without a bit of mud and a few leeches?

Running on the Easter weekend, which had also doubled up  
on Anzac Day, Running Wild member Noel Annett doled out  
a stirring rendition of The Last Post before the pack was off.  

Just after 7am 130 runners set off from Kedumba to tackle 
25km and 45km courses.  Runners new to the area must 
have wondered what all the fuss was about. Graded, downhill 
firetrail is hardly difficult terrain.  Then the 45km runners 
veered left onto the single trail down to Kedumba River and 
things got interesting.  

The next 3km represents some of the best single trail in the 
Blue Mountains - downhill, twisting with lots of leaf litter.  
Grevilleas and banksias in flower line the track and keep 
catching the runners eye as they negotiate various obstacles.  
Central Coast runner Ian Gallagher was first to the river with 
a slight lead over Phil Whitten.  Runners came through the 
crossing in groups with 2010 TNF100 winner Beth Cardelli 
amongst the men and leading the women.  Hopes were high 
that Beth would ‘chick’ a few of the leading guys on what is her 
favourite training course.

The next section - the ascent of Solitary - was an eye opener 
for many.  The climb to the eastern col is some 800 metres 
in just over three kays.  Most of the climb is tucked into the 

SOLITARY RUN > TRAIL EVENT REVIEW

THEY HAD SPIED ITS 
ALLURING PEAK FOR  

YEARS, KNOWING  
ITS FLANKS HELD  

TRAIL GOLD. BUT IT  
WASN’T UNTIL THIS  

YEAR THAT RUNNING  
WILD NSW UNLEASHED  

THE MT SOLITARY  
ULTRA. ROD CUTLER 

REPORTS BACK FROM  
THE INAUGURAL EVENT.

M O U N T

final two.  With the rain making the course slippery, it tested 
all.  The leaders were setting a cracking pace with Ian firstly 
stretching out a lead, before Andrew Vize and Tony Fattorini 
started to reel him in.  Coming into the Golden Stairs check- 
point they were all within a minute of each other.  At this 
point Andrew executed one of his famous check point pit stops 
- off with one pack and on with a restocked pack.  No time 
wasted and he was out of the aid station within 20 seconds. 

After the aid station, the trio continued back down Golden 
Stairs and along Federal Pass, the racing fierce with Tony 
setting up a lead, Andrew chasing in earnest. Runner positions 
were being relayed back to the start/finish area and all present 
assumed that Tony (2007 6ft winner and previous course 
record holder) would have too much leg speed on the Jamison 
Valley crossing. This portion of the course has a lot of long 
flowing dowhill trail followed by a brutal 8km climb up 
Kedumba Walls to the finish.

Tony held the lead going up Kedumba Walls, but Andrew stayed 
within reach, eventually overtaking halfway up Kedumba Walls.  

Spectators gathered at the finish as Andrew appeared in  
the chute full steam stopping the clock in 5:05:40.   
Tony appeared on the horizon and registered 5:07:11.  
Coming in third was Ian Gallagher in 5:14:32.  

In the women’s Beth Cardelli finished first (8th overall)  
in an impressive 5:39:29, 2nd was Gill Fowler in 6:21:12  
and 3rd was Crystal Daniels 6:53:33.  

Fifty-six of the 61 runners who started the 45km finished,  
with the last home being Dennis Sweetman in 8:53:59.  

For information on the 2012 race and other events check out 

www.runningwildnsw.com

www.runningwildnsw.com
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BASED AT BEERBURRUM ON  
THE SECOND SUNDAY EVERY 

SEPTEMBER, THE GLASSHOUSE  
100 INCLUDES A ‘MILESTONE’  

100 MILER EVENT; THE VERY SAME  
 THAT WAS THE FIRST EVER  

100 MILE TRAIL RUN CONDUCTED  
IN AUSTRALIA BACK IN 1996. 

The course includes two loops:  the 110km western section and  
the 50km eastern section. Terrain varies from gravel road to rough,  
steep singletrack. Although the elevation gain and loss is small, 
most of the western section consists of short technical climbs and 
descents that can be particularly difficult in extreme dry or wet. 
Most of the Eastern section is flat and less demanding technically. 

There are beautiful views throughout the course, particularly 
from the top of Mt Beerburrum and Wildhorse Mountain.

Check it out and sign up to run this historic race at 

www.glasshousetrails.com.au/glasshouse100.htm 
Check out more Queensland trail runs at 

www.runtrails.org  
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Photo by Lisa Smith  — 0402 353 308

www.glasshousetrails.com.au/glasshouse100.htm
www.runtrails.org
mailto:vasque%40seatosummit.com.au?subject=
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NICK WIENHOLT FROM  
WWW.ENDUROEXPLORER.COM  

HEADS TO THE BLUE MOUNTAINS TO  
REPORT ON THE GRANDDADDY  

OF AUSTRALIAN TRAIL RACES:  
THE 6-FOOT TRACK MARATHON.

s log6Ft 

www.enduroexplorer.com
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“…THE SEVEN RUNNERS  
WERE REDUCED TO DRINKING  

FROM ROAD-SIDE PUDDLES  
AS THEY RAN THE INITIAL RACE.”

The first hints of autumn trigger a primeval urge in Australians 
to reaffirm tribal allegiances.  Across the nation, football 
jumpers are retrieved from the dusty corner of the cupboard 
and prepared for the upcoming season, while Sydney’s Oxford 
Street is swamped with sequin-covered revellers celebrating 
alternative lifestyle choices.  Distance trail runners exhibit a 
similar if slightly less colourful compulsion, clambering for 
entries and spending hours on sweat-drenched hill repeats for 
their own grand turn-out of the year that signifies the beginning 
of autumn and serious racing – the 6-Foot Track Marathon.

In contrast to many trail races, which can be smaller affairs and 
often allow race-day entries, the 6-Foot is one of the country’s 
most popular and celebrated trail marathons. Even so,  
logistics and park permits limit entries to less than a thousand. 
No wonder it’s one of – if not the – quickest running races in 
Australia to sell out.

After all the 2010 entries were snapped up online in less than 
seven hours, race-director Colin Jeftha reorganised the 2011 
entry process, splitting entrants into three categories (Novice, 
Veteran and Guaranteed) and moving registration from midnight 
to 9am. The move to a more civilised time combined with an 
increased range of qualifying events and continuing growth in 
distance trail running guaranteed that the 2010 record was going 
to be shattered. With race registration opening slightly late at 
9:05am on 8 December 2010, all the non-guaranteed places 
were gone by 9:12am: a staggering seven minutes to fill up.

The 6-Foot Track – formally a bridle trail with a constructed 
width of six foot to allow two loaded horses to pass each other – 
is a difficult undertaking. The deceptively small 2.8 kilometres 
tacked onto a standard marathon distance fails to convey the 
added difficulty offered by the technical trails, tortuous climbs 
and river crossings.

The accepted ‘6-Foot Multiplier’ is an increase of around fifty 
percent above road marathon times, and novice runners that 
fail to plan their race goals accordingly are often left shaking 
their head glumly at the clock as they pass through the finishers’ 
arch. Modern competitors can take comfort in their own 
misjudgement of the 6-Foot’s difficulty from the fact that the 
seven brave souls that lined up in 1984 for the first running of 
the event also seriously underestimated what they were biting off. 

Failing to take any water with them for the 45km jaunt to 
celebrate the re-opening of the trail from Katoomba to 
Jenolan Caves, and without the multitude of well-stocked aid 
stations that span the modern course, the seven runners were 
reduced to drinking from roadside puddles as they ran the 
initial race. In contrast to its low-key origins, the race is now 
the Australian Ultra Trail Running Championship, and field 
size is maxed-out at 850 runners.

Attracting the most competitive field possible is the goal of any 
race director, and for a race without major sponsorship or large 
cash inducements to attract runners, the quality of the Six Foot 
field is staggering. On paper, the 2011 edition is the strongest yet.   

Yet getting to the start line of the 6-Foot Track marathon in the 
pre-dawn hours of an early March morning is almost as difficult 
as getting to the finish line. Preparing for both the horizontal 
and vertical distance that needs to be conquered in the race 
is demanding. No wonder, then, that a number of entrants 
withdraw due to injury. The waitlist is whittled down further 
when the elite end of the field suffers similar thinning.  

In contrast to the withdrawals and DNS results that occur each year,  
one man who doesn’t know the meaning of “Did Not Finish” takes 
his perennial position at the start of the marathon. Race legend 
Max Bogenhuber is front and centre for the early kick off, ready 
to add to his unbelievable record of 27 6-Foot-Track finishes.  
Coupled with a streak that may never be equalled, Max has clocked 
some wonderful times – a best of 3:58:48 in 1988 – and is still 
achieving highly respectable sub-six hour times into his ‘60s’. 

At the start line, the alluring smell of fresh damper and 
traditional billy tea competes with the less attractive odours of 
liniment rubs and the PortALoos. Nervous pre-race chatter  
and the happy reunions of running comrades fills the air,  
and runners glance at watches in the countdown to the wave  
starts. Former race director, current race website administrator,  
one-time top ten finisher and all-round 6-Foot guru, Kevin 
Tiller, describes the confined race start at Explorers Tree at the 
top of Nellies Glen as one of the event’s great charms. When 
combined with the equally-confined finish area, the supply of 
Coke in addition to sports drinks at aid stations, the distinct 

6-FOOT TRACK
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the remaining competitors are sent hurtling down the narrow, 
steep decline to the Coxs River.

After the thigh-pummelling descent down the stairs, the 
track levels out as it reaches farming land in the Megalong 
Valley, around the 2km mark, and then follows Nellies Glen 
Road.  In this section, cattle grates and creek crossing test the 
hurdling skills of runners. As the Coxs River approaches, the 
trail enters some of the most technical terrain, and the gashes, 
bruises, scrapes and sprains evident each year at the finish line 
are testament to the power of the trail to up-end even the most 
competent trail runners.

Early reports from the course confirm that Andrew Lee is 
taking it out hard, leaving the rest of the field in his wake and 
clearly pushing for victory.

The cosy confines of the race start and finish bookend an 
exhilarating trail through areas inscribed on the World 
Heritage List, but it is the two climbs after the Coxs River 
crossing that remain the signature feature of the 6-Foot Track.  
The climbs involve ascents of 430m up to Mini Mini Saddle, 
a drop of 160m over the next kilometre and then a relentless 
climb of 670m over the next 12km to the high-point of the 
Six Foot Track at the Pluviometer, 1230m above sea level.  The 
Coxs River crossing is almost a vertical kilometre lower than 
the high-point at ‘Pulvi’, and the grade exceeds twenty percent 
in some sections. 

lack of prize money and the contributions of Rural Fire Service 
volunteers, a quirky, irreverent atmosphere generates – one 
contrasting sharply with the ultra-competitive nature of the race.

Speculation focuses on last year’s winner Alexander Mathews 
and Blue Mountains local and multi-TNF100 winner Andrew 
Lee, with dark-horse Brendan Davies in great form after 
smashing the course record on the extremely tough Deep 
Space Marathon during the spring racing season. 

The female event is wide open, with the X-factor clearly being 
Salomon team runner, Anna Frost, who has made the trip 
across from Dunedin. The Kiwi is still in the early stages of 
her training after an extended break following a stunning win 
in her ultra-marathon debut at the 2010 TNF Endurance 
Challenge 50 Mile Championships. 

Favourites Andrew Lee and Alexander Mathews position side by 
side as RD Colin Jeftha clears the start area. Lee is a picture of 
steely determination, removing his singlet to reveal an etched 
physique that hints at hours of brutal hill running. With ten 
Six Foot finishes to his credit, and having bought his race time 
down from a 2001 debut of 4:45 to an elite sub-3:30 finish in 
the previous few years, one that had him just short of victory, 
there is a sense it could finally be Andrew’s day.

At 8.00am, the starter’s gun fires, and the first wave is gone. 
As the last yells of excitement from Wave One echoe up Nellies 
Glen, wave two moves in. With three more shots of the gun, 

“FOR SOME REASON  
I HAD REMEMBERED THE 
BLACK RANGE AS FLAT.  
I DON’T KNOW WHY  
BECAUSE IT ISN’T.”

6-FOOT TRACK
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Race novices, along with many experienced 6-Foot veterans  
who succumb to post-traumatic amnesia, are left gasping at the  
steepness, difficulty and length of the climbs. Outside mountain 
terrains, preparing for serious climbing is difficult, and many 
pre-race splits that have been carefully prepared in endless hours 
of training run contemplation, race report study and terrain 
reconnaissance are cruelly crushed during these difficult ascents.

At the front of the race, Andrew Lee is powering away from  
the rest of the field. Brendan Davies maintains second, with 
Rob Walter enjoying a good climb, moving up from seventh 
place at the Coxs and slipping into third place by Pulvi.

Meanwhile, the less pointy end of the field is suffering in 
the heat, with salt tablets eagerly sought, and the dreaded 
‘wall’ that usually waits until close to the 40km mark creeping 
forward and dropping runners into a walk along the length of 
the brutal climbs. Wet shoes and clothing from the Coxs River 
crossing combine with the increasing humidity to make for a 
slow and difficult ascent.

Sydney’s Rob Costello is amongst those struggling with humidity.  
A first-timer to the 6-Foot Track Marathon, he has plenty of 
distance trail running experience, including a finish in the top 
80 at last year’s TNF100 ultra-marathon. A target time of 4:30 
with precise split calculations was planned pre-race. Thrashed 
legs from stumbling during the river crossing reduces Rob to a 
walk on the Pulvi climb, then it’s cramps and a drenching shower 
that makes for a long and lonely second half of the race.

After the brutal climb, the 6-Foot Track pulls its cruellest 
trick with undulating, difficult running exposed to the full 
heat of the day along Black Range. In pre-race inspections of 
elevation maps, the small bumps of Black Range can escape 

without much attention, dwarfed by the giants of Mini Mini 
and Pluviometer. As Brendan Davies correctly points out in 
his post-race report: “You have to really pace your climb  
(up to Pulvi) or the Black Range will destroy you!”

Rob Davis comments: “For some reason I had remembered  
the Black Range as flat. I don’t know why because it isn’t.”

With legs thrashed by the descents and drained from the 
climbs, the roller-coaster of sharp ascents and descents  
along the Black Range can easily defeat the strongest runner.  
In tight races the steep descent into Jenolan Caves provides  
a thrilling finish, but with Andrew Lee continuing his 
dominance of the race along the Black Range section, those  
is his wake are now targeting the podium rather than victory.

The race clock hanging over the finish line clicks past 3:10  
as spectators begin scanning the long descent into the valley 
for the first runners. Reports from the aid stations are 
fleeting, and the fast-building crowd is in the dark about  
who will charge down the footpath first. 

The race record of 3:15 passes without any news; anticipation 
grows at a similar rate to the cloud formations that increase in 
height and menace above the narrow confines of Jenolan Caves.  

It is becoming apparent how challenging the humidity, heat 
and mud had been. The tense atmosphere is broken with 
shouts of encouragement as Lee appears and powers towards 
his first victory, crossing the line in 3:35:22.  Showing little 
discomfort from his efforts and for the most part maintaining 
his stoic manner, there is one glimpse of emotion shortly  
after crossing the line: hands over eyes, the creased face of a  
man holding back tears betraying how much the victory means.

6-FOOT TRACK
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they attempt to stop for the first time in many hours as race 
officials remove timing chips. Tales of missed goals, falls, 
cramps and nausea are counter-balanced by runners jubilant  
at conquering one of the toughest runs of their lives.

The words and images of the runners tell a powerful story. First- 
time 6-Footer Kay Anderson could speak for many: “I was very  
emotional when I finished.  I think because I’d given pretty much  
my all throughout the race and beforehand I really had no idea 
whether I would finish in a time that would reflect how hard I’d 
tried. Getting to the end made the struggles both at training, and  
to beat any self-doubt, worth it.  It’s definitely the hardest phys-
ical challenge I’ve faced but I’m looking forward to next year.”

As the clock advances past seven hours, the last few finishers 
cross the line, many carrying injuries and happy to have the 
race complete. Two runners with brooms and broad smiles 
appear over the crest of the hill and begin a slow shuffle 
into the valley bringing to an official end the 6-Foot Track 
marathon for another year.  

Of the 877 starters, there are 844 finishers with 840 runners 
coming in under the seven-hour time limit. Considering the 
difficulty of the course and the poor weather dished up after 
midday that alternatively baked then drenched the second half of 
the field, the finishing rate is extremely high and testament to the 
success of Race Director Colin Jeftha in controlling entry criteria. 

As it heads towards its 30th birthday, the 6-Foot Marathon  
is secure in its place as Australia’s premier trail race, with finishers 
proudly wearing their distinctive race shirt in such numbers  
that Australian newspaper columnist Annabel Hepworth  
declared (somewhat tongue-in-check) that “if you haven’t  
got a T-shirt declaring you’ve run the track around the Blue  
Mountains in NSW, well, you are definitely the poorer for it.” *

Showing jubilation and pain, Brendan Davies crosses the line 
two minutes later, with Canberran Rob Walter a minute further 
back. The finishing area fills quickly, a bruised and battered 
Alexander Mathews drips blood from elbows and knees as he 
crosses the line in sixth place, and broadly smiling local Michael 
Donges comes in at the 3:51 mark, jubilant with a top ten finish.

Despite playing down her chances pre-race, Australasian Salomon 
ambassador Anna Frost is the first female and eleventh overall  
finisher in 3:52:48.  Anna’s win is a stunning effort, with only 
passing knowledge of the track and its conditions. Canberran  
Vanessa Haverd is second female across in 4:03 followed by top  
ultra runner, Beth Cardelli, in third place (4:10). Backing up from  
a gruelling start to the year as the top female runner at Bogong to  
Hotham and Cradle Mountain, Beth is her usual smiling, unflap-
pable self, crossing the line looking more like she’s completed  
an 8km recovery run that a punishing mountain marathon.

As the clock ticks over four, five and then six hours, the weather 
deteriorates. Teeming rain sends spectators huddling for shelter 
and finishers have to negotiate an increasingly difficult descent 
into the valley on tired legs and in drenched shoes. 

While many struggle with changeable conditions, Max arrives 
at the finish line in an excellent 5:33, beating home many 
competitors a third of his age and finishing in the top half of 
the field.  While expressing pleasure in watching the growth of 
the race over the years, Max concedes that each year the race 
feels harder and the climbs a little longer, but the joy and pride 
evident on his face indicates that he wouldn’t have it any other 
way, and his streak is not close to coming to an end.

Many other runners have nothing left to give as they cross the 
line, collapsing into seats or suffering ferocious cramping as 

www.sixfoot.com 
Images courtesy Supersport  
Images + Nick Wienholt

www.supersportimages.com

www.sixfoot.com
www.supersportimages.com
http://www.nextlevelnutrition.com.au
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4 8 MERRELL TRAIL GLOVE > TRAIL SHOE REVIEW

It’s hard to believe this is a trail-running shoe.  
Merrell has taken a vibram sole and wrapped it with a soft  
but strong mesh upper, added a solid toe bumper and 
created the simplest but most amazing minimalist shoe 
imaginable. It must be as close to the true ‘barefoot’ 
experience without being actually barefoot, that you can get.

At only 216gm per shoe (size 12M) they are one of the  
lightest trail shoes ever produced. Yet they offer surprisingly  
good traction and toe protection. The tread pattern is deepest  
and most aggressive across the toes for toe-off traction.  
While they lack the classic lugged pattern of regular trail 
shoes the ‘barefoot’ feel allows you to grip the earth with  
your toes. Couple this with the freedom provided by wearing 

CAN A RUNNING SHOE BE SEXY?  
IF SO THEN THIS IS IT. YOU CAN’T  

HELP BUT PICK IT UP JUST TO FEEL  
HOW LIGHT IT IS. AND FLEXIBLE.  

SIMPLY PUT: THEY ARE SEXY,  
THERE IS NO DOUBT ABOUT IT. 

MERRELL TRAIL GLOVE 
Great for > Creating the barefoot experience  
without trashing the soles of your feet. 

Not so great for > Rough, rocky, sharp surfaces can  
lead to stone bruising. Unless a diehard barefooter  
distances will be limited and you should transition  
into them slowly to allow time to adjust.

Test conditions > Mix of trail including loose sand and dirt, 
hard compacted firetrail, loose gravel and stones, hard rock 
(wet and dry), creeks, technical singletrack. Total mileage 
limited by my ‘barefoot’ inexperience to about 30km  
but pretty much every surface except muddy clay tested.   

Tester > Andy Hewat. Ultrarunner with 15 x 100 milers,  
including 3 x Hardrock, 1 x Western States, 5 x Great North  
Walk and 5 x Glasshouse. Race Director for Great Ocean 
Walk100s (https://sites.google.com/site/gow100s/home)  
and Bogong to Hotham  
(https://sites.google.com/site/bogong2hotham/). 

Tester mechanics > Mild over pronator with fairly  
wide forefoot and low arches. Major arthritis  
in big toe joints of both feet so appreciate protection.

Supplier > Big thanks for the test shoes provided by  
Barefoot Inc, Adventure Megastore, 505 Kent St, Sydney.

RRP AU$189

no socks or toe-socks and you find your feet really  
working with the terrain to hang on. Rock hopping was fun.  
And on steep loose dirt and scree I found my toes digging in. 

With zero heel drop and effectively no midsole you are right on 
the ground eliminating ankle rolls and forcing you to place your 
feet and feel every contour. The 1mm forefoot ‘shock absorption 
plate’ provides minimal protection while guaranteeing a true 
trail feel. They force you to mid-forefoot strike and you engage 
your proprioceptors and strengthen all the stabilising muscles of 
your feet and lower legs.  A barefoot experience without cutting 
up your feet or stubbing your toes on every rock or root. 

The toe-box is generous and protected by a rubber bumper that 
wraps right around both sides. There is no chance of toe-box  
sidewall pressure. The high roof allows for plenty of toe freedom.  
Barefooters can achieve the splaying of their toes that they crave. 

The uppers are a very soft and porous mesh that adds to the 
flexibility. They drain and dry fast but will hold a little water in 
the tub created by the toe bumper. The lacing system employs 
a ribbed skeleton that cinches the roof of the shoe and tongue 
down snug without any pressure points. You could be excused 
for forgetting you have them on. The heel is narrow and pliant 
and hugs firmly without impinging or rubbing. They can be 
worn without socks comfortably. The name “Glove” wasn’t 
chosen by accident. They really do fit like a glove. 

As a lifelong heel striker it is hard to change but I do a little 
barefooting on grass to help strengthen my feet and improve 
my form. I love that feel of plush green grass between my toes. 
Few things feel better in running than the natural acceleration 
generated by getting up onto the balls of your bare feet. As 
an ultrarunner I am unlikely to do much more than use 
barefooting as a training tool, but the Merrell Trail Gloves 
allow me to take that experience out onto the trail. And while 
I will never do a hundred miler in them, I can now push the 
boundaries and get onto more testing surfaces with the added 
protection afforded. For those more advanced in the realms of 
barefooting or already running long trails barefoot or in Five 
Fingers, I think the Trail Gloves offer a real alternative with 
more security and protection while retaining that feel for the 
trail that is the basis of the barefoot experience.

They look great. They feel great. They hug the ground like 
nothing else and you get to feel every bump, bend and rock 
along the way. All the things a trail runner loves: to feel the 
trail, be a part of the trail, be at one with the trail. They are sexy 
and they say that sex sells. If that’s the case then the Trail Gloves 
will walk off the shelves. Quite simply, they are irresistible and 
you can’t help wanting to run in them. An all round winner 
and likely to set the standard for minimalist shoes.

So sexy, they hug you back

www.adventuremegastore.com.au

www.merrell.com

https://sites.google.com/site/gow100s/home
https://sites.google.com/site/bogong2hotham
www.adventuremegastore.com.au
www.merrell.com


*Web-slinger not included

BROOKS CASCADIAS #6 > TRAIL SHOE REVIEW

Slick, low to the ground, racing-red, textured mesh, black 
webbing reinforcing and a gold flash. They look fast. I have always 
wanted to run in them but the earlier models were too narrow 
in the forefoot so I never got out the store door. But given the 
chance to put the latest version to the test, I simply couldn’t resist.

Pull them on and they even feel fast. While clearly not in the realm 
of the latest ultra lightweight brigade, they are still light and low to 
the ground. But amazingly they still feel cushioned and protective 
all in one. There is a protective plate beneath the outsole that does 
a good job of protecting against sharp stones. The tread pattern  
is a good mix: down the middle are geometric shapes that look  
like they will drill into any surface; around the perimeter are  
flat, straight lugs; and under the arch a band of tight deep fins.  
These fins are a great addition in an area usually left devoid of 
tread and often where you strike a root or rock. The combination 
is awesome on nearly every surface I tried. I was rock hopping on 
a narrow rock-ledge from the get-go with confidence. Steep scree 
and loose dirt: no problem. Slippery mud: as good as any of my 
other trailies. Possibly the ultimate test: a narrow fresh duck-poo 
covered treated pine plank with no trouble. There is great feel for 
the trail. I almost felt cat-like, no matter which way I ‘fell’ I always 
landed on my feet. I guess that must be the Spiderman influence. 

The #6 model is definitely a little wider than its predecessors  
but I can still feel the sidewall pressing on my little toe.  
There is a scalloping of the upper over the little toe, which 
reduces the space. But as a plus all this combines to make for  
a snug fit, which eliminates any movement of the foot within the 
shoe. Less movement means less friction and less blisters. It does 
mean less room for foot swelling in ultras though and those that 
like a bit of freedom for their toes won’t like the trapped feeling. 

The flat laces pull the uppers in snug. The tongue is webbed to 
stop debris sneaking in. An extra tiny loop-hole on the tongue 
helps stop any tongue slippage. The uppers are plush and very 
comfortable. They drain and dry well after creek crossings. As an 
added bonus Brooks claim all sorts of eco-friendly techniques  
and materials are used in the production of the Cascadias.

My favourite measuring stick for judging a trail shoe: would I  

IF I WAS AWARDING POINTS SIMPLY 
FOR LOOKS, I RECKON THE CASCADIAS 
WOULD WIN. THEY LOOK LIKE SOME-
THING SPIDERMAN WOULD WEAR. 

BROOKS CASCADIAS #6
Great for > you name it, any sort of trail,  
technical, rocky, soft, loose, hard. 

Not so great for > runners with wide forefeet.

Test conditions > mix of trail including loose sand  
and dirt, hard compacted firetrail, loose gravel  
and stones, hard rock (wet and dry), creeks,  
technical singletrack, mud, puddles.  
Total test distance: 70km.   

Tester > Andy Hewat –  
Ultrarunner with 15 x 100 milers including  
3 x Hardrock, 1 x Western States,  
5 x Great North Walk and 5 x Glasshouse.  
Race Director for Great Ocean Walk100s  
(https://sites.google.com/site/gow100s/home)  
and Bogong to Hotham  
(https://sites.google.com/site/bogong2hotham/). 

Tester mechanics > Mild over pronator with  
fairly wide forefoot and low arches. Major arthritis  
in big toe joints of both feet so appreciate protection.

RRP AU$239.95

run a 100 miler (160km) in them? Initially, the narrowness of the  
toe box convinced me that this was unlikely. But I still liked them  
so much that I actually wondered if I could get my little toes surgi-
cally removed to fit better. That’s how good I think these shoes are. 
After putting more miles in them my toes feel surprisingly good. 
I fear for me, though, the toe box is still too narrow for 100km+ 
where there will be foot swelling. But I’m getting tempted to try. 

You know a shoe designed with input from Scott Jurek is going 
to be good. And theses babies don’t disappoint. If I sound 
overly enthusiastic it’s for good reason. Forget all the gimmicks 
and trends: these are a born-and-bred fantastic trail shoe. 

www.brooksrunning.com.au
5 1

https://sites.google.com/site/gow100s/home
https://sites.google.com/site/bogong2hotham
www.brooksrunning.com.au


With trail shoes brands going harder at opposite ends of the 
design spectrum, from minimalist (Merrell Trail Gloves) to 
bubble boy protection (Hokas), great generalist models like the 
Mizuno Wave Ascend 5 can get lost in the mix. Yet these are one 
of the most dependable choices across most trail conditions. 

At 325gm, the Wave Ascend 5 is the lightest Mizuno trail 
offering, and delivers a combination of performance  
and sturdiness by weaving a very solid trail sole onto a lighter- 
weight mesh upper.  Rather than trying to keep water out,  
the mesh upper is extremely porous, letting the water in but  
compensating by allowing fast drying.  The level of toe 
protection is moderate, with a lightweight bumper extending 
across the front.  For a mid-weight range shoe, protection is  

MIZUNO WAVE ASCEND 5 > TRAIL SHOE REVIEW

MIZUNO WAVE ASCEND 5

Great for > General trail training, fine for mixed terrain  
with mixed trail and road, handles wet conditions well.

Not so great for > Fast racing on non-technical trail,  
very wet conditions, ultra-rough trails that would be best 
tackled with a firmer toe bumper, very cold conditions  
where a heavier mesh upper would keep the foot warmer.

Test conditions > Mixed trail and road, fire-trail, technical 
trail with mud and slippery rock conditions, ~200km.   

Tester > Nick Wienholt – ultra-trail runner based in 
Sydney’s southern suburbs, Nick recently completed  
3 of Australia’s toughest trail ultras (Bogong to Hotham, 
Cradle Mountain and The North Face 100), highlighted  
by a finish in the top 5% of the field at The North Face  
that included a silver buckle.  He plans to dedicate the  
spring to short-distance events like the marathon. 

Tester mechanics > Mid-weight (74kg) experienced  
trail runner with neutral pronation and forefoot strike.

Supplier > Big thanks for the test shoes provided by  
Barefoot Inc, Adventure Megastore, 505 Kent St, Sydney.

RRP AU$180.00

on the lesser side of great, and on cluttered trails with plenty of  
rocks and sticks to attack the foot, the lightweight upper on the 
Ascend leaves the runner mildly vulnerable on the top deck.

The Ascend uses a six-lace hole system and with the springy laces 
achieving a firm, comfortable fit.  The heel cup grips comfortably 
to the foot, and overall fit of the shoes is excellent – right from 
first wear.  Most trail shoes take a few hundred kilometres to 
truly conform to the foot, but the Wave Ascend transitioned well 
straight from box to a long trail run without a break-in period.

The fit is generous, and provides plenty of toe wiggle-room.   
For runners with a wide foot that might struggle with narrower 
shoes like the Salmon XT Wing, Ascend 5 is a better option.

The Ascend 5 combines a competent upper with outstanding mid-  
and out-soles that really deliver the goods.  The midsole is based 
on the Wave plate which is the signature feature of the Mizuno 
line, and which uses a non-uniform lateral design to work with the 
foam cushioning to provide a larger force dissipation area.  As with 
any ‘unique’ shoe technology, the Wave plate of the Mizuno’s can 
appear primarily as a marketing gimmick, but after a number of 
long runs on hard-packed fire-trail, the Wave’s ability to deliver a 
smooth ride and keep the legs fresh was evident.

The Wave plate is sufficiently firm to prevent any foot bruising 
from sharp stones on the trail, and on test it cruised through rough 
terrain without forcing me to tip-toe between softer landing spots.   
The heel is extra-padded, with longer-lasting carbon-rubber 
guarding against excessive wear in this area – a common weakness  
of trail shoes given the extra heel movement trail running causes.

Two rows of lugs run down the length of the sole – both start 
beneath the big toes with one continuing along outer edge of 
the sole while the other crosses the shoe along the forefoot and 
reaches the inner edge at mid-sole.  The lugs provide excellent 
grip on slippery, technical trail sections, and hammering gnarly 
trail conditions without being concerned about a slip was a 
definite highlight of thrashing these on trail.  A downfall of 
grippy lugs and firm plates can be a loss of track feel, but the 
Ascend doesn’t suffer from this issue, allowing feet to dance over 
the trail and produce fast speeds in technical conditions.

If a single pair of trail runners was the packing limit for  
a long trail trip away, these shoes would definitely make the cut.   
They handle pavement fine, and there are few trail conditions 
where the shoes didn’t excel on test.

www.mizuno.com.au

THESE COULD BE THE HOLDEN  
OR FORD OF TRAIL RUNNING –  

A DEPENDABLE, SOLID  
AND WORKMANLIKE SHOE  

THAT WILL SUIT MOST USES. 

Holden, Ford...Mizuno?

5 2

www.mizuno.com.au
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DID YOU KNOW THAT THE COLOUR 
BLUE REPRESENTS STABILITY, TRUST, 
LOYALTY, WISDOM, CONFIDENCE, 
INTELLIGENCE, FAITH AND TRUTH? 
BLUE IS ALSO CONSIDERED  
BENEFICIAL TO THE MIND  
AND BODY, APPARENTLY SLOWING 
THE HUMAN METABOLISM AND  
PRODUCING A CALMING EFFECT.

SALOMON GUIDANCE CROSSMAX 
Great for > Beginners to intermediates, general  
trail training, especially when you’ve some bitumen  
to cover to get to the trail head. 

Not so great for > Aggressively technical trail,  
colder conditions.

Test conditions > Road, mixed trail and fire-trail,  
a smidge of technical trail with mud and  
slippery rock conditions, ~60km 

Tester > Chris Ord – middleweight (if that) everyman  
trail runner, completed the Oxfam 100k, a half TNF100,  
Grampians bush marathon, knocking off four highest  
peaks, and shorter trail runs for multisport events.  
Regular gear tester for myriad outdoor magazines,  
including Australian Geographic Outdoor magazine. 

Tester mechanics > Runner’s knees, mild pronation  
and midfoot strike.

RRP AU$220

Enough chromatics (study of colour), let’s progress to the azure 
things coddling my lumps of meat: the Salomon Crossmax, in 
particular the Guidance model. Do they inherit any of blue’s 
personality on trail? We’ll see.

These are the advance party in what will be an avalanche of 
‘door to trail’ crossover shoes - shoes that handle both road 
and trail with aplomb. I’m dubious. That’s like saying my road 
bike is okay with rough stuff in the national park, or that my 
knobbled tyre mountain bike is fine for a quick highway scoot. 
No. They’re not. The MTB is slow and heavy on the road and 
the racer crumbles at the sight of rutted singletrack. But then 
‘hybrid’ is the new black, right? Crossover SUVs are apparently 
great for dropping the kids off at school and for delving into 

The blue shoe
the bush.  And that is, perhaps, a better analogy than the bikes. 
For the Crossmax does perform well in both territories so long as 
you’re talking non-extremes. Superbly well, in fact.  A shortish 
road run reveals them to be comfortable, cushioned adequately 
in the heel, if not a little harshly on the forefoot ball. There was a 
little hot spotting, but nothing too distracting. 

On trail, they again impressed. The 40/60 road/trail figure is 
out of whack – it’s closer to 30/70 in trail’s favour so long as trail 
terrain doesn’t push past middling in the technical stakes. There’s 
enough cushioning in the heel for downhill bombs, enough 
protection in the sole when things get rough underfoot, my only 
note being – as on the road – the forefoot ball cushion seems 
fairly shallow and lacks the absorption the rest of the shoe has. 

Now let’s give the Crossmax the ‘blues’ test.  
Stability? Highly rated. A broader sole atop a fairly meaty 
midsole. The mostly flat contact pad afforded good trail/road 
feel and excellent grip. Some online reviewers have found 
the higher heel lodge, common in Salomons, to be a smidge 
unsettling. Prima donnas. Trust? Confidence? See above.

Loyalty? Haven’t worn them long enough to tell you if they will be 
to me or me to them. But I will say as a pronator with arches that 
twinge, the support these offered was a calling from the trail gods: 
“Thou should have chosen pronator-specific shoes eons ago!”

Wisdom? Intelligence? Like toothbrushes, technical aspects 
of shoes in general are marketing gimmick. Here I’d say 
that Salomon has actually delivered ‘smart’ performance. Its 
‘Oversize Tendon’ – a stretch TPU strip that runs the length 
of the shoe – provides controlled motion through the step and 
noticeable if subtle energy off the toes. The Sensiflex outer and 
Sensifit seamless inner are also dux of comfort class in practice, 
too, with a stretchy material breathing beautifully and wicking 
water away smartly when puddles loom large. The quick lace 
system ensures an even and snug fit, if a little fiddly. 

Faith and truth? Well, if I was to apply that to a shoe, you’d call 
me a wanker, or worse. Moving on...The big one: did it slow my 
metabolism, as blue is supposed to do? I prefer a fast metabolism 
anyway (means I can eat donuts) and really all this extrapolation 
vis a vie ‘blue’ and ‘meaning’ is just a half cocked way to approach 
a shoe review, huh? Besides, it comes in other colours.

If you’re tackling a high-end technical course smacked with 
scree and sharp scrub, you’ll want to upgrade to something 
more tank-like. Where these shoes will kill it is across the 
middle use market. These are the Holden Commodores of trail 
running. They’ll suit most people for the trails most of them 
run most of the time.  Like a Holden, they’re a great workhorse 
to have in the garage. And when you master the (race) track, 
well, there’s no harm in adding a supercar to park next to the 
Crossmax, eh? Pity the Salomon S-Labs aren’t yet here..

www.salomon.com/au

SALOMON GUIDANCE CROSSMAX > TRAIL SHOE REVIEW

www.salomon.com/au
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through the motion of heel and toe – your foot is doing what it 
damn well pleases. Less 80s, more 70s attitude there I guess. 

In the rear carriage things are much more controlling of the heel 
– it’s as though the designers have gone to town from the midfoot 
back. Grip is good but not overly aggressive, a reflection of the fact 
that these were designed to verge on crossover between trail and a 
little road action (if you can even say that there’s action to be had 
on road). The name – Double Track – suits them for Australian 
conditions, because it makes me think of fire trails, where there’s 
two lanes, the ground has in general been flattened by the wheel of 
a 4WD, and there’s just a little rough stuff to endure, but nothing 
technical. The North Face’s Double Track are perfect for this kind 
of environment, where grip is less an issue, as is the requirement 
for constant twisting and turning – it’s more about dealing with 
some mud, dirt, a stray bit of gravel; a little grip needed for the 
uphills, and some good cushioning for the longer haul. 

Where these shoes really worked for me was in their ‘Terrain 
Harness’ (dontcha love marketing nomenclature?) – I’ll quote 
from inside the shoe: “engineered for the medium arched 
pronator to create stability…”. And it did, for me, thanks to its 
X-Dome Cradle support with an integrated medial post to correct 
overpronation. That support, while good through the last, wasn’t 
as solid in the forward upper – the mostly mesh material on the 
plus side making this a lightweight shoe that panted well (wicked 
away atersheds from my sweaty slabs). The heel ‘Dome Cradle’ 
supplied a positive story at back, holding my heel in snugly and 
offering firm support. A great shoe for beginners to intermediates 
and excellent for more experienced trail runners wanting  
to use them specifically for longer runs along bush fire roads.  
May start to struggle in super duper technical terrain, however. 

I’m not the only one to give this shoe the overall thumbs up: 
US-based adventure rag Outside put it through its paces saying 
“Just about everybody loved this shoe. It was light and fast 
enough for high-tempo workouts on pavement. But, thanks in 
part to a lightweight and flexible rock plate, it was just armored 
enough to handle rocky and rooty trails.” 

In a similar vein to this edition’s Salomon Crossmax and 
Mizuno Wave tests, the Double Tracks are a great core shoe;  
the go-to suitable for most trail runs you’ll tackle, and a winner  
for those who like to feel the cushion beneath.

www.thenorthface.com.au 
THE NORTH FACE DOUBLE TRACK  > TRAIL SHOE REVIEW

The comfy shoe

These loafers are comfy. Walking around, damn comfy. 
On the trail they just make you float. Especially in the heel. 
Pounding down an incline – if you happen to be the kind of 
runner that lands on your heel running downhill (the cautious 
type) – is like being on a jumping castle. Slight overstatement 
there, but you get the point. Comfy, people, comfy. Lots of 
give. I wonder with so much movement in the cushion if the 
cushion will be quick to deteriorate? But that’s something only 
time will tell. The energy return is great.

The forefoot feels the stones a smidge more but there’s still 
plenty of protection for most conditions. Overall, however, 
the last is loose and free up front, allowing a lot of torsional 
movement – this shoe isn’t dictating to your foot how it’ll go 

LET’S START OFF WITH WHO THESE SHOES  
ARE NOT FOR: THEY’RE NOT FOR MINIMALISTS. 

TOO MUCH CUSHIONING, TOO…SQUIDGY… 
UNDERFOOT. AND SILVER, I MEAN REALLY.  

IT’S SO 1980’S TRON. BUT BACK TO  
THE SQUIDGYNESS. THAT’S A TECHNICAL  

TRAIL TERM FOR CUSHIONING, PEOPLE. 

THE NORTH FACE DOUBLE TRACK 
Great for > Middleweight single trail, fire roads, packed  
or gravelly trails and short bursts from trailhead onto  
the bitumen and back to the front door. Another good  
shoe for those just getting into trail running.

Not so great for > Aggressively technical trail,  
or colder conditions.

Test conditions > Mixed single trail, mostly smooth  
and well packed, some mild technical sections,  
some fire roads, beach and a short stretch of  
rock hopping, plus the obligatory park to front  
door bitumen. 40km   

Tester > Chris Ord – middleweight (if that)  
everyman trail runner, completed the Oxfam 100k,  
a half TNF100, a bush marathon in the Grampians  
knocking off four highest peaks, and shorter distance  
trail runs for multisport events. Regular outdoor gear  
tester for myriad outdoor magazines, including Australian  
Geographic Outdoor magazine. 

Tester mechanics > Runner’s knees, mild pronation  
and midfoot strike.

RRP AU$ 220 / NZ$ 270

SEE TNF DOUBLE TRACK IN ACTION >  
http://tnfvideo.com/video/the-north-face%C2%AE-double-track-shoe

www.thenorthface.com.au
http://tnfvideo.com/video/the
http://tnfvideo.com/video/the-north-face%C2%AE-double-track-shoe
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The lugs are aggressive enough, with good rock grip, allowing 
forward and upward traction on the front foot and a reversed 
pattern on the heel maintaining control on the downhill. Perhaps 
a good shoe for those leaning toward minimalism in their 
footwear but not brave enough to go the whole Five Finger / Trail 
Glove hog. Mind you, these are far from a base shoe. There’s a 
fair whack of ethos invested into the design, it’s just that unlike 
other shoes, Vasque doesn’t shout out to you in a barrage of 
made up technical words and sunglass-inducing colours. Well, 
not in the pair I tested – grey with the odd fleck of yellow, which 
kind of reflected their personality: workmanlike with hints of 
performance brilliance that I’m sure would have come to the fore 
even more so had I been the right kind of foot soldier (or if only 
they offered the Mindbender in an Arc Tempo last). 

VASQUE MINDBENDER  > TRAIL SHOE REVIEW

Flat footer
These shoes feature something called a Perpetuum Last, which is  
“formed on a straighter line for people with flatter feet.” This gives  
more support over longer distances for you flatties. For us archies, 
well, my testing really didn’t quite figure out what  slipping into  
a Perpetuum last meant – they still gave a good bit of support for  
my pronation tendency (although not as much as the Salomons  
and The North Face models tested). Where it was noticeable  
was in the toe box. The Perpetuum last gives a much broader  
toe box, ostensibly to cater for more forefoot spread during  
longer endurance runs, for which the Perpetuum lasts are ideal. 

Vasque’s philosophy is one of building a last for a certain type 
of foot, and then the rest of the shoe (upper, midsole and sole) 
around that based on what the shoe will be used for. In this case 
they are pegging enduros. Their other style of last is the Arc 
Tempo, designed more for archies with an assymetrical shape last 
and a tapered toe box with more toe-spring. The upshot of all that 
is that Vasque shoes with an Arc Tempo last (not the Mindbender 
I’m afraid) are better for more technical running where agility, 
quick foot turnover and spring are qualities in demand. 

Back to the shoes I did test, though. I still found these 
lightweight numbers the goods. Their easy on the scales 
character, courtesy of an EVA midsole (instead of heavier 
polyurethane) and lightweight upper, meant less fatigue on the 
foot over long distances. The broad toe box did allow my front 
foot to expand on longer runs, although methinks that my foot 
is not overly broad, so they did tend to swim a little up front on 
shorter forays, creating a bit of rub. So if you have a bigger slab 
of meat up front, and an arch that’s more Queens Street bridge 
(flat) than Sydney Harbour Bridge, then these could be for you. 

The Mindbenders do boast a tailored instep, which they say 
“locks the foot securely in place to minimize foot movement, 
reducing friction.” From the midfoot back, that is true. 

The heel cushion zone has good flex, but there’s not much in 
the forward undercarriage. I found that after about 12 kay or so 
on packed trails that they did tenderise my sensitive pads a little. 
But then I’m a wuss. 

Where they did come into their own was on the soft pack trails, 
where the trail feel was great. I really felt – as Vasque’s own  
Sensei Master (see video link below) would say – “at one”  
with the dirt beneath. Yet I was never worried much about  
penetration of sharp rocks or debris as they had enough  
protection, even despite the ‘thin’ feel of the forefoot landing pad.  

VASQUE MINDBENDER 

Great for > flat footers, broadies, minimalists,  
lightweight freaks, longer runs, softer trails and  
technical trails (for the trail feel more so than action)

Not so great for > super rough stuff with sharps;  
rock hard trails, super long runs (for me – flatfooted  
broadies may find elsewise), gravity challenged runners  
(lard arses – not enough cushioning)

Test conditions > Mixed single trail and fire-trail,  
some technical trail, mostly hard packed,  
some rock conditions, some rock hopping ~55km

Tester > Chris Ord – middleweight (if that) everyman  
trail runner, completed the Oxfam 100k, a half TNF100,  
a bush marathon in the Grampians knocking off four 
highest peaks, and shorter distance trail runs for  
multisport events. Regular outdoor gear tester for  
myriad outdoor magazines, including Australian 
Geographic Outdoor magazine. 

Tester mechanics > Runner’s knees, mild  
pronation and midfoot strike.

RRP AU$189

FIRST UP, A CAVEAT: I’M NO FLAT  
FOOTER. WHICH MEANS THAT THE  
MINDBENDERS AREN’T REALLY BUILT  
SPECIFICALLY FOR ME, WHAT WITH  
MY MEDIUM HEIGHT ARCH AND NEED  
FOR A BIT OF DIRECTION (IN LIFE  
LET ALONE IN MY FOOTFALL ACTION). 

LISTEN TO THE MASTER >
youtube.com/watch?v=Id1nzmw9CdU

www.vasque.com 

www.seatosummit.com 

www.vasque.com
www.seatosummit.com
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Id1nzmw9CdU
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WHEN IS THE LAST TIME YOU BURST 
INTO SPONTANEOUS LAUGHTER AT THE 
PURE JOY OF RUNNING DOWN A HILL? 
If you can’t remember, then take these shoes out for a ride. 
When the entire world seems to be hurtling down the  
barefoot trail, Hoka has taken the high, plush, road and  
decided some of us need cushioning. And they don’t come  
any more cushioned than these. 

To look at you would expect them to be heavy and cumbersome. 
Far from it. They are deceptively light (372gm size12). Nimble? 
Hard to imagine from a shoe with such a thick and wide midsole 

HOKA ONE ONE MAFATE 
Great for > Open firetrail and would be great for  
long ultras but are simply made for running downhill.
Not so great for > Technical or narrow singletrack  
or for runners with wide or high volume feet.
Test conditions > Mix of trail including loose sand and dirt, 
hard compacted firetrail, loose gravel and stones, hard  
rock (wet and dry), creeks, technical singletrack. Total  
mileage limited by fit incompatibility to about 50km but  
pretty much every surface except muddy clay tested.   
Tester > Andy Hewat – ultrarunner with 15 x 100 milers:  
3 x Hardrock, 1 x Western States, 5 x Great North Walk and 
5 x Glasshouse. Race Director for Great Ocean Walk100s 
https://sites.google.com/site/gow100s/home  and Bogong  
to Hotham https://sites.google.com/site/bogong2hotham
Tester mechanics > Mild over pronator with fairly wide 
forefoot and low arches. Major arthritis in big toe  
joints of both feet so appreciate protection.
Supplier > Big thanks to Reflex Sports for providing  
the Hoka One Ones for testing
RRP AU$229

The One

HOKA ONE ONE MAFATE > TRAIL SHOE REVIEW

and while they are never going to compete with the latest  
low-profile minimalist shoes, they are surprisingly responsive. 

Open trail is where these babies really excel. They soak up the 
impact and are totally forgiving of hard surfaces. The rebound 
generated by the midsole is accentuated by the rocker bottom, 
and you’re into your next stride before you know it. Put them 
on a downhill and the only thing that will slow you down is the 
limit of your leg speed turnover. Cutting loose, the Hokas just 
plough over imperfections in the trail. Sharp rocks or roots 
disappear in the soft underbelly. 

The principle design feature is a thick EVA midsole that coddles 
the foot; your foot literally sinks down into the midsole.  
With this recessing there is actually very little rise in the heel, 
making them better suited to midfoot strike than you would 

expect. The overall effect, however, does tend to encourage 
heel striking and there is almost no feel for the trail.

The wide-open geometric tread pattern provides great traction 
on all terrain except wet rock (to which almost no shoe will 
grip). The tread is aggressive yet fairly low in profile creating a 
good blend of grip and smoothness of ride. 

If trail runners were cars, the Hokas would be Hummers. 
Big, brash, go anywhere over anything with the rider totally 
cocooned from what lies beneath. These shoes are perfectly 
suited to ultras, the longer the better. 

The tongue is held secure by a series of loops that the laces pass 
through. But it is fairly thin so not a lot of padding to protect 
against tight lace pressure. Double knot the laces as they shake 
loose over time, especially once wet. Speaking of wet: the Hokas 
drained fairly well after creek crossings but the deeply recessed 
foot-bed meant that water was retained somewhat within the shoe. 

With every great discovery comes a hitch: for me it was the fit. 
For an ultra shoe the toe-box is too narrow. Even at shorter 
distances I had problems from sidewall pressure. Despite the 
expansive width of the outsole, the inner last is particularly 
narrow through the midfoot and I suffered significant 
pressure in both of my arches. I circumvented that by putting 
some orthotics in to protect the soft belly of my arches. But I 
also suffered a nasty pressure point from the rather stiff, hard 
collar of the shoe, on the inside under my anklebone. A more 
plush cuff would solve this. A wider toe-box and midfoot for 
older runners whose feet have spread over the years would 
make things better, and would mean I’d be in heaven.

And what of stability given the raised centre of gravity? I did 
come close to flipping them a few times. But I was pushing hard. 
They definitely take getting used to. If you have weak ankles or are  
prone to turning your ankles the Hokas might not be for you. 

But if you want cred just check out who uses them: Karl Meltzer 
has won more 100 mile trail races than anyone else on the planet  
and he wears them at Hardrock, one of the toughest trail races 
on the planet. Diana Finkel wore them at Hardrock 2010 and 
led the field to 80 miles before finishing second place outright. 
They are becoming hugely popular in the States with those who 
either can’t run minimalist or just love the cushioned ride.

Despite the fitting issues and some ankle jamming on really 
rough tracks I still found myself wanting to pull them off the 
shelf and go for a run. They revived that pure joy of running 
for running’s sake that I feared I had lost. There was no 
concentrating on form or foot-strike or cadence. I can hear 
the barefoot brigade shouting in horror, but I just ran and 
boy did I love it and love the Hoka One Ones for giving me 
that pure sensation. Any shoe that can make me laugh out loud 
through sheer joy gets my vote. I reckon everyone needs to 
experience a dirty big downhill in Hokas at least once before 
they die. They are seriously that much fun.

www.hokaoneone.com.au

https://sites.google.com/site/gow100s/home
https://sites.google.com/site/bogong2hotham
www.hokaoneone.com.au


On 17 March, Victorian Beau  
Miles became the first person  
to run the Australian Alpine  
Walking Trail, from Canberra  
to Walhalla. The journey gave  
him plenty of time to think,  
little time to write. Here,  
he gathers thoughts in his  
diary shortly after – offering  
a unique insight into the  
musings of a determined man.



Yesterday afternoon at 4.45pm I ran into Walhalla, 
close to 700km after leaving the fringe of Canberra, 
having left 14 days earlier. It feels good to be able  
to stop, to take a break from the headfirst drive, to sit. 

I am reflecting on the run now, drinking tea, 
watching the world news on mute. 

It was an incredible experience. Two weeks of 
simplistic, anxious, physically elevated existence in  

The highs are as categorical as the lows.  
Running at dawn over Mt Speculation and the  
Cross Cut Saw, dropping in and out of the cloud 
layer, was simply incredible. It felt like you could 
fall and not get hurt. The dark days of swampy bogs 
(Buenba hut site heading towards Johnnies Top)  
and large tracts of overgrown trail are just as  
fresh in the minds-eye, but like all good stories,  
make the aftermath a little more satisfying. 

a whirlwind of forward momentum. Very little time to 
dwell or contemplate (although hap-hazard, broken sleep 
was the feeding ground for the build up of daily stresses). 

It is only now that I’m realising how manic you have to be 
to continually turn over the kilometres. A few times I fell, 
stumbling, slipping, clotheslined onto the ground. The first 
instinct was to stop, to sleep even. But you can’t. Of course 
you can’t. You tell yourself you’re okay, propelling forward 
faster than before the fall, pissed off at the incursion. 

18 MARCH



“THE SECOND-BY-SECOND TRANSIENCE 
OF THE DAY IS ALL ABOUT FOOTFALLS. 
FINDING THE EVEN GROUND BETWEEN 
ROCK, PUDDLE, TREE, ROOT – ANY 
FORM OF TRAIL INFRACTION THAT WILL 
PROPEL THE NEXT LIMB TO A SIMILAR 
SAFE LANDING.”

The simple life is over. 
Consider ultra running: the principle concerns of life are a broken down version 
of necessity. On any given day, the guiding forces of existence are how the feet 
feel, how the body feels, how hydrated you are, how your fuel supply is, where you 
are and what time it is. Parameters surrounding this are weather/heat/cold, trail 
condition(s), time and place relationship (certain distance/place at certain time  
of day will vary from day to day) and how well the head is doing ie your mental state. 
You couldn’t care less about the rest of the globe – the shocking state of natural, 
political and economic affairs (Japan, Christchurch, Queensland, Libya...).  
It is all so far removed from the time and place(ness) of negotiating a large  
slab of largely unoccupied landscape. The second-by-second transience of  
the day is all about footfalls. Finding the even ground between rock, puddle,  
tree, root – any form of trail infraction that will propel the next limb to a similar 
safe landing. The consumption of it is mechanical and makes the 10-12 hours  
go by with surprising speed. 

In all I met three end-to-end hikers. Phil, heading north (a lovely chap whom  
I’d met on the Great Ocean Walk last year); Li (American chap zooming along with 
ultra light kit and on-task for a super quick day count); and renowned ultra runner 
/adventurer Dave Byrnes, also alone and heading out for a quick 26-day north- 
bound walk (I have since been in contact with Dave and wished him all the best). 

Otherwise, two day-walkers heading into Valantine’s Hut, a cross-country skier 
checking out the pre-snow trails on the north side of Mt Jagungal and a tented,  
early morning head-showing from a guy on the north side of Mt Speculation, 
brewing morning tea. An idle quad bike sat in the middle of a bracken thick 
paddock near Taylor’s Crossing - its mount/farmer nowhere to be seen.  
There were some Parks people in the Mt Nelse area, some 4x4 campers near  
the King Billies and a dozer driver and engineer clearing track near Black River. 

The busiest area seemed to be Baw Baw to St Gwinear, but it felt like a rumour.  
I only saw their sticky footprints in the morning mud. You can count the people I saw 

over my journey on two hands and a foot. I’m staggered at how few people were out there. 

As I sit here now, warm as toast, as comfortable as any man could be, I am thrown –  
by choice I suppose – back into the world of complication. Work, dates, study, deadlines, 
bills, lawns, relationships, filmmaking – domestication and segmented life. It is 
wonderful to be home, but the juggle is somehow less empowering and far less selfish. 

Ultimately, you can’t live an amplified physical existence in a by-the-minute 
environment for more than an intense burst of time. The sheer consumption going 
into achieving a single goal (in this case the rotunda beside a creek in Walhalla) may 
topple our natural equilibriums if we aim too big, or too fast, or too long. 

It seems I may have got it right in some regards. Asked in Walhalla if I could go on,  
I oohed and ahhed. I suppose I could. The body was okay, but the head, having driven 
for two weeks towards that grand little town, was happy for an end point. To see the 
high-pitched roofs, to smell the wood smoke, to taste the afternoon dew in the air,  
it felt like the closing of summer and the end to one long day.

19 MARCH
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“YOU COULDN’T CARE LESS ABOUT 
THE REST OF THE GLOBE…IT IS ALL 
SO FAR REMOVED FROM THE TIME 
AND PLACE(NESS) OF NEGOTIATING 
A LARGE SLAB OF LARGELY 
UNOCCUPIED LANDSCAPE.”
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TEASER FOR BEAU’S FILM >  
vimeo.com/21648245

Today marks three weeks since I left the track. Flatly, I miss it. I still remember  
the lost trails, jungle-thick regrowth, a shin twice as large as its opposite, driving 
rain, dusty heat...it all feels like yesterday. But it’s waning, the vivid livingness  
of it – both good and bad. 

I am reminded, in my line of work, of ‘life on the trail’. Several days ago, having 
dropped a group of international students at a trailhead, I agreed to drive to the end 
point and walk back towards them, meeting half way. I started out walking, slowly at 
first, my left ankle still niggling with tenderness and poor flexion/extension. Beautiful 
single track, shaded and well-marked, turned around a brief escarpment. I couldn’t 
help myself, raising a trot, I shuffled along the trail at barely a jog. I had never  
walked/run the track before. Unfolding was new trail, new trees new, undulations. 

After two weeks of enjoying the flick of a kettle – or more accurately the hum of  
a Trangia – in that moment, I missed the AAWT. 

On coming home yesterday, inbox full, I find several well wishing messages.  
Most are short and simple, but several are more expansive, with details of the author’s 
own situation or journey, or containing hints at personal motivations and drives. 

An old school friend, bogged down in the midst of a PhD in Bangladesh was one 
that stood out in particular. I answered simply: “Ultimately, it is easier for me  
to motivate the physical ‘meat’ of me, simply because I trust my body and my brain 
to drive it. The slog is broken down. No real tricks other than this; looking for  
the beauty in the small moments and small things in everyday life (like my mother  
in the garden. I once heard her have a conversation with a fruit tree. She was so  
impressed with its budding she felt up its limb like you would a child’s forearm,  
beaming at its health). A PhD is a mountain of a project and needs fragmentation.” 

The AAWT, I mentioned, allowed little time to think of the next day. I had to live 
in the moment, or at least the day. The good moments take on a bit-part in the 
daily rigour of distance, body and time. 

Mostly little things stick out: finding an extra fig in my pack when particularly 
hungry; an elbow of tree shaped like a sun baking lady; a face off with a wombat, both 
gesturing the same way several times before bludgeoning past each other in the most 
inconvenient way; looking forward to needing to leak for a guilt-free 20 seconds of 
motionless. All moments of no more than a minute in 145 hours of running. 

6 APRIL

Maybe that’s the point. You need a mountain to take notice of the rocks  
along the way, otherwise a rock is a rock – and not part of something bigger. 

Yet again, why can’t the rock simply be great in its own right?  
Does a lap around the block have to turn into an ultra run across the mountains? 

Either way, jeez a nice piece of trail can sure make life good  * 

Check in   with where Beau’s at: www.beaumilesfilm.com

Beau was supported on his adventure by Icebreaker,  
Salomon and plenty of friends and family,  
to all of whom he gives thanks.  
Stay tuned for Beau’s film following the ups and downs,  
tantrums and all, of the trail.

www.icebreaker.com  
www.salomon.com/au

vimeo.com
www.beaumilesfilm.com
www.icebreaker.com
www.salomon.com/au
http://vimeo.com/21648245


SHE’S GOT A REP FOR DOING  
THINGS THE HARD WAY,  
HAS NEW ZEALAND’S ULTRA  
STAR, LISA TAMATI. BUT WHEN  
IT COMES TO TOUGHING IT  
OUT OVER ADVERSITY,  
HER LEAD-IN TO AN UPCOMING 
222KM HIMALAYAN CHALLENGE  
HAS TO TAKE THE CAKE.  

Interview by: Chris Ord 
Images by: Mark Watson
www.inciteimages.com

T H E  H I G H

7 2 LISA TAMATI > Q&A

L I F E .

www.inciteimages.com
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So I hear you ran the TNF100 no problems,  
only to nearly break your ankle doing a photoshoot  
the following day? Do tell….
The TNF100 was a spectacular race but grueling and quite technical. 
Then my light gave out in the middle of the night. It was a great build up 
for my upcoming Himalaya project. But then…Australian photographer 
[Mark Watson who shot these images of Lisa, the cover and the feature on 
The North Face 100 pX] got hold of me next day for this epic photoshoot.  
We started at 5am. I was stiff and sore but he was getting good photos.  
Then at about 8pm while doing long exposure night shots, disaster hit 
when I was blinded by the flash and came down on a rock and rolled my 
ankle badly. I remember going down in a screaming heap after hearing  
a loud crack and lying on the ground with a hell of a pain, thinking  
“Oh shit, my Himalaya race.” Diagnosis: not broken but ligaments  
ripped off bone on both side. Rehab: 10 weeks. Time left until my 
Himalayan race at that point: 10 weeks.

Not a great start to training for that project, attempting La Ultra  
– The High, a 222km race in the northern reaches of Kashmir,  
India trailing over one of the world’s highest mountain passes.  
What brought you to give this particular race a crack?  
Yes, not a great lead up to the hardest thing I have ever attempted.   
This race is just so epic, it presents runners with obstacles on a number  
of levels and for me it’s all new territory.  The altitude is the main thing. 
We’ll be running up to about 5400m where the oxygen is roughly 60%  
that at sea level. Then, there’s extremes in temperature: the area is a high 
altitude desert, so down in the valleys around 3500m, we are expecting  
in excess of 40°C and up on the pass, packed snow, even the odd little  
avalanche and temperatures down to a possible –10°C.  

Then there is the huge non-stop distance, 222km, and two mountain 
passes we need to climb over. Only one person has finished this race: 
Mark Cockbain from England, one of the toughest ultra guys I know. 
That’s the challenge, I want to be the first woman, or among the first 
women, to finish (there are four women starting, I believe, and only  
20 runners total invited).  

For me the drawcard is also the fact that it’s in the Himalaya, a place  
I have dreamed of visiting since I was a teenager. I’ve never done altitude 
and being an asthmatic I have no idea if I can cope with it but there’s  
only one way to find out. 

I’m also no mountain goat. I’ve done thousands of kays in hot deserts but 
mountains haven’t been an issue in most races.  So this will push me, hope-
fully not beyond my limits. I believe in scaring the hell out of yourself and 
challenging what you fear.  I don’t believe that you ever fail when you take 
these sorts of challenges on; you only fail when you don’t give things a go.

You mention that only one bloke completed it last year,  
the rest ending up in hospital. What happened?  
The altitude knocked the hell out of everyone.  When Rajat, the race 
director, first planned on this event he asked the Indian army, who are 
based up there, what their thoughts were and they were of the opinion that 
is was humanly impossible to run this distance at those levels non-stop 



without giving the body time to adjust to the altitude stations 
along the way. Mark proved them wrong and I want to show 
that women can do it, too.  Altitude sickness hit them all to 
varying degrees and that’s my biggest worry.

Altitude, huh? How have you been preparing for that,  
given your background as a desert runner? 
I was lucky enough to be sponsored a Hypoxico tent [thanks 
Jeff at Butch Pet Foods] which is designed to simulate altitude. 
You can sleep and train with this machine but at the beginning 
I made a big mistake.  I didn’t seem to be reacting to it (being 
an asthmatic I thought maybe I was used to struggling for air). 
Then I conferred with a friend who had a tent and he said 
crank it up higher as the instructions are for beginners.   
So I cranked it up to its maximum 6500m and was sleeping 
well even though my oxygen saturation in the blood was 
around 72%. But about three weeks into it, my immune 
system crashed and I had infections breaking out everywhere. 

I managed to get a hypoxic brain concussion as well –  
a complete crash. I spent a month recovering and am now 
taking it slowly and by the book. My build up hasn’t been ideal 
with my health, the ankle, a few crewing dramas and the battle 
to get enough sponsorship. By the time I arrive at the start 
line I think the worst will be behind me.

What has been your training regime aside from trying to kill 
yourself in an oxygen tent? 

Well, before the ankle drama I was running between 110km-170km 
a week. My training is usually based around two long, slow, back-
to-back runs on the weekends, often on mountains (so heaps of 
trail and ascent), then two interval training sessions during the 
week interspersed with another one to two 15km-20km runs of 
intermediate intensity.  Add to that some cross training doing 
weights, aqua-jogging, pilates-type exercises, stretching, saunas 
and trigger-point therapy for rehab.

You’ve got a CV full of extreme running – how do you think  
this will compare to your past stints in the pain locker? 
 It will test me in new and unimaginable ways. The altitude is the 
great unknown. Also freezing temperatures are not my forte.  
So as far as being in the pain locker, hell yes it will be hard but 
then all these races are about your ability to hang in there and 
not to give up; to take the next step, to remain patient and long 
suffering but having an attitude of never say die. That is where too 
much experience can be as much as a negative as a positive: you 
know what is coming at you and that is not always a good thing. 
The mind is the key.  Yes, the body has to cope with the stress, 
sleep deprivation, pain, and fatigue to the extreme, but it’s the 
mind that decides if you give up or just take one more step.

You’re an asthmatic – how will you cope with the conditions 
up there as opposed to your usual desert environs? 
I have specialised in deserts because my little lungs do well in 
hot dry climates and not so well in cold, so yeah it’s a definite 
disadvantage but I never believe in doing things the easy way.

You’ll have some esteemed company over the passes – tell 
us about some of the more notable runners? 
My mate Sam Gash, a 25-year-old law student from Australia 
with whom I did the Gobi and Sahara races last year, is coming 
over and we hope to tackle at least a part of the race together. 
She is a tiny wee thing but tough as boots, always positive and a 
battler. Then there are stars like Sharyn Gayter from England 
who is a legendary 24hr race runner but who has also done 
many desert races like Badwater and the Libyan challenge. She 
is miles faster than me or Sam so she is definitely one of the 
favourites.  Then there is Molly Sheridan who attempted it last 
year but got altitude sickness. She is also a very tough lady who 
has done Badwater a number of times. In the men’s we have 
superstars Valmir Nunes and Ray Sanchez. So yeah what an 
honour to be invited among such illustrious runners.

A driving factor of all ultra runners is seeing how far you  
can push yourself: but you only get an answer to that 

question when you fail. What failure has affected you  
the most, and what did you take away from it?  
In 2006 I signed up to do the Trans 333km race in Niger. I had a terrible  
time.  I had major personal dramas going on at the time we went  
to race (after preparing for 18 months and struggling to get sponsors 
and film crew) and then the race organisation was a disaster.  
The food that was meant to be supplied from France never arrived,  
so I ended up eating a goat stew after we had been travelling into the 
desert in convoy for two days. The goat had been tied to the front 
of the jeep as we drove along. We had nothing else to eat but it was 
a big mistake. Of the 19 runners, five of us ended up with chronic 
food poisoning.  Mine started one hour into the race and it was the 
biggest battle of my racing life to keep going. The first night I passed 
out five times and literally had to crawl and drag myself, with the 
help of one of the other runners, into the checkpoint where I rested 
and took some medication, which didn’t really help.  But I battled on 
for 222km and 64 hours, sick as a dog, with vomiting, diarrhea and  
extreme cramping.  At the 222km point I was bleeding at both ends 
and all I could hear in my head was my mum making me promise 
her I wouldn’t kill myself doing this race – and on the other side my 
conscience and drive and will power was saying ‘you can’t give up, you 
can’t fail’. But I had to give in at the finish line of the 222km mark 
(the shorter of the two races).  This ‘failure’ haunted me for years 
after until I decided to stop knocking the hell out of myself.  

“THE FIRST NIGHT I PASSED 
OUT FIVE TIMES AND 
LITERALLY HAD TO CRAWL 
AND DRAG MYSELF,  
WITH THE HELP OF ONE  
OF THE OTHER RUNNERS, 
INTO THE CHECKPOINT”



Most people wouldn’t run across their own bedrooms with food poisoning 
let alone battling through 222km in the Sahara. Now I look back and use 
that experience as my baseline… if the race I am doing is not making me 
feel as bad as I felt then, I can keep going. Now I am as proud of my so-
called failure as I am of some of my best races. More so in fact.

Beyond La Ultra, what have you set your sights on? 
There are so many races and also my own expeditions that I want to 
undertake but in my immediate sights is the 100km in December in the 
Antarctic and then I would like to do my own adventure expedition and 
film in Chile, crossing the Atacama.

Get me inside your mind – you’ve just ascended 1.4 vertical 
kilometres, then dropped 2 vertical kilometres, having run just 
over 100km in distance. You’ve now got to run another 120km 
including a vertical ascent of 2km to over 5300m. You look up.  
You think to yourself…
I’m in the thick of it…the body has already been to hell and back and 
I am trying hard to deal with the psychological side of it knowing that 
100km is behind but there’s more ahead and I’m feeling like death 
warmed up, exhausted, fatigued, in pain, and just downright shitty.  
Probably the sleep deprivation monster has attacked through the night, 
which is torture. Hopefully the sun is coming back up and starting to 
wake the body clock up again. The cloak of darkness that settles like an 
eternal doom during all nighters is starting to disappear. This up and 
down battle continues not only physically but in the mind. 

One moment you are despairing in pain and don’t feel like you can 
carry on then minutes later you are holding it together and moving on, 
joking with your long suffering crew and concentrating hard on getting 
the mind to cooperate.  120km to go and another frightening pass to 
overcome lies ahead, I see another runner and exchange stories and 
words of encouragement and lean on my crew to give moral support and 
encouragement.  The battle hasn’t even really begun until three quarters 
of the way up the second pass. Can my body do it all again and more. 
My pace is like a snail’s, I feel like I’m going nowhere, the pain starts to 
come in  waves and seems to shift from place to place…then I look up 
at the Himalayan range and the sun comes over the horizon and I can’t 
believe what I’m doing and where I am, it’s epic.  My head drops forward 
again, too tired to hold upright. I trudge on one step after another,  all 
thoughts of running disappear as the road winds into the clouds and 
the temp starts to drop again, I am crawling forward…Ultrarunning 
huh?…Ultra crawling more like. But whatever it takes, I will, I can…
this one short battle in life seems to intensify time a thousand fold and 
I question why and who for. Why don’t I just lie down and rest a little?  
The little voice starts to demand louder and louder coaxing to give it up, 
give in, just let go, shut down, go home and sleep, dream, cry, recover. 
But it’s not an option. And the battle continues. For my friends, family, 
my steadfast crew who have put up with me whinging, crying, vomiting, 
hurling abuse and who still stand there doing whatever they can for you.

And I know none of us will go home unchanged. That is the magic and 
horror of the ultra marathon. But, oh, the finish line. *

Lisa Tamati will compete in La Ultra 
– The High on 11-13 August 2011.  
Lisa is supported on this mission  
by The North Face and Air Asia. 

Track Lisa     in her progress >  www.lisatamati.co.nz 

And… for news on the rest of the pack > www.thehigh.in

Trail Run editor Chris Ord will accompany  
Lisa courtesy of Air Asia > www.airasia.com 
to assist in crewing for her and  to cover the race 
 for Australian Geographic Outdoor magazine >

www.australiangeographic.com.au/outdoor

And yes, Trail Run mag will get the inside line, too! 
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Enduroexplorer.com’s 
NICK WIENHOLT  
COMPARES HIS  
FIRST AND SECOND  
OUTINGS AT THE  
NORTH FACE 100  
AND RECKONS  
NOTHING COUNTS  
MORE THAN  
LEARNING FROM  
YOUR MISTAKES.

T O P 
T E N  

T H I N G S  
I  L E A R N E D  

R U N N I N G  
T H E  

N O R T H  
F A C E  

* T W I C E * Trudging along the Kings Tableland between 9:00 and 10:00pm on 15 May 2010  
as the closing kilometres of my first ultra-marathon outing slowly (very slowly) 
passed, my love of anything to do with running was truly gone.  The goal time  
of 14 hours had passed, and despite some joy at approaching the finish line after  
contemplating a DNF at Check Point 4 due to feet problems, I was looking 
forward to nothing more than finishing the damn thing and putting my feet up.

Precisely one year later, I was contently seated by the fire in the bar section of 
the Fairmont Resort enjoying a pizza dinner.  Two hours and twenty minutes had 
been taken off my race time, the goal of a silver buckle had been accomplished 
with ease, and despite 100km (actually 101.2km as recorded on the Garmin)  
of pretty tough trails over the course of the day, I was feeling reasonably fresh  
and without any of the trauma that had accompanied my 2010 effort.  In fact,  
I was feeling so good the next day that an easy 5km jog seemed like a nice way  
to spend some of the afternoon.  That and contemplating the ten things  
that made the biggest difference to my performance from one year to the next.

Images by: Mark Watson 
www.inciteimages.com

Enduroexplorer.com
www.inciteimages.com


2>Nothing beats specifics.
  

Every trail ultra places a very different set of demands on the body.  The long steep 
climbs of Bogong to Hotham are radically different from the undulating, rough 
terrain of the Cradle Mountain run.  TNF100 features long stretches of very 
runnable fire trails punctuated by a series of very hilly terrain, and finishing with 
a technical 11km section with steps, roots and creek crossings.  Success in TNF100 
therefore came down to three requirements – the standard ultra ability to keep 
moving effectively on tired legs, the ability to move at a reasonable clip on the flat 
sections, and the ability to navigate technical terrain in the dark on very tired legs.  
The last 11km of TNF100 can often simple and easy when analysing the race,  
but it’s hard, ugly terrain that can often take runners more than 2 hours to complete.

Nothing simulates tired-leg running than back-to-back hard days, and the Tuesday-
Wednesday and Friday-Saturday hard sessions were great in teaching effective 
running on very sore quads.  After smashing the legs on the first day, a different 
running style on the second day focussing on high cadence and involving as many 
core muscles (particularly the hips) kept me moving when muscle fatigue had reduced 
the effectiveness of the upper legs.  The Wednesday run involved even more specifics: 
a 17km technical trail section that was tackled at 5:00am using the same lighting 
system as I would use in the TNF100, and completed after smashing my legs on a very 
hilly 22km run on the Tuesday afternoon.  On race day, the final 11km section that 
was dreadful last year flew by in a breeze, and I passed five runners in this section, 
improving my place from 44th leaving Check Point 5 to a final position of 39th.

The final element of specific training was making sure that I was comfortable moving 
along fast on the flat runnable sections of the course.  While steeps climbs and 
technical terrain are undoubtedly demanding running conditions, so is moving along 
on flatter, easier sections where the pace is determined solely by aerobic fitness.   
To address these sections, I scheduled in a 30km Friday workout as a run-to-work day, 
and picked an easy, flat course where I could run as fast as possible over that distance 
and develop a strong aerobic base.  While turning up to work smashed after 2+ hours 
of running might not have delivered the most productive start to the work day, it did 
mean that Friday lunch could be enjoyed guilt-free and with all side-options added.

1> 
Distance is King. 

 

Lauded NZ running coach Arthur Lydiard is famously 
paraphrased as saying that running 100 miles a week is easy – 
you simply run 20 miles one day and 10 miles the next  
(what he actually said was: “the best results … were gained by  
running about 100 miles weekly at my near best aerobic efforts…  
by running 10 miles one day and 20 miles the next.”).   
The brutal, simple, “no-where-to-hide” beauty of distance 
was the key element in moving into the elite silver belt buckle 
category.  Looking back, if I was given the option to only change 
a single thing after 2010, it would be the distances I trained.  

A typical week in the three months leading into TNF100 was: 
Monday – 10km recovery; Tuesday – 22km hilly road session; 
Wednesday – 17km technical trail session under torch-light; 
Thursday – 10km recovery; Friday – 30km fast road run; 
Saturday – 40-60km trail run.

My average distance was a bit less than Lydiard’s 100 miles – 
usually around 130km a week, but the week to week benefits of  
the distance were evident in the lead up to the event.  Coming 
into early April when the distance peaked, every serious training 
run was turning out a PB.  The cooler weather of autumn played 
a role in this, but I could also feel my feet flying along the ground 
as a consequence of all the training I was putting into them.

3> 
Mix it up. 

 

After the 2010 race, there wasn’t much 
appealing about going straight back  
into an ultra program.  Rather than force 
something that didn’t sound appealing,  
I dropped back to 20 mile and marathon 
races for the spring, racing in July (20 
mile), August (marathon), September (20 
mile), October and November (marathons) 
before getting back into the ultras in January 
(64km Bogong to Hotham) and February 
(82km Cradle Mountain).  The shorter 
races were incredibly enjoyable – finishing 
a race in a few hours and enjoying the rest 
of the weekend was a welcome change, 
and provided varying conditioning and 
challenges that prevented any injuries 
above a few niggles.  In addition to a great 
physiotherapist and dedication to icing and 
stretching, the variety in my training was a 
key element in avoiding burnout and injury.  

Over this winter and spring, I plan to mix 
it up even more, running distances down to 
5km and 10km cross-country events before 
tackling a few marathons in the spring.  For 
an ultra runner, the pace that a 5km cross-
country event is run at is startling, but it’s 
a great way to get race hardened and also 
makes a ‘slow’ 4:30 min/ kilometre pace 
feel much more relaxed after bashing out a 
5km race as close to 20 minutes as possible.

“IF I WAS GIVEN THE  
OPTION TO ONLY  
CHANGE A SINGLE  
THING AFTER 2010, 
IT WOULD BE THE  
DISTANCES I TRAINED”.



5> 
Experiment and refine. 

Personal peculiarities impact race performance on an exponential scale as distance 
increases.  While generic preparation and in-race nutrition and hydration can get 
runners through a marathon and shorter in a good time, the demands of an ultra 
require personalisation of pacing, gear choices, food consumption and sport drink 
choice.  The only way to get it right is to try various strategies, read widely and race 
often.  The two ultras I ran in January and February where both demanding affairs, 
and didn’t go as well as I’d hoped.  The last 24km of Bogong to Hotham was a slow, 
brutal, unenjoyable slog over rough terrain, but gave me a great understanding 
of the warning signs of an impending bonk.  Backing up for Cradle Mountain 27 
days later was a mistake in retrospect with the legs not fully recovered, but allowed 
me to test some of the learning of Bogong to Hotham in a race environment.  
The cumulative wear on the legs also made me realise that the planned 6ft and Mt 
Solitary races weren’t going to positively impact my TNF100 time, and I choose to 
skip those events this year to focus exclusively on TNF100.

Looking back over the distance I covered in training in December (500km) and the 
two early season ultras, it was clear I was hitting a flat spot due to slight overtraining 
and racing. I backed it off a little to recover, and was then able to build up to a 
great month of 600km in April that really conditioned me well for the focus race.  
Having a slow Cradle Mountain run wasn’t something I was that happy with, but the 
learning’s were critical in reaching my TNF100 goal.

“CARRYING TOO  
MUCH FOOD  
AND WATER  

IS A COMMON  
ROOKIE MISTAKE.  

MAY IN THE BLUE  
MOUNTAINS  
ISN’T GOING  

TO BE HOT,  
AND SWEAT  

LOSS IS MINIMAL”
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4> 
Go light. 

 

Optimising gear weight is critical for an event like TNF100, which 
has quite a lengthy mandatory gear list.  Excluding the water, food 
and backpack, the weight of all the other gear combined should be 
around 1kg, and definitely lighter than 2kg if you’re looking for  
a sub-14 hour time.  Culprits for excessive weight include GoreTx 
jacket and pants, heavy thermal gear and large torch systems.   
The race rules do not prevent the substitution of heavier gear  
for the later race legs that most runners will tackle after dark  
and there is no point carrying heavy night-time gear for the 10  
daylight hours of the race.  I carry two very small pen-lights during  
the daytime section (total weight of 32g and cost of $2 on eBay),  
and switch to a much stronger Ayup light at Check Point 4.  

Carrying too much food and water is a common rookie mistake.  
May in the Blue Mountains isn’t going to be hot, and sweat loss is 
going to be minimal.  2 litres of hydration is more than enough 
for sub-14 hour runners between check-points, and for Legs 1 and 
2, the cool morning air will mean that 1 litre will be much closer 
to actual consumption.  Similarly, a couple of gels and energy 
bars will see a conditioned runner through to the first supported 
Checkpoint at the 54km mark.  Don’t pack for a picnic lunch!

6> 
Transition fast. 

There’s one checkpoint where I like to linger during TNF100 – 
taking my time deciding what to eat and generally resting my  
legs and feet – Checkpoint 6 at the 100km mark.  For the rest  
of the checkpoints, spending as little time as possible is my  
main goal. To support this, I developed a specific set of food 
and hydration that I wanted ready and a separate list of food to 
grab at the checkpoint for immediate consumption, and had 
this list with my support crew.  In addition, I had a well-stocked 
first aid kit ready in a checkpoint bag including spare shoes, 
clothes and a brighter torch.

Leading into the checkpoints without support crew, I wore  
a Nathan waist-belt with 2 600ml bottles to support fast  
refills, and I used station volunteers where possible to help  
me fill the bottles.  In contrast to bottles, backpack hydration  
bladders are harder to refill and repack and the extra minute  
or three stuffing around can make the difference between 
buckle categories at the end of the race. The waist-belt was  
left with support crew at Checkpoint 3, and pre-filled bladder 
swaps were used after that.



7> 
 It’s not about ging fast,  

 it’s preventing going slow.  

Negative-Split.com ran the numbers from the checkpoint to checkpoint time  
of the entire TNF100 field and found that pace decrease for the elite end of the field 
was 20% while the average pace decrease was 33% and concluded “the biggest area of 
improvement for most of the athletes is specific muscular endurance and strength 
rather than speed or aerobic capacity” (http://negative-split.com/doc/Northface_
Analysis_2011.pdf).  There are no sections of the TNF100 course where absolute 
speed is required – the average winning pace was 5:35 min/km, which is around the 
recovery run pace for a weekend marathoner.

Working out how to keep running at a respectable pace after 7+ hours of running is 
one of the key challenges of the ultra.  While the only true test is to schedule a day 
of training where you do go and run for 8-10 hours, there are various simulation 
mechanisms that can help.  On the second day of hard back-to-back runs, deliberately 
under-fuelling after the first run will mean that the start of the second day’s run will 
have you feeling quite lethargic and ordinary, which is a pretty good indication of how 
it will feel at the 70km mark.  Having achieved the goal of feeling crappy at the start 
of the run, I really focus on regular gel and sport drink intake during the second run 
to train the body to run effectively on low glycogen levels, maximum in-run calorie 
intake (up to 300 calories/ hour) and using fat stores as the main fuel for running.  
This second run can be frustratingly slow with good terrain pace still hovering above 
the 6:00 min/km pace, but is an excellent training mechanism for ultras.

8> 
Develop a hydration 

   and nutrition plan.  

A key component in preventing slow-down is constant and 
maximum calorie intake.  During moderate intensity running, 
the maximum calorie absorption is between 200 and 300 
calories an hour.  Many runners neglect using the ability to take 
in calories early in the race when their glycogen levels are high 
and hunger levels are low, but by neglecting this early-race calorie 
absorption window, they can have 600 calories less of rapidly-
usable energy in their system when they get to the 4+ hour mark 
where the calories could be really useful.

My race nutrition and hydration plan was to take in a 100-calorie 
gel on the hour mark, a 100-calorie half-portion of an energy 
bar on the half-hour mark and 100 calories per hour from sport 
drink.  At the start of the race, taking in these calories was a 
struggle, and I could have happily skipped the gel and energy bar 
combinations without any immediate negative consequences.  As 
the day wore on and the energy levels flagged, having these early 
race calories in the system and having developed and stuck with 
the habit of regular, automatic calorie intake, my energy levels 
remained consistent and I avoided the dreaded bonk where carb 
levels are so low that fat metabolism doesn’t occur efficiently and 
the body runs out of any energy sources to keep moving.

9> 
Mental preparation. 

The mental side of race preparation can’t be over-stated.  
Three components are critical: confidence that you’ve done 
the best possible job at arriving at the starting line in excellent 
shape with a coherent and reasonable race plan prepared, 
mental toughness and a positive attitude developed from 
race conditions and slogging it out through training runs in 
unpleasant conditions, and the backup of mental visualisation 
of a great race performance.  Being extremely vigilant and 
dedicated to getting every planned training session completed 
is a huge factor in developing confidence and toughness.  
Other than the one training session missed with a busted toe, I 
completed every planned training session between the 2010 and 
2011 events, and that was a huge boost mentally coming to the 
starting line – everything was automatic from there, and there 
was no way I could have been better prepared.

Come race day, I know my required splits for a 14 hour run so 
precisely and with such conviction that I could have recited them 
in my sleep. 2.5-2.5-2-2-3-2.  If I ever get a tattoo, I think I’d 
work these numbers into the design somewhere.

Recovery runs are a great time to let the mind wander and 
mental rehearse an upcoming race, and I used this technique 
to great effect in preparing to cut the required 1:02 off the 
2010 time and come in under 14 hours.  Pondering what went 
right, what to change, and how great it would feel to enact those 
changes and come charging across the line before 9:00pm on 
14 May 2011 became sub-conscious guides that provided the 
motivation for the early morning runs and the will to keep on 
moving on tired legs that wanted to drop back to a walk.  There 
is a wealth of excellent books on the mental aspect of sports 
performance, and spending some time reading these books in 
an excellent investment.

“WORKING OUT 
HOW TO KEEP 

RUNNING AT A 
RESPECTABLE PACE  

AFTER 7+ HOURS  
OF RUNNING  

IS ONE OF THE  
KEY CHALLENGES  

OF THE ULTRA.”

Negative-Split.com
http://negative-split.com/doc/Northface_Analysis_2011.pdf
http://negative-split.com/doc/Northface_Analysis_2011.pdf
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Next year. 

So after all that thought, training, preparation and 
ultimately success, what about 2012?  

The first question is whether to go back, and the answer  
is definitely yes! The whole process was hard but  
pleasurable, and TNF100 has quickly established itself  
as Australia’s most popular trail ultra through superb 
location and wonderful organisation.  And the second 
question – what changes would I make? – very few.   
The training was close to spot-on, and I plan to follow  
the same spring marathon and autumn ultra split  
over 2011-12.  I carried 2 litres of water leaving each 
checkpoint in 2011, and this could be safely trimmed  
by 500ml if the weather conditions are similar. I taped  
all my toes using elastoplasts this year, and that seemed  
to cramp them in the narrow Salomon XT Wings I wore,  
so simply going with no taping and Injini socks will be what  
I test out in the next ultra.  During the race this year I was  
so far ahead of my goal splits that I had an easier Checkpoint  
4 to Checkpoint 5 run, worried about smashing my legs  
on the steep downhills into the Jamison Valley and pulling  
a hamstring on the climb up Federal Pass.  In 2012,  
notching a time of 12 hours is a very achievable goal, which  
means pushing it a bit harder on this section. The nutrition  
worked perfectly, and I wouldn’t change a thing there. *

www.thenorthface.com.au/100/

10> 
Race hard. 

The prospect of 100 kilometres to cover can cause many runners to take it too easy at 
the start of the race.  Many trail ultras have bottlenecks in the course that can slow the 
latter parts of the field to a walk or slower, wasting precious race time early in the race 
where the break from running isn’t needed.  While running too hard early is often 
thrown up as one of the most common rookie mistakes, there is a corresponding 
and equally common mistake of running too easy early.  For TNF100, the pace 
required on the early road sections to avoid bottle necks isn’t fast – after a quickish 
first kilometre of 4:54, my average pace over the next 5km before hitting the track 
sections was 5:30 and this kept me clear of any of the well-know pile-up spots in the 
Katoomba single-track sections and the Golden Staircase ascent before Checkpoint 1.

Another change from my 2010 approach was being a little less social while running.  
During training runs and less important races, I’m more than happy to run at the 
pace of others and engage in happy, relaxed chats.  For the 2011 TNF100 race, I 
focused heavily on moving at the best pace possible throughout the race and if that 
meant moving a bit quicker than other mates out there running, so be it.  I wasn’t 
prepared to waste the 4000km of training I had put in specifically for this event to 
engage in a bit more social banter.  I also took my iPod into a race for the first time 
ever, and cranked out some power tunes over the last two legs after Katoomba where 
the field is spread out and you’re running alone for long sections.  While the use of 
iPods in races is a controversial topic, even in a very big ultra like TNF100, the field 
can become quite spread out in the later sections of the race, and being out running 
on flagging energy levels without much mental simulation can become draining.  
The situation is compounded at night where you’re typically alone in the narrow 
world of your headlight beam.  For me, having cranking tunes powering me along 
on the night-time section was a powerful motivation.

“THE WHOLE PROCESS  
WAS HARD BUT  
PLEASURABLE…  
TNF100 HAS QUICKLY 
ESTABLISHED ITSELF  
AS AUSTRALIA’S MOST  
POPULAR TRAIL ULTRA”

www.thenorthface.com.au/100
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When did you first start running seriously?
I started running seriously in January 2010 after the Tussock 
Traverse trail race in the Central Plateau. I guess you could say  
that’s when I “caught the bug”. The race atmosphere was electric.  
Before then all the running I did was half-hearted and more  
to keep fit. I remember after the race deciding I wanted to  
train properly for my first marathon, and the rest is history. 

Is running in your genes or are you breaking  
the family mould?
Running is definitely in my genes and not just from one side of  
my family, either. My dad ran every day for over 20 years, and  
my grandfather on my Mum’s side was a long distance runner.  
I guess it was written in the cards that I would eventually pick it up.

Always trails or did you start with the road?
Initially I was 100% on the road. The first taste of the off-road 
scene was that Tussock Traverse in 2010, but even then I  
continued to train on the roads. It wasn’t until I suffered an injury 
in the 2010 Wellington Marathon that I transitioned to the trails.  
I found the dirt much more forgiving on my sore leg than  
the road was, not to mention the calming scenery and clean air.

How much do you run in a typical week? Where?
At the moment I run 130km to 150km a week, but try  
to break it up every 3-4 weeks with an easy recovery week. 

KRISTIAN DAY, NZ > INTERVIEW

I run almost purely in a mountain bike park just outside  
of Napier; it has over 80km of forestry road and single track, 
and the mountain bikers there are incredibly friendly and 
have no issues sharing their stomping ground with me. 
Occasionally I will venture into the Kaweka or Ruahine 
Ranges, but only when time allows. 

What is your favourite ever trail run  
and why so memorable?
One specific run stands out in my mind: the Rees-Dart, 
in December 2010. It was such a long and hot day, I think 
we were running for nearly 12 hours! It was an eye opener. 
I fell behind on both nutrition and fluid intake and was 
more than happy to be finished. However the scenery, the 
people and the learning experience were simply spectacular. 
I don’t think anything will ever make such a huge impact on 
my running psyche as that run did. I can highly recommend 
that track to anybody, I will definitely be doing it again.

Have you developed a philosophy around trail  
running or do you not go in for all that deep  
and meaningful stuff?
I’m not sure if I have any overly strong philosophies as such, 
but I do think there is something innately primal about trail 
running. Being able to tap into some sort of subconscious 
beast can be a nice escape from the modern hustle and bustle.  
I guess also, I just love being outside, whether it’s in the 
forest or the mountains, we have an amazing ecosystem in 
New Zealand, and in my mind there is no better way  
to experience nature than with your own two legs.

What are your thoughts on barefoot running?  
Have you tried it? With what results?
There is such a massive debate surrounding barefoot 
running these days, and it can be dangerous to pick a side. 
I do however take a minimalist approach to running shoes, 
letting your feet and legs operate in a more un-inhibited 

All in a Day’s work…
Conventional wisdom has it that endurance athletes peak  
in their 30’s and 40’s or even beyond. So it’s almost scary to  
see so many young whippersnapper trail runners teaching 
their elders a lesson in races on both sides of the Tasman.  
One of this enormously talented crop is Kristian Day,  
20 years of age from Hawkes Bay (NZ). He first made his 
mark late last year with a 6hr 15min run at the Kepler  
Challenge. An impressive time that is all the more remarkable  
given he had just run well over 100km in the three days  
preceding the race. Trail Run magazine’s NZ editor Mal Law  
caught up with Kristian to find out what makes him tick.

way has worked well for me. I have found my muscles becoming 
stronger and I have adopted a more efficient style. I think a lot 
of barefoot enthusiasts advocate it as a medicine rather than a 
tool, and this is certainly not the case. So if people want to try 
running in a more minimalist shoe, they should try and see if 
it works for them, it certainly did for me, but to think that it 
will be a magical panacea that will cure everybody’s problems is a 
dangerous mindset indeed.

Biggest trail running achievement to date?
It would definitely be coming in fourth at the Tarawera Ultra  
in March. To run 100km only two years after not being able  
to run around my block was such a huge personal achievement. 
Then to back it up with a first place at The Dual (a marathon-
length run over two islands in Auckland’s Hauraki Gulf) a week 
later made all the long hours worthwhile.

Top 3 ‘must do’ races (that you haven’t already done)?
That’s easy, I really want to do The North Face 100 in Australia; 
the course looks spectacular. I also would love to take part in the 
UTMB over in Europe within the next few years. But I think the 
biggest and most alluring race of all would be the Western States 
100-miler in the Sierra Nevadas. To me that is the holy grail of 
trail and ultra running and I would love to compete there within 
the next few years. Of course I’m still young and have plenty of 
time so there is no great urgency.

Biggest goal for the next 12 months?
The biggest goal for the next year is to return to Tarawera next 
March and have a decent crack at that Trophy. Being a New 
Zealand race, and my first proper ultra, I don’t think I could be 
more proud to either win or make a top 3 finish. It is certainly a 
great race, and it is becoming more and more popular each year. 
I wouldn’t be surprised if it became the top of a lot of people’s 
bucket lists, not just in NZ but overseas, within the next few years.

www.taraweraultra.co.nz

www.taraweraultra.co.nz


7 IN 7TRAIL RUNNING SEVEN OF NEW  
ZEALAND’S BEST WALKING  
TRAILS IN SEVEN DAYS WAS AN  
AUDACIOUS FEAT.  SO WHAT  
HAPPENS WHEN MAL LAW,  
TRAIL RUN’S NZ EDITOR  
BACKED UP TO RUN  
A NEW SET OF SEVEN,  
IN SEVEN DAYS, THE  
FOLLOWING YEAR?



In November 2008 veteran endurance athlete  
and Trail Run magazine’s NZ editor, Mal Law, was  
wandering through the rugged Kaimanawa Ranges  
in central North Island, NZ on a long solo hike. 
With nobody to talk to he got to thinking about adventures old 
and new. For a long time he’d harboured the dream of doing 
something big, audacious and never-before-attempted but the 
precise details of this Big Idea had eluded him. Then, from 
nowhere, as if carried to him on the wind that was threatening 
to dislodge his precarious foothold on the scree-covered ridge 
he was traversing, the epiphany happened. 

But to properly understand the genesis of the plan that was starting 
to seed itself, we have to step back in time almost 40 years to the 
morning when Mal, then aged 9, was awoken by his dad with the 
news that “Alan won’t be coming home from hospital this time,  
he died last night.” Alan was Mal’s only brother, four years his 
senior. The news was of course devastating and as Mal now readily 
admits: “In that instant my life was irretrievably changed and the 
kind of person I would grow up to be was most likely reshaped”. 

What it definitely did do was create a desire to help other  
people that were battling leukaemia, the cruel form of blood 
cancer that had robbed Mal of his brother. Twelve years later this 
is what drove Mal to jump on his Raleigh 10-speed and pedal his 
chunky, unfit body all the way from London to Lisbon in his first 

fundraising adventure for the UK’s Leukaemia Research Fund.

Fast forward almost 30 years to that wind-swept ridge and the 
birth of a crazy idea that would ultimately make up for decades of 
unfulfilled promises to make a further difference to people whose 
lives were being shattered by the spectre of leukaemia. He can’t 
now recall how the idea came to him “it just did! Out of nowhere”

That idea was to become the first person ever to run New Zealand’s 
7 mainland Great Walks in just 7 days. That’s 360kms of iconic 
trails spread across both islands with almost a thousand kilome-
tres separating the first (Waikaremoana) and the last (the Kepler, 
which Mal would run as part of the annual Kepler Challenge.)

To hike these 7 Great Walks would take most people four weeks 
plus a few days to travel between them, so it was indeed an auda-
cious plan. Audacious but successful – on 5th December 2009 
Mal took the last strides on this epic journey that ultimately 
raised over $85,000 for the Leukaemia & Blood Foundation.

Not content with having run himself ragged – over the course of 
the 7 Great Walks and the months of lead-up training he clocked 
some 3,500 kms of trail runs – Mal conceived a new 7in7  
Challenge for late 2010. This time he chose six new trails for the  
first six days but still opted to finish with the Kepler Challenge.  
This time it would involve 370 kms of running and some  
seriously rugged terrain as the new Challenge set its sights on back- 
country trails. What follows is Mal’s own account of this epic week.



very early the next day a group of 10 of us set off to tackle the 
legendary new Motatatpu Track from Glendhu Bay to Arrowtown 
(via Big Hill). This has to be one of the toughest 50 km runs 
on the planet, particularly on a day when the heat was again 
unrelenting. It has a staggering 3,400m of ascent and is largely 
pole-following goat tracks rather than well-made trails. With 
one of the support runners struggling from early on the pace 
was necessarily slow but it was a thoroughly enjoyable 14-hour 
expedition into a special part of the country. 

Day Four took me and a fresh group of support runners along 
the shores of Lake Wakatipu and over Lomond Saddle, down a 
memorable stretch of trail heaven into the baking hot Moonlight 
Valley and along the 4WD road to Moke Lake where the ever-
wonderful support crew awaited us with a few treats. This was one 
of the days that I’d opened up to less experienced runners as a 
way of encouraging participation from those new to the sport. 
And for Sarah, Lou and Nicole it was an experience that went way 
beyond anything they had tackled before. The day finished with 
a further 12 kms of beautiful trails alongside Moke and Dispute 
lakes, before dropping down to meet the Glenorchy Road. At 
frequent intervals along this stretch my ears were burning as the 
girls silently cursed my name, but their pain turned to joy when, 
with a glance at our Garmins, we announced they had just run 
their first ever marathons.

By now I had spent much longer on my feet than I’d been 
expecting to – the 190 kms covered had taken some 40 hours 
– and I was feeling sore and tired. But the support crew were 
doing a great job of refuelling and massaging me each night,  
so I was confident of the Challenge’s ultimate success. 

Day Five was the much anticipated run around the Rees-Dart 
circuit, venturing into the heartland of the Aspiring National 
Park. For this I had assembled a strong group of 12 mountain 
goats who I knew would be able to cope with the frequently rough  
terrain and had the endurance required for a massive day out.  
And it was quite simply a stunner! From the early morning start 
running through low mist, gorging on views of the high snow-
clad peaks above, to the thrill of the Rees Saddle, the technical 

It’s 7a.m. and I’m just an hour into what’s expected to be an 11-
hour run over the Young-Wilkin Circuit in the Aspiring National 
Park. I feel weak, on the verge of throwing up. This shouldn’t 
happen until much later in the day, if at all. 

Never mind, I take on what food and fluid I can and keep running.  
Two hours later and things are no better, and now the climbing 
has started in earnest. I shed my pack and hand it to legednary 
endurance athlete and current world champion multisporter, 
Richard Ussher, one of my 11 support runners for the day. 

Another hour or so and we hit the high basin of the Upper Young 
Valley – things only seem to be getting worse. Dark, negative 
thoughts are hard to keep at bay and the steep climb to Gillespie’s 
Pass looks like the north face of the Eiger to me right now. But the 
spirit amongst the support runners is strong and collectively they 
help me knock it off step by slow step. The best part of another 
hour passes, I try a caffeine-laden gel and amazingly, 10-minutes 
later, I’m starting to feel a little better. Then we hit the Pass at 
1660m and ahead lies a beautiful stretch of soft snow. Suddenly my 
batteries are fully charged and I join the others in a sensational,  
if somewhat out-of-control, descent towards the Siberia Valley.  

Thus began Day Two of this year’s 7in7 Challenge – my 
personal quest to run 370 kms of stunning trails in the 
Southern Lakes area in just a week – and with the help of 120 
or so support runners, who would join me for one, two or 
three days each, raise at least $150,000 for the Leukaemia & 
Blood Foundation. It turned out to be the toughest few hours 
in a gruelling but massively enjoyable 7-day adventure.

My problem it turned out was severe dehydration from 
the day before when I, and 60 other people, had run the 
inaugural Twin Lakes Marathon from the shores of Lake 
Hawea to Glendhu Bay, Lake Wanaka. It’s a stunning run but 
unfortunately coincided with the hottest November day on 
record in Wanaka! It was over 30°C in the shade, and as there 
was very little of that to be had it made for brutal conditions. 

My health was restored at the end of Day Two (which turned 
out to be an almost 12-hour epic) thanks to 2.5L of IV fluids 
via a drip at the local medical centre. And just as well, because 



descent of Snowy Creek and the long hot traverses of the Dart 
Valley tussock flats, it was an absolute classic that I know many of 
us described as “the best trail run ever”. But at the end of a 67 
km, 13-hour day I was completely shattered and close to tears 
when greeted by wife Sally and the ever-growing band of support 
crew and well-wishers at Chinaman’s Bluff.

Another day, another early start.  For Day 6 there was just a  
small group of five of us taking on the 54 km Greenstone-Mavora  
track. After a short but glorious trip by launch across Lake 
Wakatipu from Glenorchy we set off on the relatively well made 
trail through pristine beech forest, making good time to Green-
stone Hut. From here on was all new to me, and what lay ahead 
came as quite a surprise. The route was far rougher and more 
technical than expected. And once in the Mavora Valley the heat 
again became a factor. By the time we hit the final 10 kms of dusty 
track down the side of North Mavora Lake the distant glimpse of 
the finish line took on a mirage-like attraction, drawing our tired 
and thirsty bodies slowly towards it. Taking a ‘run a bit, walk a bit’ 
approach we finally made it – some 10 hours after setting off – 
and enjoyed a long soak in the cold waters of this jewel of a lake.

So now all that was left was one more obscenely early alarm call 
and the 60 km Kepler Challenge race to run. This year no fewer 
than 28 Kepler competitors were running to raise funds for the 
7in7 cause and we made sure they were all visible in their white 
All Good Bananas running hats. I set off at the back of the field 
with a dozen close friends many of whom were running their 
second or third day of this year’s 7in7. We were in no big rush 
and spent as long as possible drinking in the almost impossible 
views from the main ridge before dropping down to Iris  
Burn and the half-way point. This is where I knew the wheels  
could fall off big time but thankfully I felt pretty strong (in a  
slow kind of way!) and arrived at Rainbow Reach in good heart.  

Now just 10 kms to go and to make it extra special my 13-year old 
son Beinn joined the pack and ran with us the rest of the way.  
Two major tumbles in five minutes almost made for a  
premature end to the day but I bounced well enough and next 
thing we could hear the MC at the finish line. One more bend 
rounded and there it was – the finish to a 370 km, 72 hour week 
of running in very special places with very special people. 

EPILOGUE >
The 7in7 Challenge 2010 raised over $170,000 for the 
Leukaemia & Blood Foundation (LBF) and together with the 
inaugural run Mal and his supporters generated over $250,000 
for this very deserving cause. “It has been massively rewarding  
for me personally,” says Mal “And has been the catalyst for  
many wonderful new friendships. But it has only been possible  
because of the incredible support offered by my family, friends, 
commercial sponsors and the thousands of people who have 
given so generously to the cause. To all these people I give 
massive heartfelt thanks.”

Mal Law also operates Running Wild, an organisation  
and website conceived to highlight NZ as a trail running Mecca  
while doing some good for the world: 

www.runningwildnz.com

For reports and photos from the 7in7 Challenge see >

www.7in7.org.nz/followthechallenge

To take part in a future 7in7 Challenge email >

mal@7in7.org.nz

www.runningwildnz.com
www.7in7.org.nz/followthechallenge
mailto:mal@7in7.org.nz


Day 1. Twin Lakes Marathon  
42km race > 60 competitors > 
All running for 7in7.

Day 2. Young-Wilkin Circuit 
55km > 11 support runners.

Day 3. Motatapu Gold  
50km > 10 support runners.

Day 4. Wakatipu Wonderland 
42km > 10 support runners.

Day 5. Rees-Dart Circuit  
67km > 11 support runners.

Day 6. Greenstone-Mavora  
54km > 4 support runners.

Day 7. Kepler Challenge  
60km > 400 competitors >  
28 running for 7in7.

7 IN 7 MAP >
Over $176,000 raised
370 kms run
72 hours on the trails
14,000m true ascent
30,000+ calories burnt
Favourite equipment:
Asics Trabuco trail shoes  
Icebreaker socks  
GT150 run tops 
2XU tri-shorts 
Innov-8 hydration pack 
All Good Bananas run cap 
SPOT satellite messenger 
Spaceships camper  
vans for support crew.
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Twin Lakes  1

Young/Wilkin  2  

3  Motatapu Gold
Wakatipu      
Wonderland              
            4  

6  Greenstone/Mavora

5  Rees/Dart

7  Kepler

Mal’s interview 1  
on Breakfast TV PRIOR to  
the inaugural 7in7 Challenge

Mal’s interview 2  
on Breakfast TV AFTER  
the inaugural 7in7 Challenge

Trailer to ‘For Alan’ —  
the short movie documenting  
the first 7in7 Challenge

L.Manapouri
L.Te
L.Wakatipu
L.Wanaka
L.Hawea
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gE8a33Pvej0&feature=youtu.be
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=u72XuGI1MbU&feature=youtu.be
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=56rhPSnDqzs&feature=youtu.be
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Andy Hewat is not a man to rest easily.  
So when a dodgy tent and foul weather 
put an end to his attempt to run  
the Australian Alpine Walking Trail,  
he stewed for no more than a few days  
before trotting off to attempt another 
first: running the 209km length of the 
Great Dividing Trail in western Victoria,  
a mission fuelled by his ancestors’  
pioneering ways on the very same track. 
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I looked up and the harsh focussed beam of my headlamp 
scoured the pile of debris before me. It was at least two storeys 
high and totally impassable, a conglomeration of trees and 
rubbish swept up by floodwaters and deposited on this bend 
in the creek. It was impossible to imagine the forces that had 
created such a mess. 

Perhaps I should have taken notice of the ‘Track Closed’ sign. 
Perhaps I should have checked out some of this trail in daylight. 
Perhaps a lot of things, but the cold, stark reality of the situation 
was now I was stuck with no hope of finding the path through, 
across or around this mess in the dark. I wandered up the dry creek 
bed until I met another similar but smaller mess barring my way. 

I gave up and climbed back to the gravel road and the sign. It was 
dark. I had been running for over 30 hours and was desperate  
to get into the nearby town of Creswick before everything closed.  
I was hungry and now getting cold. Decision time.  
I looked at my map through bleary eyes and with a mosquito 
buzzing in my ear. The official track was supposed to join the 
highway in another 3km anyhow. Solved, I would double back a 
kilometre and follow a dirt road out onto the highway and then 
run into town and try to get some dinner. It would add a couple 
of kilometres but the road would be faster. I had no choice, the 
official path was closed anyhow. From Creswick I still had 43km 
to go and heading into my second night without sleep I was keen 
to refuel before facing the last big leg to Ballarat.

 I found the highway and picked up the pace. My pack was light 
but my legs had 175km of continuous trail kilometres in them. 
I kept looking at my watch. I didn’t know Creswick at all but was 
certain it was small and likely not to have many options for food 
this late. I craved hot chips. I was running hard. Flat out really, 
probably only 5:30min/km pace but under the circumstances 
it felt like a sprint. If I missed the shops at Creswick it would 
be muesli bars for dinner. After muesli bars for lunch and 
afternoon tea. It could be a long night.

I passed the familiar Goldfields Track sign pointing down to 
the Lake where I would have come out had the creek track not 
been closed. Finally the 60km/hr road sign that signalled the 
edge of town. It was close to 8.30pm. I had a bad feeling and 

hunger made me run harder. Lights, buildings. Suddenly I was 
in the township and it was even smaller than I thought. This is 
not looking good. I turned into what must be the main street and 
there was little to see. I stopped outside the only takeaway food 
shop but it was dark inside. Two ladies talking on the footpath 
asked me what I was looking for. Food, any sort, preferably 
hot. They had just closed this shop and said my best bet was the 
restaurant next door. 

I slipped off my headlamp and cap and wandered in. It wasn’t full 
but all the patrons turned and looked quizzically at me dressed in 
lycra and carrying trekking poles. I was sweating profusely from 
the ‘sprint’ into town. My heart was still pounding and my legs 
quivered a little. The young waitress came up and I asked if there 
was any chance of getting something to eat. She replied that the 
kitchen had just closed. I’m sure she read the disappointment in 
my face as she suggested she would go and check with the chef.  
I clung to that shimmer of hope. The warmth and the food smells 
inside the restaurant were doing little to allay my hunger. 

She came back and said he would serve me. I’m sure he had no 
idea how much that meant at the time. I grabbed a couple of cans 
of coke from the fridge and found a table. I tried to stay clear 
of other diners as I was well aware that I hadn’t showered since 
yesterday. The hot dinner and the warm restaurant were the 
perfect end for my day of toil.

But stopping suddenly, then the food, the warmth, the tiredness, 
the leg fatigue all worked on me. I didn’t want to go back out 
there. It was cold and windy. I was getting really tired. I knew I 
would end up having to sleep on the side of the track at some 
point. That didn’t overly concern me but the possibility of a 
bed had crept into my psyche. Why not? Suddenly I really didn’t 
want to run through another night. Not in the cold. Not alone. 
Not tonight. I asked the waitress about motels and she told me 
there was one down the street. I emptied the bottle of table water 
into my camelbak and grabbed another can of coke just in case 
I couldn’t get a bed and ventured back out into the now bitterly 
cold night wind. With my fingers crossed.

How did I end up out here on a Saturday night? Whose idea  
was this? I had recently failed in my attempt to run the Australian 



Alps Walking Track solo and unsupported. While wallowing in self-pity, Trail Run editor, 
Chris Ord, suggested I go and try run the Goldfields Track. I’d never heard of it but  
you know what they say about falling off horses.  Just look for a smaller horse. This could 
be the right panacea. The Goldfields Track follows a series of parks through the old 
gold mining towns of Bendigo, Castlemaine, Daylesford, Creswick and Ballarat before 
finishing on the summit of Mt Buninyong. Despite living less than an hour from the 
southern terminus of the track, I had never heard of it. So with just a week’s notice, site 
unseen, I loaded my pack, grabbed the official trail maps and headed to Bendigo. 

Why is it I love to set myself up for failure? What was I thinking? 209km of trail. The only 
reliable water would be in the towns. Travel light: no tent or sleeping bag. I could curl up 
on the side of the track if needed. I carried 3 litres of water and enough energy bars to 
keep me moving between towns where I hoped to buy some real food en route. As I stood 
still damp with sweat and shivering in the main street and the cold dark night closed in 
around me, I felt a dramatic sense of déjà-vu sweep over me.  

The motel had one room left. I had a credit card. We had a deal. Phew, what a lifesaver. I 
ordered the porridge for breakfast and went for a much-needed shower. Understatement. 
Having no spare clothes I had to wear my rain gear around the room until climbing into 
bed and crashing out. The 11-hour-meals-and-sleep break would punch a big hole in my 
time for the end-to-end but this run was just about finishing. And enjoying the ride. 

Bendigo railway station is the northern terminus of the Goldfield Track. My wife dropped 
me there at 11am on Friday morning after a three-hour drive from home. I was surprised 
how easy it was to follow the trail through the suburbs with clear signs on every corner. 
The dedicated maps (three to cover the whole trip) were good but the 1:100,000 scale and 
the aerial photos with road overlay was fairly useless in the townships. This led to problems 

entering and exiting some of the other towns. On the track, though, the signage was 
fantastic and only a couple of poorly angled posts and one blatantly wrong arrow out of 
200km was better than expected. 

Even before leaving the outskirts of Bendigo I was in parkland and running smooth trail. 
Overall, I was impressed at how much of the track was off road and pleasantly surprised 
how much was singletrack. The first 30km out of Bendigo follows an open aqueduct. As I 
warmed up I settled into a steady pace on the flat wide, winding track. Marvelling at some 
of the old infrastructure I couldn’t believe the scale of the engineering feat that produced 
an essentially gravity fed watercourse over such a long distance. At one point the channel 
disappeared into a hill and re-emerged on the other side and the original bluestone blocks 
were still there 150 years later. Men died blasting that tunnel. 

This trail was built as a monument to the pioneers who settled these plains. The path 
followed is based on that used for the famous pilgrimage of gold miners as they flocked 
to Ballarat in the lead up to the historic Eureka Stockade in 1854. I found out a 
short time before my own weekend journey that my maternal great, great, great, great 
grandparents had followed this very path to join the democratic uprising. My great 
x4 grandmother was actually one of the three women who sewed the famous Southern 
Cross flag that flew over the Eureka Stockade. I now had a personal connection for my 
pilgrimage.   

Leaving the aqueduct I climbed for the first time into the Mt Alexander Regional Park 
and the manna gums. The map showed a camping ground so I was hoping to top up 
water here but never saw the promised toilet block, which must be off the trail. The cool 
weather meant less pressure on my water reserves but I now looked like having to go the 
full 58km from Bendigo to Castlemaine on the one 3-litre bladder. Not recommended. 

Massive erosion from the record spring and summer rains had eaten away much of the track. 
Cavernous washouts, in places 3 metres deep, carved into the old 4WD track. The massive 
underground root network criss-crossed through the wide cleft in the earth like a maze of 
spider’s webs. On the other side of the ridge and a huge landslide had torn a massive crater 
in the hillside. Trees and rocks were strewn about like children’s toys. 

Dropping back below the tree-line the trail followed a narrow, 2-metre-wide ‘path’ fenced 
in by barbed wire on either side. This linear passage between the tracts of private land was 
at least half a kilometre and dead straight. The grass was long and in places the ground 
was boggy and under water. I was worried about snakes. I emerged onto a gravel road with 
soaked and muddy feet but no sign of any snakes.

The track now followed some gravel backroads, threading under the Calder Highway before 
back into forest on the approach to Castlemaine. I was getting hungry and the blackberry 
bushes were beckoning. I luurve blackberries. The actual berries, that is. I hate the bushes. 
They are insidious feral weeds that choke our forests. But the berries I just love to eat. And 
I find it difficult to run past a bush in fruit. When you have been eating muesli bars all day 
fresh berries are irresistible. When I came across a vine heavily laden I would simply have to 
stop and run the gauntlet of the prickly thorns to extract as many of the fresh juicy berries 
as possible. After stopping a couple of times, one such feeding frenzy went horribly wrong. 
My fingertips were already stained purple from the juices as I plucked and popped the little 
bundles into my mouth rapid fire. Until one went ‘crunch’ and the most repulsive metallic 
taste invaded my buds. I spat it out, too late to avoid the permeating stench from ruining the 
snack. I looked at the next one on the vine and noticed one of those little Spanish millipedes 
embedded in a berry. Eewww yuck. I rinsed out my mouth with water in a pathetic attempt to 
dislodge the foul flavour and headed off down the track.
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hit me between  
the eyes. It was  
attached to a web I  
had run through and as  
I moved forward the stone  
catapulted up into my face.

I have never seen so many 
extensive and ambitious webs. 
They reached metres across the 
wide-open track. Clearly their intent 
was to in fact ‘catch me one of them humans’! 
And catch they did. I spent most the night dodging 
and weaving to avoid that horrible feeling of web wrapped 
around your face. The worst part was not knowing where the 
spider was. And these babies were big spiders. Think Lord Of 
The Rings or Harry Potter-type spiders. Huge. Their bulbous bellies 
were close to golf-ball proportions. Consequently my night 
was reduced to a walk as running became impossible without 
continually being snared in webs. As much as I hated to 
damage their labouriously created meticulous works,  
I often had to tear a path through them with my trekking pole.  
Mental note: next time run with someone tall and make them 
go in front.

That wasn’t the only thing slowing me down; the trail, despite 
regular Track posts, was often difficult to find amongst the leaf 
litter of the forest floor. And the arrows weren’t reflective so 
you had to get close to see them. And of course there were the 
spiders. While the darkness hid many of the trailside historical 
sites, I still encountered obvious mining ruins. In the dead of 
night the decaying structures were particularly eerie. 

With the rising sun on day two came some of the best running 
of the whole weekend. After a long stretch of gravel road I was 
on endless singletrack that hugged the walls of shallow river 
valleys through lush green forests with tree ferns and babbling 
brooks. The Track followed a big arc to the west around 
Hepburn Springs and then continued south again towards 
Daylesford. Despite being tired from running through the 
night, I was energised by new day, and the picture-postcard  

I was in the Castlemaine Diggings National Heritage Park and 
reminders of the past were everywhere. None more impressive 
though than the massive brickwork remnants of the Garfield 
Waterwheel. Almost like some Mayan or Aztec ruin, the two 
huge stone buttresses that had supported the 21-metre-diameter 
waterwheel were still standing some 120 years after they were built. 

After skirting the little village of Chewton without actually visiting 
it, I was on the outskirts of Castlemaine at last. Almost 60km in 
the first 6 hours. The sun was getting low and I was getting hungry. 
I hit a gravel bike path passing behind some houses. This meant I 
was getting close. But I couldn’t resist a wild pear tree in the scrub 
and hunted around until I found a near-ripe pear. It was tart, but 
like the berries, a welcome respite from the muesli bars.

As I left the bike path the Goldfields Track post turned me right 
onto sealed road. I followed this, running solidly trying to get into 
the town before dark. Suddenly I was heading away from houses 
and back into farmland. At a major crossroad there was no Track 
signpost and my heart sank. I was off the Track. I turned and ran 
back nearly 2km to the last post. And started again down the road 
trying to work out where I had gone wrong. Finally I pulled out  
my GPS and could see how close I was to the town centre so headed  
in that direction. Turns out that post should have pointed left  
and I was only a block away from where I should have been.  
I ran into town with my headlamp on, now tired and very hungry.

I found a little pizza shop and put in my order then crossed the 
road to the supermarket. I turned a few heads walking around 
town on a Friday night in my tights, pack and trekking poles.  
I bought 4 litres of water and some iced coffee and went back  
for my pizza. I devoured half and the guys wrapped the other 
half up for me to go. They pointed me back towards the track 
and I headed back into the dark. It was cold but my belly was full 
and my pack was loaded so I was ready to face the night.

I walked to the outskirts of town still eating pizza. I was a weird 
contrast to world around me. People were dressed up and headed 
to parties and restaurants in pairs and groups. I was dressed down 
and headed back into the bush all alone. I felt strangely at peace 
with this process. I was doing what I loved and would not have 
traded places with any of them. With the well-marked exit from 
suburbia I was soon back on singletrack winding through dense 
forest alongside the Poverty Gully Race, a disused watercourse. 
The twisting, turning, narrow track would have been a hoot  
in the daylight but at night it was a maze of spider’s webs. 

I hate spiders. Well, actually I hate spider’s webs. I don’t really 
mind the spiders themselves. And I admire their spectacular 
architectural work. But not across the trail. And not every five 
metres. And not golden-orb spider’s webs that are laced with 
titanium. I kid you not they were so strong that several times I was 
pulled to a stop when I ran into them. I actually had one web rip 
my trekking pole off the back of my pack where it had been tied 
and then it dangled, suspended mid air. Another time a stone  

“I hate spiders webs… 
 Mental note:  
 next time, run with  
 someone tall and  
 make them go in front.”
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trail that unfolded before me. This is what I run trail for.  
I ran like a kid let loose from school at the end of term. 

Suddenly I popped out of the bush onto the Midland Highway. 
This was a major junction in the trail. It was about 1km into the 
official trailhead and then another kilometre from there into 
the township. I desperately needed water and more importantly 
I wanted some hot food. Decision made.

Daylesford is a little hamlet popular with trendy tourists and 
semi-retired baby-boomers. And with that goes good eateries. 
I wasn’t fussy and picked the first, ordered and sat out front at a 
table on the footpath. I smelled pretty bad and despite assurances 
from the lady serving me I wasn’t going to spoil breakfast for 
everyone else inside. And besides, it meant I kept my Spot and 
GPS active. I repacked my pack while waiting and got out the last 
map. An encouraging milestone. The food was lovely but I could 
have easily eaten twice as much. I headed for the supermarket 
and bakery. I refilled with water, a sticky bun and a couple of iced 
coffees to go. And then the long slog back around the picturesque 
lake to the trail junction. An extra 5km and a couple of hours but 
I was refuelled for the next long leg to Creswick.

It was now late morning and the combination of a full belly and 
no sleep suddenly made me very drowsy. So much so that I saw a 
patch of grass beside the trail and just curled up. I was asleep in 
seconds and awake again merely 5 minutes later. The power of 
a power-nap. The track was an old 4WD road and I was nearly 
run down by a guy driving a horse and cart training two trotters. 
There was a lot of undulation and that meant a lot of walking. 
I seemed to lose track of time and ran in a little world of my 
own. One state park blended with the next. I had been going 
for well over 24 hours now and was feeling in-synch with the 
trail. I knew people were following my progress via my GPS Spot 
tracker. I would get an occasional text message when in range. 
But it had become just me and this trail and the job of getting to 
the end of it.  Suddenly all of that changed. 

As I left the wombat State Forest I got a text message: ‘you OK, 
seem to be heading north?’. It was Phil, and he was right, I was 
heading away from my destination. But what was worse was for the 
first time I was running on bitumen. The forest gave way to road 
and looking at the map I had a huge chunk of it to cover before 
rejoining the bush. The sun was getting low in the afternoon sky 
and soon I was running right into it. I put my head down and 
really poured on the pace, resolving to just get this over. 

I ate and drank and ran hard for over two hours of roadway 
before finally I was on a dead-end gravel road. Through a gate 
and I was faced with three road options. And no familiar trail 
marker. And my map didn’t show any of this. I chose the high 
road but soon it was arching the wrong way. I went back and 
tried the low road. Uncertain, and again chasing fading light I 
ran on until I finally hit trail and the Goldfield Track marker 
again. I was glad to be back in the bush, but the light was dying 

and I was keen to get into Creswick to get some dinner before 
everything shut. I pushed hard, putting off stopping to put on 
warmer clothes and my headlamp. And then there I was looking 
at the big pile of rubble in the creek bed in the dark before my 
sprint down the road to end day two. 

Day three and on the home stretch. Well-rested and well-fed I 
was going to finish this thing. On paper just 43km to go. That 
was basically a marathon. Averaging 5km/hr as I had done Friday 
and Saturday I could be finished in nine hours. With a slow-
down factor I figured on ten hours. Starting fresh the first couple 
of kilometres were back along the highway. Then off into the 
bush once more. Again I was surprised how much was singletrack. 
But there was some gravel roads and 4WD tracks.

Reaching Slaty Creek campground and I was confronted with 
another “Track Closed” sign. A detour was mapped out and 
I spent some time familiarising myself with where I had to go 
and headed off down the gravel road. I made good time on the 
undulating road before it deteriorated into a logging track and I 
was in pine plantation. A maze of tracks meant I had to pull out 
my GPS to work out where the real track was meant to be and 
soon enough the familiar little yellow marker posts reappeared. 

I could tell I was getting closer to Ballarat as I met walkers and 
mountain bikers on the track. Then a runner was coming towards 
me wearing a 6-Foot-Track t-shirt. It was John Lindsay, now 
living in Ballarat, out for his long Sunday run in training for 
Comrades. Turns out he had been following my progress online 
and figured he might as well run out to greet me. After running 
solo since Friday it was a pleasant change to have some company. 
It had now been 48 hours since I started and my senses were 
getting a little furry, despite the night of sleep.

Coming into the streets of Ballarat I realised having John with me 
had picked up my pace. I stopped and stripped off my thermal and 
windshirt, both drenched with sweat. I rang my wife to arrange a 
pick-up as she would have an hour’s drive to get to the finish. The 
markers through the town were a little tricky to find but finally we 
were at the train station that used to be the southern terminus of 
the Track. In true Ballarat style, it is a classic piece of 19th century 
architecture. Making our way out of town the markers again proved 
elusive and at one point we did a big block back to where we had 
been trying to find the correct path. 

‘After skirting a creek out of town’, the Track pretty much  
followed roads now all the way to Buninyong. Having John  
along took my mind off the hard pavement and kept  
the pace up considerably. Threading through the  
small hamlet of Buninyong, again we missed  
a marker. I was tired but was not going  
to come all this way then cut corners  
at the end. So back we went  
and found the little  
post we missed. 

200km clicked over and my legs didn’t miss a beat. But I was  
feeling the fatigue and looking up I kept seeing the mountain and 
we didn’t seem to be getting any closer.

Crossing the highway and onto a little lane through some 
paddocks and we were climbing steadily up Mt Buninyong at last. 
Like so many long ultras I have run, sometimes when I approach 
the finish euphoria sweeps over me. I was tired and fairly drained 
emotionally. I reflected internally on what it had taken to get 
here. A little collage of the weekend highlights played through 
my mind. That damn long road section, eating cobwebs, huge 
spiders, wallabies in the night, flat fast bush track, fascinating 
relics and amazing architecture, miles of blissful singletrack 
through green river canyons. But above all else a sense of 
fulfilment, a sense of achievement, a sense of satisfaction washed 
over me. John let me lead up the final pitch of singletrack and we 
emerged into a small clearing with a carpark and my wife’s car.  
I looked around and realised this was it. I had finished. I had run 
all the way from Bendigo on the Goldfields Track. 

209km in 53hrs and 21minutes *

Andy Hewat completed the 209km Great Dividing Trail  
in 53hrs and 21minutes and is, as far as anyone knows, 
 the first person to run its length. We’ll be suggesting 
 more impromptu challenges for Andy…stay tuned.

www.trailrunningcompany.com 

Images: Tim Arch >

http://timothyarch.com

“Day three and  
 on the home stretch…  
 I was going to  
 finish this thing”

www.trailrunningcompany.com
http://timothyarch.com


ON TRACK
A RUN ACROSS THE AUSTRALIAN OUTBACK?  
DOES 560KM SOUND LIKE A FAIR ENOUGH STRETCH? 
SELF SUFFICIENT, OUI? ADD THE FRENCH ACCENT 
AMBIENCE OF FOUNDER JÉRÔME LOLLIER AND  
YOU HAVE THE TRACK, A MEGA RUN FROM ALICE 
SPRINGS TO ULURU. TWENTY-FOUR RUNNERS 
REPRESENTING TEN NATIONALITIES BECAME  
THE PIONEERS OF THE DESERT MISSION,  
BILLED AS THE LONGEST RACE IN THE WORLD,  
INCLUDING SYLVIAN BAZIN WHO RECOUNTS HIS RUN.
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Jo Pedersen is a doctor from New Zealand, South African 
born and an experienced ultra runner having run the last 
27 years competitively with many 100km and Racing the 
Planet events under his hydro belt. 

In the morning, the sun rises quickly, the crisp morning light  
reflecting anxious eyes of assembled runners. The first of  
the nine stages is only 31km, a warm up compared to the long 
stages ahead: one of them, the last, a monster of 130km. 

But the kick off stage is not as easy as the distance suggests: 
sharp, rocky ground promises punishment underfoot. For 
me, it proves one of the most difficult: I take a wrong turn 
about 10 kilometres from the finish, and lose 40 minutes. 

I finish the stage with Peter, his long steps efficient on the 
trail, less so on the technical ground. With everyone in safely,  
we recover, cook our dehydrated foods and go to sleep early. 
Only mice and the odd snore disturb the still desert air.

The second stage is tougher: the same rocky hills but canyons  
and a riverbed are also on the menu. It’s 42km but seems  
much longer, because of the shoe-cutting uncomfortable 
ground. I start with my new racing friends, Andrew, Peter  
and the Spanish Francisco Teres Costa, who seems perennially  
cheerful for someone who faces hundreds of kilometres to 
run in soul-searching conditions. After a long stride together,  
I decide to take it easy and finish quietly the last 15km.  
The route is still long and we are only on the second day.  
Our encampment is installed near a river, a tranquil respite 
from the open desert terrain. But the last runners do not 
have the chance to appreciate the place: they arrive late,  
some having to hop a support car to finish the stage. 

The delays - ten hours - seem to have been underestimated. 
To keep all runners in the race, the organisers decide to 

FRESHLY JETTED FROM HOMETOWNS 
ACROSS THE GLOBE, WE’RE HIT WITH 
THE REALITY OF THE OUTBACK: THE 
OUTPOST OF ALICE SPRINGS ISN’T JUST 
A SMALL TOWN, IT’S THE ONLY TOWN 
FOR HUNDREDS OF KILOMETRES. ITS 
NEAREST NEIGHBOUR – COOBER PEDY – 
IS 800KM SOUTH. MT ISA TO THE  
NORTH-EAST IS OVER 1000KM AWAY.

Plenty of space in-between for a Frenchman to hold a footrace. 

“The Track is a sporting event,” says event organiser Jérôme 
Lollier. “But it is also a human adventure.”

His idea of an adventure is 560km across some of central 
Australia’s harshest terrain, run in nine stages, camping 
rough each night and being self sufficient in food. 

Leaving the civilisation of backpacker bars (if they can be 
called civilised) and cafes behind, we make our way to the 
first desert camp for a logistical and medical check, and to  
meet the rest of the field. A cosmopolitan bunch, we are  
ten runners from France, four South Korean, three Spanish,  
three Germans and one Canadian and one Danish. Naturally  
the locals are represented: Australian Andrew Cohen is a 
tough ultra runner and three-time finisher of Marathon  
des Sables. A former freeride skier, he began running at 44. 

Peter Jong from Melbourne is here for what he considers his  
last big running challenge: “After this one, I’ll stop racing.  
It costs me too much, financially and socially,” he says.
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And so we keep running, mostly along a long straight line road, 
in the middle of nowhere. Our eyes concentrate on the red rocky 
ground, the trees, only distracted by a cow. We drop into and exit 
a riverbed, a small challenge in what is mostly smooth terrain of 
the day; a good thing for feet destroyed by the sand. Now it’s a 
little bit easier to run and the relative recovery afforded us by this 
shorter  
stage gives us strength and hope to finish in acceptable shape. 

Even so, the final three stages inspire some terror: 63km,  
61km and 130km stretches await in the next three days.

I feel good the next morning and begin at a good tempo with 
Francisco, who is, aside from race leader Christophe, certainly 

create a “kilometres classification” for those who not able  
to complete the day two route, enabling them to stay in the  
adventure and finish the remaining stages.

The third and fourth stages are long, physical routes. We run 
where few if any humans have roamed for many years: wild areas 
with hard tracks. I finish the third stage with Francisco, on a 
long straight road portion. It reminds him of the Badwater 
ultramarathon he ran in 2009. But he realises that race (217km) 
represents under half of what we will endure on The Track, 
and the trails here are much harder on body and mind than the 
dependable (if hot) roads of Badwater. Nevertheless we are now 
totally in the race, in the trip, there is no easy out. 

The next stage takes us along a riverbed; a pure, preserved place.  
It fires Francisco: “That’s pure liberty! Nothing else to do  
other than running and enjoying the place!” 

He’s right, except that running here is not a game. Sand and 
rocks torture the legs. I finish the next three stages with Demetrio 
Fernandez, A fellow Frenchman and endurance athlete: he has  
won some big races in desert environs, including the ‘333’, a 
333km race in Egypt. He has also placed well in ironman triathlons. 

His tempo is regular and pace strong, so I try to stay with him.  
We discuss life and love in an attempt to make the final kilometres 
of the day pass. The landscape and its beauty are no longer solely 
sufficient to make the effort acceptable. 

Now mid race, each day’s recovery is not easy: the camps are not 
comfortable. We try to get some sleep in narrow tents, too small  
for two exhausted runners, on hard, rocky ground. Even the food  
is lacking – mainly because we have to carry it ourselves and there-
fore it’s not so abundant in an exercise to save weight. Nor is it 
adequate to compensate for big daily efforts. But it’s like that: we 
choose it to be this way when we accept the race conditions on our 
entry and the adventure is great. 

We feel a little bit like the European pioneers who explored this  
wild country: excitement, boundless freedom but also the 
instinctual fear for survival that accompanies journeying through 
such hostile natural terrain. 

Even for the Australians it’s discovery time. Andrew, a strong 
competitor, has mixed feelings: great satisfaction to be here and to 
live this, but he bears a great fear that he will not be able to finish. 
Nevertheless he remains a strong third as the final stages loom. 

The leader seems to be a level above all: Frenchman Christophe 
Le Saux is always in control and Spanish Calvo Salvador is pushing 
himself to stay in contact. For us behind, the competition is friendly 
but still exists for the honour of place. For those bringing up the 
rear, it’s more of a struggle. The most important aim for everyone 
is to remain out in the field, and in the race, even if they have to 
finish at night. Some indeed do stop; others find the courage and 
straightness to keep on walking till the finish of each stage.

Such is the physical and mental toll on the field that the organisers 
decide to shorten the sixth stage, for concern that few will make it. 

the most consistent on the last stages. Francisco has a formula to 
keep running well for these long races. His secret: “Calma, control, 
cojones,” the “three C formula” (calmness, control and balls,as in testicals 
- there’s no ‘c’ in the English translation). It seems very efficient 
in this Track effort. But you need a certain depth to your will to 
realise it at his level. Perhaps that is the cojones element.

I stay with him until the second check point (they are about 15 to 
20km apart and supply each runner with 2 litres of water only; 
no foods or energy drinks). After hydrating, I slow down but try 
to maintain an acceptable tempo just keep on running, or even 
“jogging” until the end. I meet my first kangaroo of the trip  
just after the CP3. Good. I wouldn’t want to spend 20 days  
in Australia without seeing one of these emblematic animals.  

THE TRACK > TRAIL EXTREME

THE NEXT STAGES TAKES  
US ALONG A RIVERBED,  
A PURE, PRESERVED PLACE. 
 IT FIRES FRANCISCO:  
“THAT’S PURE LIBERTY!  
NOTHING ELSE TO DO  
OTHER THAN RUNNING  
AND ENJOYING THE PLACE!” 
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blue sky. It’s going be the hottest day of the entire race,  
yet I’m more motivated than yesterday and feel good. 
The pull of the finish infusing my energy levels. 

I start fast, keeping rhythm and pace with the leaders for  
the first 30km. I talk a lot with leader,  Christophe.  
Calvo is not talkative at all: he is concentrated on running. 

It’s a good start, but after the second CP, as we run on road, 
I begin to feel bad. The sun hits me hard. When Francisco 
and Andrew pass me some kilometres after, I’m zigzagging 
over the dirt. I try to get some liquid and food into me at 
CP4, but I have stomach and intestinal pains. I keep on 
running, slowly now, alternating with walking. The French-
Moroccan Karim Mosta passes me and gives some advice: 
“Take it easy and wait for the evening, it’s gonna be cooler.” 

I’ve no choice. But it’s hard. The straights on the roads are 
unfinished. As I can’t properly drink or eat, I feel depleted 
and sore. Then just at sunset, Demetrio and Charlie catch 
me. I push myself to stay with them. They are running at  
the same, strong tempo. But I have too much pain to keep  
their rhythm. I arrive at the 93km CP in a terrible state.  
I just want to fall down. Stop. 

Fortunately Christelle, the race nurse, gives me some glucose 
and potassium and I feel a little better. Then a more unusual 
source of fuel: Iron Maiden’s furious thrash music tempo 
seems to be enough to turn the legs over, faster than they 
have for many stages. Demetrio and Charlie are nonplussed 
by my sudden acceleration. But I’m in another world:

If you’re gonna die, die with your boots on, 
If you’re gonna try, well stick around, 
Gonna cry, just move along, 
If you’re gonna die, you’re gonna die…

The end of the race will remain a quite strange  
memory for me, and not because Iron Maiden makes  
an unusual soundtrack to the desert (no matter how  
appropriate it is to the pain). I’m running as if in a trance. 

But they are very discreet in the bush and it is a quick 
glimpse before he bounds away – perhaps in fear of the  
mad Frenchman running through the desert. 

I finish the stage maintaining fifth position and happy to 
be on my feet. Christophe is still leading with an apparently 
incredible facility for endurance: for this guy, even hardcore 
recovery conditions, rocky grounds, heat and cold of the 
night are no problem. His little (1.63m) and light frame 
seems to be an all rounder, always adaptable. He maintains 
a terrific 11kmh pace in all stages. Second place Spaniard 
Salvador Calvo Redondo, a fierce competitor (having won 
a lot of ultratrail races in Spain and running a sub 7-hour 
100km), is still trying to close the gap, but to no avail.  
In the third place, Andrew, who reports that he is beyond 
tired, remains well placed with Francisco not far behind.

Another uncomfortable camp saps motivation for the 
following day. I decide to stay with Demetrio and Charlie, 
another French runner, judging that the more important 
effort will be tomorrow: it’s the last and the longest.  
But today conquering 61km in an unmotivated frame of mind 
is tough enough. The route is not so easy. A jumble of tracks, 
sandy and rocky, and straight, boring roads. Yes, today for me 
it’s boring. I’m thinking of tomorrow. I complete this stage, 
take rest and foods and begin to concentrate on tomorrow:  
130km, mostly on road, to make the finish at Uluru. 

This is the longest stage in a race of this format in the world.  
No aid stations, only water every 20km. Even for experienced 
runners, it’s a huge undertaking. Peter, our Kiwi doctor 
competitor, with his 27 years of running, is a little afraid too.

“I started a little bit too fast for the first stages, and after it was 
hard. I decided to push myself to run at the beginning  
of each stage, and after walking a lot, just keep going...  
That’s what I will do also tomorrow. I just hope to finish.” 

The slowest runners begin the final hurdle early, at 5am.  
We begin four hours later, when the sun is already high in the 

THE TRACK > TRAIL EXTREME
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WORLD’S LONGEST TRAIL RACE?

The Track claims the title. Here’s what we could find  
on the ultra trail menu, and depending on how you judge  
parameters, there is longer…three times longer  
(and a touch colder).

Namib Desert Challenge > 220km >  www.namibdesertchallenge.com 

Al Andulas Ultra Trail  > 220km > www.alandalus-ut.com 

La Ultra  – The High, India > 222km >  www.thehigh.in 

Jungle Ultra Marathon, Peru > 230 km >  www.beyondtheultimate.co 

Coast to Kosciusko,  Australia  > 240km >  www.coast2kosci.com 

Lycian Way Ultra, Turkey > 240km > likyayoluultramaratonu.com

Marathon de Sables, Sahara > 250km >  www.saharamarathon.co.uk

Sahara Race, Egypt > 250km > www.4deserts.com/sahararace

Gobi March, Mongolia > 250km >  www.4deserts.com/gobimarch

Racing The Planet Nepal > 250km >  www.4deserts.com/beyond/nepal 

GB Trans Britain, Scotland, England & Wales > 258km > 
www.gobeyondultra.co.uk/go_beyond/trans_britain 

Trans Saharan, Algeria > 270km > 
www.raidsahara.com/GB/transahariana.htm 

 Jordan Ultra, Jordan > 360km > www.jordanultra.com 

Trans Swiss Run, Switzerland > 370km > www.transswissrun.ch 

Yukon Arctic Ultra, Canada > 692km > www.arcticultra.de 

Iditarod Invitational, Alaska > 1600km >  
www.alaskaultrasport.com/alaska_ultra_home_page.html 

The night is bathed in a curious moonlight illuminating trees  
and rocks alongside the road. Ahead, the lights of the CP  
sparkle, taunting me. I’m soon running on trail again, and for  
at least 6km I push myself to accelerate, just wanting to finish. 

Suddenly I am home. It’s done. I’m so tired. Christophe, 
Francisco and Andrew stand together with the organiser, 
 Jérôme, to welcome me. Karim has just finished, one minute  
ahead of me. Christophe wins running the shortened 510km  
course in 46h 33m 19s – a result that hardly seemed in threat  
for most of the race. Salvador Calvo Redondo is 2nd in  
48h 00m 31s, and Aussie Andrew, helped by Francisco on the  
final stage, takes 3rd place (53h 23m 05s). I maintain my fifth  
position behind Francisco, but now that’s not so important. 

Now we wait out the cold night and into the day, recovering,  
feeling for those still out there. Just after noon the next day,  
our Kuwaiti friend Yousef, who has walked with a painful ankle 
since stage three, arrives. It is an intense emotional moment.  
He suffered a lot to be here, at the finish line, still on his feet.

And with the beacon we’d all been homing in on, Uluru,  
in our sights, we are all rewarded with the fact that, as third  
placegetter Andrew points out at presentations: “This small  
group of people will forever be the only ones who are able  
to say ‘We were there for the first edition!’”

But he also points out a question all Track pioneers now  
face: “The problem with an event like this is that it makes 
everything else seem just a little, well, pale. It certainly leaves  
you with a big ‘what next?’ question.”

Back on Track - it’s coming back –  
The Track 2012 has been confirmed for 1–19 May.  

www.thetrack-outbackrace.com

WITH THE BEACON WE’D  
ALL BEEN HOMING IN ON,  

ULURU, IN OUR SIGHTS,  
WE ARE REWARDED WITH  

THE FACT THAT THIS SMALL  
GROUP OF PEOPLE WILL  

FOREVER BE THE ONLY ONES  
WHO CAN SAY ‘WE WERE  

THERE FOR THE FIRST EDITION!’

www.namibdesertchallenge.com
www.alandalus-ut.com
-ut.com
www.thehigh.in
www.beyondtheultimate.co
www.coast2kosci.com
likyayoluultramaratonu.com
www.saharamarathon.co.uk
www.4deserts.com/sahararace
www.4deserts.com/gobimarch
www.4deserts.com/beyond/nepal
www.gobeyondultra.co.uk/go_beyond/trans
www.raidsahara.com/GB/transahariana.htm
www.jordanultra.com
www.transswissrun.ch
www.arcticultra.de
www.alaskaultrasport.com/alaska_ultra_home_page.html
www.thetrack-outbackrace.com
-outbackrace.com
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IT MAY BE A WHILE BEFORE  
WE SEE SHOPS SPRING UP  

DEDICATED SOLELY TO TRAIL 
RUNNING, BUT FINALLY, THE  

WORLD OF TRAIL-SPECIFIC  
SHOES IS GAINING MOMENTUM  

IN AUSTRALIA. BUT HOW  
TO CHOOSE THE RIGHT TRAIL  

RUNNING SHOE FOR YOU? 

Simon Bright advises.

Purchasing a trail shoe used to be a fairly simple affair:  
KT26ers or Dunlop Volleys. It was, when you think about it,  
the archaic equivalent of today’s choice between high tech 
protection a-la Hoka One Ones, and the high-falutin’ back-to-
basics philosophy of your Five Fingers or Merrell Trail Gloves  
(which are just fancy Volleys, with a bit of canvas stripped back).  
Only, back then  – waaaay back in the, oh, the eighties –  
there was little knowledge (among consumers at least) about  
how footwear interacted with biomechanics. Nor was there  
marketplace distinction between road and trail: running  
was running. There were no surface distinctions. 

So for those pioneers blooded in the ways of the trail when such 
a thing had no name, it was a matter of buying the sturdiest road 
runner you cold find, as there were no such thing as ‘trail runners’.

In fact, walk into any major footwear retailer today and still  
the only thing you’re likely to walk out in is a pair of Dunlop 
Volleys (although they’re expensive now, the kids deeming  
them retro-fashionable. KT26ers are not likely to make a 
comeback. Ever). In general it’s a trip to specialist independent 
retailers you’ll have to make if you want a decent trail specific 
running shoe. Even then, the choice Down Under is limited 
compared to what’s available in the US, Britain and Europe.

Still, it’s a growing market here, too, as you know only too well.  
So in recent years the same transaction has become more complicated 
and the marketing push is only going to flummox you more  
(as is sure to be seen in this magazine, it has to be said).  

So, to better understand modern trail shoes and how to select  
the right product, you have to consider several things:

FOOT STRIKE
1. Your biomechanics; how it interplays with striking the ground
2. The surface you are running on, the terrain and changes  
in it can change the style of shoe you need
3, Shoe design features, what they do and which is best for you
4. Running philosophy — something only just becoming  
apparent as trends like barefooting, Chi Running and the like  
become popular distance; are you a trail fun runner, a bush  
marathoner, an ultra convert, or a multiday expedition racer?

The first thing to consider is not the shoe, but you. Foot  
biomechanics play a key role in determining what shoes we wear. 

A single foot strike can be broken down into three stages from  
touch down to take off, 1- Contact, 2 - Mid Stance and 3 -  
Toe Off.  During these phases our shoes play major roles in 
improving the experience and protecting our bodies from injury.
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CONTACT > 
Foot makes first contact with the ground, either heel, mid foot or  
fore foot. Shoe must firstly grip the terrain and minimise slippage.  
Next the midsole materials compress and provide shock absorption.  
Having the wrong tread pattern and the wrong style of shoe will 
prevent both traction and shock absorption making every stride 
feel unsecure and lacking ground orientation. Find out if you 
are a natural forefoot, mid-foot or heel striker. The majority are 
heel strikers, although these days some are re-training themselves, 
inspired by injury worries or new-wave approach, to be mid-  
and forefoot runners. Those sticking with the heel strike will need  
to look to cushioning in the heel and stability. Mid foot strikers  
need to consider a shoe that has little to no heel lift which results 
in a lower ramp angle from heel to toe.  Forefooters are usually the 
minimalist running converts, but they still have a choice between 
some cushioning and zero.  These variations in heel lifts from one 
shoe to the next are sometimes difficult to spot at a glance – we  
are talking about millimetres here not centimetres.  Some brands  
have made it easier by branding each model with special markings to 
indicate the heel heights; otherwise it’s best to talk to someone  
who knows their stuff about shoe features and what is best for you. 

MID STANCE > 

The mid stance is the most weight bearing phase of the gait cycle 
and therefore most vulnerable to instability. Being stable during 
mid stance relates to the level of support in the shoe and how the 
design of the shoe responds to uneven terrain like rocks, tree roots 
and trail ruts. Having the wrong level of support, either too much 
or not enough, or an overly rigid shoe  will place stress on the ankle 
and knee joints and reduce the foot’s proprioception and sensory 
feedback. Look for a shoe that is torsionally flexible but slightly 
more rigid in the flexibility from heel to toe.  Pick up your current 
shoe, give it a good twist and note how flexible it is. You should see 
the shoe twist through the mid-section only.  Then try to flex the 
shoe from front to back, in the same way the shoe flexes with every 
stride you take.  The key is that the shoe mainly flexes under the balls 
of the feet — not through the mid-section. 

SHOE GURU

TOE OFF >
This final phase is when the foot goes from being a balanced 
shock absorber to a rigid propulsive lever. As you toe off the foot 
will twist and lock into gear as it throws you forward. This twisting 
motion is important to foot biomechanics and is restricted by 
shoes that are torsionally too stiff. The toe off phase will also place 
significant pressure onto the balls of the foot as the heel is now 
raised.  The further you run the more the materials within the 
shoe that protect the forefoot come into play.  Too thin or worn 
out and you feel every little rock and stone. 

The challenge of creating a shoe that can adapt to these changing  
environments becomes – or should become – the driving force 
behind R&D departments.  Each brand approaches this challenge  
with a different philosophy resulting in very different products.  

Salomon and Inov-8, two of the biggest trail specific footwear 
brands in the world, have reached a level of success with two  
very different approaches. Salomon shoes have arch support,  
good cushioning and provide a stable and durable outsole. 

Inov-8’s philosophy goes the other way. Launched in 2003 and 
years ahead of the current minimalist footwear craze, Inov-8 set 
out “to design product around the natural function of the body’s 
biomechanics. Each Inov-8 shoe protects the foot, providing the 
wearer with a secure and intimate fit that’s almost like running 
barefoot”.  Inov8 take trail seriously enough to have 36 different 
models individually designed to suit every terrain you could 
possibly think of.  It is also worth mentioning that not one of 
those 36 models features a midsole with built in arch support.

Simon Bright offers individual assessment and advice  through  
his independent retail outlet, Footpro. Contact him on >

simon@footpro.com.au

www.footpro.com.au 

Next Edition > Foot Biomechanics >  
what are you and how do you tell?

PhD Running Ultra Light Micro. The perfect running sock for mild weather and shorter distances.
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4-Degree Fit SystemTM

  Ankle Band

  Upper Instep Band

  Lower Instep Band

  Arch Band

1

2

3

4

Our proprietary four-point banded 
compression system provides an incredibly 
secure and comfortable fit above and 
below the heel, under the arch, and 
across the instep.

1
2

4
3

Mesh Vent Zones

So you can do what you love 
to do... LONGER

Our ultra light cushioned PhD Running Ultra Light Micro is the perfect 
running sock for mild weather and shorter distances. Thanks to WOW 
Technology in high density impact zones, shock and abrasion are 
reduced. The 4-Degree Fit System also keeps the sock in place.

High Density  Impact  Zones with  
WOW TechnologyTM create a more 
durable and more comfortable sock.

IT’S ALL ABOUT
                    COMFORT...

HILLS Feel

      A LITTLE
                        less Steep

“HAVING THE WRONG  
LEVEL OF SUPPORT, EITHER  
TOO MUCH OR NOT ENOUGH,  
WILL PLACE STRESS ON  
THE ANKLE AND KNEE JOINTS”

mailto:simon@footpro.com.au
www.footpro.com.au
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WE’VE ALL HAD IT OR 
THOUGHT WE HAD IT, 

BUT ALL WANT TO AVOID 
IT. RUNNER’S KNEE IS THE 
BANE OF SO MANY TRAIL 
RUNNERS – SO HOW DO 

YOU KNOW WHEN YOU’VE 
GOT IT, HOW DO YOU 

AVOID IT AND WHAT DO 
YOU DO TO MANAGE IT?  

Sports scientist  
Brent Harris investigates.

You are logging a nice steady few sets of weekly kilometres, your strength 
and fitness are starting to dramatically increase and you’re pretty certain 
you will smash that big hill climb in your next race. While out running a 
little niggle makes itself known, maybe you imagined it; it’s just a twinge; 
no it’s a slight ache; actually it’s a little sharper than you would like. 
You’ll make it home though, it won’t  stop you, right? 

After refusing to give in and running home, (even managed a fast closing 
kay; well done you!) you eat, relax, forget about the knee, sit down to watch 
an informative nature documentary (or beach volleyball) thinking all will 
be fine in the morning. As you stand to head to bed your knee screams at 
you“Stop Moving Now!”  All you can think is “Crap, my knee is $%#@!”

Welcome to Runner’s Knee, otherwise known as Patella Femoral Pain or 
Chondromalacia Patella (CP). One of the big five running injuries, it is 
defined as progressive erosion of the articular cartilage of the knee joint. 
That’s the cartilage underneath the kneecap (patella) that moves with the 
knee joint. It is an injury that happens over a long period of time, but to 
the runner appears to manifest itself overnight. As the Cartilage in the 
knee is slowly worn away you will develop a crunching, clicking or coarse 
feeling under the kneecap as you extend and flex your knee. Initially 
there may be no pain associated with this but as the wear continues you 
will get an ache around the front and inside of the knee that will continue 
to a sharp stabbing type pain with knee extension and flexion. 

You have been very diligent with your warm ups, stretches and warm  
downs so how could this possibly happen to you? There are several  
contributing factors to CP, the most common are a sudden increase in  
hill work (both up and downhill), excessive pronation of the foot, a high  
Q angle (hip to knee to ankle) and tight / weak supporting musculature. 
When one or more of these factors are present, the kneecap can be  
pulled slightly off track when the leg bends resulting in a scraping of the  
cartilage. As this happens thousands upon thousands of times during  
a runners training the result if not detected early is localised inflammation,  
softening and then erosion of the cartilage...Not Good. 

This is not an injury that can be ‘run through’. It is important to treat the 
injury as soon as possible and to do what most runners like the least when  
it comes to vital aspects of training. Rest. Sorry, capital letters: REST!

The bad news is that you cannot grow back the worn cartilage. The 
good news is that you can certainly get back to a full running load in 
most cases. Standard treatment is to first rest, and then to identify the 
main contributing factors, correct these issues slowly return to running 
possibly supported by ice and anti-Inflammatories post run to ease any 
residual niggles. Anti-Inflammatories should not be taken pre-run, as 
you do not want to mask the pain. 

RUNNERS KNEE > MEDIC
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For runners, the most important aspect of your rehabilitation  
and return to running is to fully understand how the  
injury was caused and to fix the origins of the problem.  
Too many times runners will rest, take anti-Inflammatories, 
reduce mileage, feel better, increase mileage…injured again!  
Fixing your injury is not just about pain management.

There are a variety of sport and health professionals that can 
help, the key factor is too see one you trust. My choice would 

been identified as excessive and a definite contributing  
factor to your injury, they should probably be a last resort.

So, you became injured and identified the problem quickly,  
but how long will it be before you can get back to smashing 
the trails? If you have picked up the injury early you are 
looking at about 6–8weeks; if it’s severe then it could be  
6 months plus. The best idea is to talk to a sports 
professional and develop a systematic return to training plan. 

QUICK FACTS > 

Injury > Runners Knee / Chondromalacia Patella / 
Patella Femoral Pain Syndrome 

What is it? An irritation of the articular cartilage  
in the knee due to mal-tracking of the patella.

Symptoms > Dull ache or sharp pain in and around  
the kneecap, predominantly at the front or inside  
of the knee, worse when going downhill and after  
sitting or having the leg bent for a long time.

Causes > Growth spurts, excessive pronation, height,  
Q angle, Hill running, tight supporting muscles.

Diagnosis > Pain in and around the knee on  
extension while light pressure is applied to the patella

Rehab > Strengthening and flexibility of muscles 
contributing to optimal knee function. Rest.  
Possible use of NSAID’s

Time off required > 8weeks+

be too see a physiotherapist 
or sports medicine doctor 
first, preferably one who 
takes a generalist view  
rather than focusing on  
the site of the pain.  
It is unlikely that the  
cause of your knee pain  
is isolated to the knee.

The professional that 
you have chosen should 
perform several tests 
to both rule out other 
possible injuries and to 
confirm their diagnosis. 

TEST > The main test for 
CP is to sit down and put 
your leg out on a chair so  
that it’s extended straight. 
Pressure is then applied 
on the leg just above the 
knee while pushing on the 
kneecap. The force should 
come from the outside of 
the leg toward the centre. At the same time, tighten your 
thigh muscle. If this hurts you probably have runner’s knee.

Once the diagnosis is clear the rehabilitation begins.  
Each professional will have their own exercises that they 
like to use, but the focus will normally be on increasing 
flexibility in the hamstrings, increasing strength in the hips 
and quadriceps and potentially re-training your basic stride 
mechanics. These changes may or may not include the use  
of customised orthotics, however unless you pronation has  

You should not be in the 
position of just going to see 
them week in week out with 
no clear picture of your 
progression.  Just as you 
should have clear short and 
long term goals in your 
running, you should also 
set goals for your re-hab.

Hopefully all of your 
running is enjoyable and 
injury free, but if not, hunt  
out an early diagnosis and 
do your rehab! Six weeks 
off now is better than 
surgery and a year off later.

Brent Harris is an exercise 
scientist and principal of 
Negative Split, a company 
providing athletes of all levels 
high quality data analysis, 
coaching and education with 
a special interest in running. 

www.negative-split.com 
www.physioadvisor.com.au  
(App away your runner’s knee)

Multimedia advice > While you always have  
to take online advice with a grain of salt, this  
guys seems to have a following … I plan to follow  
his program to see if my RK is alleviated any — Ed.   
www.youtube.com/watch?v=LDhKVtkfnsg

VISIT FOOTPRO.COM.AU 

Footpro is Australia’s most advanced footwear �tting experience.
Using a combination of the latest video analysis, pressure mapping technology  
and the proven experience of our teams knowledge, Footpro can create custom
footwear solutions for trail runners. We have re�ned the �tting process 
into 3 stages to create the 3 Step System. This interactive service provides 
the ultimate in �t, comfort and performance.   

Bookings phone: 03 9509 9199
14 Glenferrie Road Malvern  |  email. info@footpro.com.au 

STEP TWO:
CUSTOM INSOLE /
SPORTS SPECIFIC  

STEP THREE: 
SHOE SELECTION /  
FIT AND FUNCTION 

3 STEP
FITTING
SYSTEM

STEP ONE: 
PRESSURE ANALYSIS /
FOOTSCAN

COMFORT +
PERFORMANCE

DOES EXIST

www.negative-split.com
http://www.negative-split.com
www.physioadvisor.com.au
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Id1nzmw9CdU


S t a g e  o n e  o f  s i x …  

m u d  i s  t a k i n g  i t s  t o l l  o n  t h e  e n e r g y  r e s e r v e s  o f 

C a m p b e l l  M a f f e t t  i n  t h e  t r a i l  r u n n i n g  l e g  

o f  t h e  M a r y s v i l l e  t o  M e l b o u r n e  M u l t i s p o r t  C h a l l e n g e

I T ’ S  E A R LY  > 
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(Above) Gary Melhuish braves early winter snow  
in the Craigieburn Range, Canterbury. Photo by Grant Guise 

(Left) James Kuegler  ripping up  the trail on his way  
to a sub-3hr fourth place in the 2011 Routeburn Classic. 

Photo by Mmpro   www.mmpro.co.nz

www.mmpro.co.nz


IN MARCH, BEAU MILES BECAME THE FIRST 
PERSON TO RUN THE AUSTRALIAN ALPINE 

WALKING TRAIL, JOURNEYING 660KM 
THROUGH THE AUSTRALIAN HIGH COUNTRY 

 IN 13 AND A HALF DAYS. BUT WHAT DOES IT 
TAKE TO FUEL A MAN TO COMPLETE THIS 

KIND OF EXTREME ADVENTURE? ACCREDITED 
SPORTS DIETITIAN, ALAN MCCUBBIN, WORKED 

WITH BEAU IN PLANNING THE RUN. HERE,  
HE PROVIDES US WITH INSIGHTS INTO THE  

THEORY AND PRACTICAL CONSIDERATIONS  
OF TACKLING A MULTI-DAY ULTRA IN  

THE  WILDNERNESS, AND ANSWERS THE  
EXTREME QUESTION: COULD YOU DO IT  

UNSUPPORTED, NO FOOD DROPS (IT’S BEEN  
SUGGESTED BY ONE ADVENTUROUS SOUL)?

 FUEL   
 FOR 
T HE   
 LONG  
 RUN

Travelling 660km on foot is a challenge. It’s harder to run. 
Add the remoteness of the Great Dividing Range and the 
harshness it can spit at you, in weather, terrain, and sheer 
wilderness, and you start to realise how tough the ask is.  
When Beau described what he was attempting, I knew I had one  
of the most challenging and interesting clients for the year. 

So where do you start when planning the food and fluids for 
this kind of undertaking? The first stop is scientific literature: 
looking for examples of research or case studies that describe 
the nutritional requirements of the body for similar adventures. 
There are plenty of studies measuring the calories, carbs and 
fluid used by the body in the Tour de France and Ironman 
triathlon, and even studies of single-day ultras. But multi- 
day trail running? My search turned up something Beau  
may well have dreamt of out on the trail: a big fat doughnut. 

I asked around colleagues who compete or specialise in 
triathlon or ultra running, with no joy. So I had to make some 
calculated assumptions based on available science.  >
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Fuelling the adventure
What did Beau need each day to fuel his journey? 

There are two main considerations – the amount of total energy  
(calories or kilojoules) and the amount of carbohydrate required.  
Carbohydrate is one of four fuels the body can produce  
energy from (the others being fat, protein and alcohol). 
However, carbohydrate is unique because of its role in creating 
energy for high intensity exercise, and can only be stored in the 
body in limited amounts. Therefore maximising carbohydrate 
intake is an important factor in helping to reduce fatigue. 
Essentially, the more carbohydrate available to the body, the faster 
you can pace yourself. Not enough and you’d run too slowly,  
or constantly hit the wall if you try to push the pace too hard.

So what’s more important, calories or carbs? In a single day 
endurance event, total energy isn’t a concern, it’s all about carbs. 
You’re not going to run out body fat or go into starvation in a 
single day. But what about two weeks? To answer this I estimated 
the total energy Beau would use each day, then considered how 
achievable it was to meet from food, knowing that he was running 
‘supported’, so we could assume some flexibility of supply. 

Based on the limited research available and considering his body 
weight, equipment being carried, altitude and terrain, I estimated 
Beau’s daily energy usage at about 5500-6000 calories a day.  
If he maximised his carbohydrate intake, optimised protein  
and incorporated a small amount of fat in his diet, Beau would 
have little trouble getting this amount of energy from food.  
A small deficit over a week or two won’t do any damage, but  
large calorie deficits over prolonged periods can have severe  
health consequences. These include loss of energy and 
performance, reduced immunity, bone density and fertility.

Why are Marathon des Sables and 4 Deserts racers so obsessed 
with calories if carbs are the performance limiter? Because in 
those races they have to carry their entire food supply with them 
(except water which is provided daily). These guys will never  
be able to pack enough food to match their nutritional needs,  
so they compromise to maximise calories and minimise weight.  
A minimum amount of calories must be carried according  
to race rules, usually 2000 a day. Because fat provides more  
than double the calories per gram compared to carbs, the focus 
becomes maximising fat rather than carbs in these events. 

Beau had a support crew dropping off supplies each day, so  
this wasn’t an issue for him. Because of this we could optimise  
his diet by providing substantially more carbs and total calories 
then you’d get in a multi-day ultra race.

Preparation
One of the most important things when planning any endurance 
fuelling strategy is to try it out in training first. The last thing 
you want is to get to the big event and feel lousy because  
you can’t tolerate the food or drinks you brought with you.  
Beau and I planned his eating and drinking strategy early on, 
giving him a chance to trial it in the lead up to the run. 

Step one was to sort out Beau’s nutrition in the days before  
setting off. To maximise his body’s carbohydrate stores, I worked 
with Beau on a carb loading plan. Carb loading properly is an 
exercise of gluttonous bingeing on high carb, low fat, low fibre 
foods. From past experience with triathletes and cyclists, most 
athletes don’t get anywhere near the amount of carbs they need to 
load properly, partly because they don’t know how much they need 
and partly because they don’t plan it all out. For Beau I created  
a blow-by-blow carb loading plan to make sure he got it all in.

Secondly, the nutritional aims to maximise performance during 
ultra-endurance exercise is to maximise carbohydrate delivery 
to the body (as much as you can physically absorb and tolerate) 
and find a balance between dehydration and overhydration 
(hyponatraemia). You also have to balance being too hungry or 
full, and avoid getting sick of the monotonous onslaught of sweet, 
sugary foods. Beau wasn’t too fussed about variety so we focused 
on using a combination of gels and sports drink, with only his two 
meal stops during the day to break up the routine. To maximise 
the amount of carbs (you can absorb at least 90 grams an hour 
given the right combination) we went with one gel every one to 
two hours, plus 300-500mL an hour of double concentrated 
sports drink (this increases the carb content without overdoing 
the fluid). If he got thirsty Beau had extra water to add increase 
his fluid intake. All up he carried 4-5 litres of fluid a day.

There is some debate about whether it’s beneficial to consume 
protein during ultra-endurance exercise. There are no studies 
using exercise sessions of longer than 6 hours so it’s impossible to 
know if the available research is relevant to Beau’s run. But what 
research is available suggests that protein will make little if any 
difference to performance, provided you’ve optimised your carb 
consumption. Some research in the past has suggested a benefit 
from protein, but more recently these have been superseded by 
better-designed and controlled studies that suggests otherwise. 
There’s also no clear rationale to explain why protein should 
improve performance when taken during exercise, provided carb 
consumption is adequate and daily protein requirement are met.

Finally there’s the issue of backing up day after day. Recovery is 
one of the most important parts of a multi-day event, and with 
Beau we didn’t take any chances. We made sure he got plenty of 
carbohydrate in the first two hours after finishing each day, as the 
body is more efficient at storing it in this period. We also added 

protein at this stage to maximise the recovery of his muscles, which 
had been flogged for hours up and down mountains. Milk-based 
proteins (particularly whey protein) appear to be ideal for this, 
and these were incorporated into the recovery strategy. Beau took 
a high carb and protein recovery shake with milk, plus plenty of 
dried fruit and lollies to refuel, repair and rehydrate for the next 
day’s running. This was then followed up with a carbohydrate rich 
dinner and dessert, and an early breakfast the next morning.

Going wild: tackling the trail bushman style
Throughout Beau’s adventure he had a great support crew 
bringing in food, water and other supplies along the way. But 
could you go it alone, running without food drops, “living off 
the land”, as was suggested to Trail Run Magazine by a particularly 
optimistic, but nevertheless accomplished, adventure racer  
(one too many Man vs Wild episodes, perhaps?). 

You could attempt to carry your entire food supply like Marathon 
des Sables, but for two weeks it’d be a stretch and running with that 
kind of weight impossible. You certainly couldn’t cover the 660km 
at Beau’s pace without the carbs and calories he had available. 

What about hunting and gathering your nutrition? Sorry to burst 
the hard man bubble. Not likely. In that terrain you couldn’t 
scavenge enough energy to justify the amount burnt trying, let 
alone making meaningful progress along the trail. Even if you 
managed to spot the odd roo, it would take more calories to catch 
one then you’d get from eating it. Keep in mind that the terrain  
of the Australian high country was off limits to even the Indigenous  
community – people who knew how to survive off their land –  
for most of the year. They only ventured up there in summer, 
when the Bogong moths (and their unusually high fat stores)  
were aplenty. So unless you planned on running it in Bogong 
moth season, and were happy to eat on the run, mouth open…

FUEL FOR THE LONG RUN > THE LARDER
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Here’s an example of Beau’s daily food  
and fluid plan during the run. 

Each day his support crew would bring in supplies for dinner 
that night, and breakfast and lunch the next day. The support 
crew could carry equipment in and out each time, so Beau 
had access to a single burner camping stove, utensils, an esky 
and fresh water without having to carry it with him. 

Breakfast >
* 1 ½ cups granola/oat mix with  
 1 piece fresh fruit, ½ Tb honey & 1 cup milk 

* 1 jam or honey sandwich

Running > Up to 10hrs a day

* 1 gel every 1-2 hours 

* 300-500mL double strength  
 sports drink per hour 

* Extra water if thirsty  
 (topped up at streams along the way)

First Stop >
* 1 large pita bread with plenty of jam/honey

Second Stop >
* 1 ½ cups cooked pasta/couscous/rice  
 leftover from dinner the night before

Recovery post-run >
* 2 serves of carb-containing  
 whey protein powder with 1000mL milk 

* 1 cup lollies/dried fruit  
 or 1 jam/honey sandwich

Dinner >
* 2 cups cooked pasta/rice/couscous  
 plus meat/chicken & veggies

Evening Snack >
* 1 cup low fat custard with  
 ½ cup chopped fresh fruit & ½ cup dates

Daily Nutrition Analysis >
Energy >  approx. 6150 calories (25,710kJ) 
Protein > 140g (1.65g per kg body weight) 
Carbohydrate > 1245g (14.5g / kg body weight) 
Fat > 45g   Fibre > 38g

FUEL FOR THE LONG RUN > THE LARDER

Buttering up for Beau > 
A sample menu  
from the aawt trail run 

Design Tender 
• MBF Victoria •

The designers of Trail Run could design your ads. Something to ponder on your next 40k run.

www.the bird collective.com.au

& DESIGN.
KICK-GSS 
ADS

WHO MAKE
for the guys 
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LIKE FOR INSTANCE, THIS MAGAZINE.
     

www.the
collective.com.au
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Or maybe that’s just the sweet waft of dirt not-long ground  
into the lugs of your trail shoes, which sit by the front door —  
a welcome reminder of the weekend’s mountain jaunt. 

But the blood screams for more. The legs are sore, yet they  
pine for a warm down. A warm up. A flat out blast along  
some winding, wet, wonderful singletrack. But where to go?  
Only got an hour (which you know can stretch to three).

Trail Mag has the answer(s). Here. In this guide. Each edition  
we’ll bring you step by step trail run guides, all within an hour  
of a major city or town in Australia or New Zealand, all  
between 5km and 30km, all worth zipping out to for a trail fix. 

We’ve also included some post-trail goodness ‘cause we’re  human;  
we’re caffeine freaks too (strong latte – sometimes double espresso,  
but only on race days), and we love the smell of fresh eggs and  
bacon after pounding the paths. Welcome to the goodness guide.

TRAIL
GUIDES

Contributions welcome > Salomon gear on offer!

Yes, we need trail correspondents! 

If you think there’s a cracking trail the world needs  
to know about, go research it, write it up, shoot a photo  
and send it in. We do have a bit of a style going,  
so be sure to check out the guidelines and download  
the pro forma before you do at:

trailrunnermag.wordpress.com/contribute

If your guide is chosen as the ‘Editor’s Pick’  
of the issue, you’ll win some great Salomon Trail Gear  
(one prize only per edition). 

So go running, get writing  
and then start window shopping… 

W W W . S A L O M O N . C O M / A U 

Y O U  K N O W  T H E Y ’ R E  T H E R E :  T H O S E  P R I S T I N E  T R A I L S .  C L O S E .  

N O T  F A R  F R O M  Y O U R  D O O R S T E P .  Y O U  C A N  S M E L L  T H E M … 

P R E S E N T S

trailrunnermag.wordpress.com/contribute
www.salomon.com/au
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Roughly running along the Race 2 route of the Salomon Trail 
Run Series to be held on 31 July, this course takes in the sub alpine 
environment and lofty views from spectacular Mount Macedon at the 
southern end of Victoria’s Great Dividing Range. Providing plenty of 
‘wow’ factor the 12.5km route makes for magnificent trail running as 
you complete a circumnavigation of this iconic peak on a flowing mix 
of 4WD tracks and undulating single track through the forest.

The start / finish area is located at the Mount Macedon Tea Rooms 
just a short walk from the towering Memorial Cross with its 
imposing position and lookout over Melbourne, Port Phillip Bay, 
the You Yangs and surrounding farmland. 

Head off north along Cameron’s drive until you see Francis Road 
turnoff. Drop down to your right here, descending roughly 100m.

At the end of Francis Road, turn left onto Clyde Track, ascending 
on a track through the remnant stand of wet Messmate/gum forest 
and skirting McDonald Reservoir to your right. 

Heading north along Clyde Track you’ll come to a walking trail 
alongside Cameron Drive, turn right and run along until you get to 
McDonald Reservoir/Camels Hump car park. Cross over Cameron 
Drive and take a small detour up Camel’s Hump. 

Returning down Camel’s, hook to your right and head west on the 
trail towards McGregor’s Picnic Ground. This undulating track 
goes into single trail and crosses several management access roads 
before curling to the south along the western  slopes of the range. 
Sensational views on a clear day.

The trail leads you back to the summit and the iconic Memorial 
Cross. From here you drop sharply down. After about a 150-
200 metre drop, swing left onto Hoods Track. It will shoot back 
north, setting you up for a final climb back to the Summit. You’ll 
hit Alton Road briefly before hooking left up Francis Road (the 
same trail you started down at the beginning), and back to the Tea 
Rooms finish at the car park. 

MASSIVE  MOUNT MACEDON
N E A R BY  TOW N /C I T Y  >  Woodend  
(9km, 10min drive) Melbourne (67km, 1 hour drive)

E X AC T  L O C AT I O N  >  
Mt Macedon summit car park, Cameron Drive, Mt Macedon

R O U T E  D I STA N C E  >  12.5kms 

A S C E N T/ D E S C E N T  >  250m

T I M E  TO  R U N  >  
50mins (race pace) / 1.5hr for slower bods

T Y P E  O F  T R A I L  >  Loop 

D I F F I C U LT Y  >  Intermediate

D E F I N I N G  C H A R AC T E R I ST I C S  >  
More singletrack than you’d think, a smattering of technical,  
and fire roads through an array of forests.Undulating terrain 
around a 1000m peak with two sharp downhills, a slow  
climb and a just-before-finish sharp incline.

F E AT U R E S  O F  I N T E R E ST  >  
Varied Messmate/gum, wattle, snow gum and Alpine  
Ash forest, stunning views, rock formations, Memorial Cross

O N L I N E  R E F E R E N C E  >   
Course description > 
www.salomontrailseries.com.au/ 
CourseDescriptionAndMap.aspx?race=2

Trails Plus also runs a great event here, the  
Mt Macedon 50/30     trail races > www.trailsplus.org 

B E ST  M A P/ S  > 

Parks Victoria Map>  
www.parkweb.vic.gov.au/resources05/05_0528.pdf

V I C TO R I A  >  Your guide: Chris Ord

R U N  I T  > T R A I L  T I P S  > 

P O ST  R U N  G O O D N E S S  >

You only get to visit the Mount Macedon Spa if you do the loop, 
say, three times.  www.macedonspa.com.au   It’s that good you 
have to earn it: the centre combines the Macedon Spa Motel, 
Macedon Views Restaurant and Macedon Day Spa, with a mouth-
watering meals, massages and stunning views. You can even  
stay overnight for pure indulgence with spa-equipped rooms.  
Fancy a chocolate truffle body wrap? Macedon Views Restaurant  
has established itself as the area’s favourite restaurant.  If  
you’re just after a post run coffee and snack, try Mt Macedon  
Trading Post with the cosy warmth of the fire in winter. Sitka  
also has a seasnonal menu with fine foods on offer including  
their famous chocolate brownie and Lindt hot chocolates.  
And if you like your boutique Pinots, head to Chanters Ridge   
www.chantersridge.com.au  in nearby Woodend  
(which also has plenty of great foodie options).  

www.visitmacedonranges.com

Trail Guide courtesy of Rapid Ascent,  
purveyors of the Salomon Trail Running Series  

www.salomontrailseries.com.au

Presented by

forests.Undulating
www.salomontrailseries.com.au
CourseDescriptionAndMap.aspx
www.trailsplus.org
www.parkweb.vic.gov.au/resources05/05_0528.pdf
www.macedonspa.com.au
www.chantersridge.com.au
www.visitmacedonranges.com
www.salomontrailseries.com.au
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N Z  N O RT H  I S L A N D  >  Your guide: Mal Law

CASCADE KAURI LOOP
R U N  I T  >
From the car park head downhill on the Auckland City Walk  
and across the bridge. Continue on Auckland City Walk (good 
trail) until you reach the Anderson Track. Here turn right and 
follow across Kelly Stream and up the steep climb on the far  
side (technical single-track). 

After climbing 170m over about 1.5 km (which includes 350 
steps) turn right on to West Tunnel Mouth Tk. A short, quite 
technical descent leads to the Waitakere Tramline Walk which 
offers the cool experience of running on a narrow-gauge railway 
line and through a short tunnel (no torch required but mind  
your head!). At the far end of this you will climb a short series  
of steps and turn right to cross Waitakere Dam. 

On the far side of the dam turn right onto the Fence Line Track  
(to Auckland City Walk). This provides good trail as far as the 
Cascade Track where you turn left on to a much more gnarly track. 

After a short while you need to make a left turn on to the 
Robinson Ridge Track and follow this technical single-track  
uphill until you meet the Fence Line track again (a shorter,  
less technical option sticks to the Fence Line track all the way  
from the dam and may be preferred by novices). 

Coming off Robinson Ridge turn right on Fence Line until you 
hit the 3-way junction at Simla. Turn right on to Long Road 
Track and follow this well-made trail (signposted as Montana 
Heritage Trail) towards Smyth Corner. 

For a shortcut back to the start you could turn right down the 
Upper Kauri Track but to do the full loop stay on Long Road 
Track following signs to Long Road. Eventually this trail breaks 
out of the bush on to a grassy farm track and then hits the gravel 
surface of Long Road.

Follow this 700m downhill before turning right on to Whatitiri 
Track which, after about 3kms and a couple of shallow stream 
crossings, delivers you back to the Cascade Kauri car park.

P O ST  R U N  G O O D N E S S  >
There are several cafes in Swanson on the way back into town.  
The pick of the bunch is the Swanson Station Cafe.

Trail Guide courtesy of Running Wild NZ 

www.runningwildnz.com

T R A I L  T I P S  >
N E A R BY  TOW N /C I T Y  >  
Auckland (approx 30kms, 45 mins drive)

E X AC T  L O C AT I O N  >  Northern end of Waitakere Regional  
Park, at the end of Falls Road (off Te Henga Rd) – see map

R O U T E  D I STA N C E  >  16 kms

A S C E N T  /  D E S C E N T  >  500m each

T I M E  TO  R U N  >  1hr 30 mins (Elite) to 3 hrs (Novice)

T Y P E  O F  T R A I L  >  Loop 

D I F F I C U LT Y  >  Moderate

D E F I N I N G  C H A R AC T E R I ST I C S  >  Steep ascents, 
single-track (some technical), shallow stream crossings

O N L I N E  R E F E R E N C E  >  See Garmin Connect  
http://connect.garmin.com/activity/90421678

B E ST  M A P/ S  >  
Recreation and Track Guide map of Waitakere Ranges  
available from Arataki Visitor Centre on the Scenic Drive.  
Or check out the Auckland Council Parks website to access  
track information and maps for all the Waitakere Ranges.

www.arc.govt.nz/parks

Take your running offroad this  
winter in Melbourne’s very first  
accessible trail running series.
Register online, or contact (03) 5261 5511

July 3 Studley Park 5/11km 

July 31 mt  macedon   6/12km

auguSt 28 SIlVan  7/14km

Take your running offroad this  
winter in Melbourne’s very first  
accessible trail running series.
Register online, or contact (03) 5261 5511

JULY 3 STUDLEY PARK 5/11KM 

JULY 31 MT  MACEDON  6/12KM 

AUGUST 28 SILVAN  7/14KM
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R U N  I T  >
From Dickey Flat car park take the Mangakino Pack Track south  
towards Daly’s Clearing Hut. This generally follows the Waitawheta  
River, which after a couple of kms is crossed (caution – can get high 
after rain) before ascending through beautiful regenerating bush. 

About 6 kms from the start take a left turn on Dean Track, 
following the sign to Franklin Road. Descend through bush before 
breaking out on to farmland with wide views all around. Follow this 
straight on over a few stiles until Franklin Road is reached. 

Turn right, following signs for Waitawheta Valley and follow farm 
track for a couple of kms before turning left on to Bluff Stream 
Kauri Loop Track (to Kauri Trees and Ananui Falls). A couple 
more stream crossings and a steep climb take you to the site of two 
spectacularly large kauris. At this point you also have the option of  
following the track past the kauris and continuing a steep descent to 
get back to the Waitawheta River and complete a shorter loop. 

N Z  N O RT H  I S L A N D  >  Your guide: Mal Law

THE KAIMAI KILLER

If doing the big loop keep following the track uphill towards the 
Ananui Falls. The next 10 kms or so are steep, rough and technical 
so be prepared. The Ananui Falls are a worthwhile side trip before 
dropping steeply into the next river valley. 

At the next junction turn right to cross the river following the sign  
for Waitawheta Hut. A very technical section of bush running 
follows. The hut itself is accessed via a bridge across a spectacular 
gorge but the route lies straight ahead on the Waitawheta Tramway. 

The next few kms are easy running following the old tramway as it 
criss-crosses the gorgeous Waitawheta River. On reaching Dalys 
Clearing Track turn left and climb the hill to Daly’s Clearing Hut. 

A short way past the hut turn right on to the Mangakino Pack Track 
again and follow this for a couple of kms to complete the big loop 
section of the run. For the final 6 kms you’ll be re-tracing your 
steps from the start of the day.

T R A I L  T I P S  >
N E A R BY  TOW N /C I T Y  >  
Waihi (11km, 10min drive); Paeroa (15km, 20min drive)

E X AC T  L O C AT I O N  >  
See Map > DoC Campground at END of Dickey Flat Road > 
(maps.google.co.nz/maps?q=dickey+flat+road+waihi&ie=UTF8&
hl=en&hq=&hnear=Dickey+Flat+Rd,+Waikino+3682,+Waikato&
ll=-37.426139,175.750093&spn=0.038102,0.109863&z=14)

R O U T E  D I STA N C E  >  
41 kms (with a shorter option of about 25kms that  
avoids the most hilly and technical sections)

A S C E N T  /  D E S C E N T  >  1850m each

T I M E  TO  R U N  >  
5 hrs (elite) to 9 hrs (weekend warrior).  
A couple of worthwhile side trips add half an hour. 
NB > Definitely not suitable for novices.

T Y P E  O F  T R A I L  >  Loop 

D I F F I C U LT Y  >  Hard/technical, NOT for novices.

D E F I N I N G  C H A R AC T E R I ST I C S  >  
Steep ascents, 95% single-track (a lot of which is  
technical), stream crossings (can be high after rain)

F E AT U R E S  O F  I N T E R E ST  >  
Beautiful regenerating bush, large kauri trees, second  
highest waterfall in the North Island (Ananui Falls),  
numerous stream crossings, huts, the Waitawheta  
Tramway, swing bridges and gorges

O N L I N E  R E F E R E N C E  >  See Garmin Connect  
http://connect.garmin.com/activity/90421678

B E ST  M A P/ S  >  
Recreation and Track Guide map of Waitakere Ranges  
available from Arataki Visitor Centre on the Scenic Drive.  
Or check out the Auckland Council Parks website to access  
track information and maps for all the Waitakere Ranges. 
www.arc.govt.nz/parks

P O ST  R U N  G O O D N E S S  >
The Talisman in Karangahake Gorge > 
(paeroa.org.nz/Directory/Where+To+Eat/The+Talisman+Cafe.html)

Waikino Station Café  >  You can catch the train into Waihi 
(www.karangahakegorge.co.nz/stationcafe/waikinostation.html)

Ti Tree Café > for sustenance in the sunny courtyard 
(www.menumania.co.nz/restaurants/ti-tree-cafe)

Kava Café > for awesome pizza  
(www.menumania.co.nz/restaurants/kava-cafe-pizzeria)

Waitete Orchard Café & Restaurant > www.waitete.co.nz 
For a-la-carte dining and the world’s best ice cream!  
Also visit Waihi to peer into the 200m deep Martha Gold Mine  
and take a leisurely stroll around the 4km Pit Rim Walkway. 

Trail Guide courtesy of Running Wild NZ   
Thanks to Mark Samson for help in compiling this guide.

www.runningwildnz.com
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N E W  S O U T H  WA L E S  >  Your guide: Nick Wienholt

ROYAL  NATIONAL PARK 
         COAST TRACKT R A I L  T I P S  > 

After the short-sharp undulations of the beach communities and 
a long beach section at Garie, the cliffs return with both the views 
and 130-metre ascent up steep trails leaving the runner happily 
breathless.  During wet conditions, the spectacle of a fast-running 
waterfall plunging hundreds of metres to the ocean below awaits 
at Eagle Rock, which also marks the mid-point of the run.  If all 
that wasn’t enough, runners can take a break and enjoy the views of 
migrating whales putting on a show from May through to November.

Leaving the towering sandstone cliffs, the popular picnic area of 
Wattamolla is reached via well-groomed trail and elevated metal 
walkways that make the running a breeze.   Wattamolla offers the 
best toilet facilities on the Coast Track (Garie also has facilities), 
but all water along the route is from rain-water tanks or bore 
sources, and is not safe for drinking untreated – make sure you 
carry all the water you’ll need for a hard, 3+ hour run.

Twenty kilometres north of the start, Marley is the last beach 
crossing, with the final section into Bundeena featuring some 
more cliff running, with pure-white sandstone rock formations 
a stunning contrast to the waves from the brilliant blue South 
Pacific ocean crashing at their base.

Just south of Bundeena, the Coast Track takes a sharp left-turn 
inland, ending in the suburban streets.  Bundeena shops and the 
ferry wharf are less than a kilometre from the end of the Track.

Public transport can be used to run the point-to-point track  
unsupported (start at Cronulla, take the train to Sutherland, change 
for the Otford train to the start of the run, and catch the Bundeena 
ferry back to Cronulla after completing the run).  The ‘BOB’ 
(Bundeena-Otford-Bundeena) or Double Coast Track can be  
accomplished with an apple pie and drink at the famous Otford  
Apple Pie store to split the run, or for the more committed runner,  
a refill of water at the Otford train station for a faster turn-around.

Navigation is generally easy, with the course well marked, but  
carrying a map or GPS is recommended.  Dehydration, sun- 
baking snakes and twisted ankles are the main risks on the track.

An annual race from Otford to Bundeena is organised by  
Max Adventure, with a race record in the stunning 2:30 range.  
Check it out:

www.maxadventure.com.au/coastalclassic

N E A R BY  TOW N /C I T Y  >  Cronulla, Sydney (40km)

E X AC T  L O C AT I O N  >  Otford to Bundeena

R O U T E  D I STA N C E  >  25km 

A S C E N T/ D E S C E N T  >  270m

T I M E  TO  R U N  >  3hrs (elite), 5hrs (weekend warrior)

T Y P E  O F  T R A I L  >  Point to pint (not a typo) 

D I F F I C U LT Y  >  Hard

D E F I N I N G  C H A R AC T E R I ST I C S  >  
A smorgasbord of environments from dense, muddy  
rainforest through to wind-swept surf beach, exposed rock 
platforms, dense coastal shrub and open grassy knolls.

O N L I N E  R E F E R E N C E  >   
Map My Run >  
www.mapmyrun.com/routes/view/20793356

B E ST  M A P/ S  > 
Otford (NSW-91294S) and Port Hacking (NSW-91294N).  

NPWS also produce a map covering the full Royal  
National Park area, available at the Park Office.  

A free PDF Map > is available for download at  
www.cartoscope.com.au/maps/suthlnd/Royal_NatPk.pdf

R U N  I T  > 

Basic instructions on this one is to keep the ocean to your left  
if heading south, right if north. Follow the well-padded trail.  
You can’t really go wrong.

When run from south to north, the journey starts at cliff lookouts 
offering sweeping vistas of the Wollongong coastline.  After a few 
kilometres of well-maintained trail through open eucalypt forest, 
the Coast Track quickly plunges down a steep descent into an 
otherworldly rain forest with dense palms and gripping vines.  

After leaving the rainforest, wind-swept coastal grassland and  
muddy underfoot conditions give way to exposed surf beaches and  
the historic shack communities at Burning Palms, Era and Garie.

P O ST  R U N  G O O D N E S S  >
After the run, Bundeena offers many options for recuperation 
and relaxation.  A swim at Bundeena or Jibbon beach is a  
great way to cool-down in summer, the locally-run cafes  
of Bundeena offer wholesome, organic fare for those looking  
for a healthy bite, while Bundeena RSL offers sweeping  
views north to Cronulla, Bate Bay and Sydney for those that 
prefer a quiet drink to celebrate an awesome run.

Images courtesy of Maximum Adventure. 

Guide courtesy of www.enduroexplorer.com
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THE SWEEP >

Name > Sally Piper

Age >  37

Profession > Project Manager

Event > Mt Macedon 30/50 Trail Run

Distance > 30km

Category > Open Female

Trail running for >  
I just love it! The fun,  
the freedom and the variety.   
An ultimate running workout. 

[we were actually asking for how  
long you have been trail running for, 
Sal, but we like your answer  
better than a number anyway]

Image: Steve Taylor

fstop5.com
www.trailsplus.org 

“ Yo u  c a n  t h r o w  
i n  t h e  t o w e l  

o r  y o u  c a n  u s e  
i t  t o  w i p e  t h e  s w e a t  

o f f  y o u r  f a c e .  
T h i s  r a c e  w a s  b o t h  

m e n t a l l y  a n d  
p h y s i c a l l y  t o u g h  –  

A  c o n s t a n t  
b a t t l e  t o  k e e p  

w i p i n g  m y  f a c e ! ”

Celebrating the true heroes  
of trail running, the ones who  
battle it out on trail for the  
longest time. They may be last,  
but they’re among the toughest… 

fstop5.com
www.trailsplus.org
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There are two kinds of people in this world. People who do and people who don’t. People who 
don’t sometimes say they do. Or they will. But they don’t. Perhaps the more respectable of those 
two types is the people who don’t say they will. At least they are true to their word. Or lack of it.  
No, I admire the doers. The action people. Not just talkers. Doers. Particularly, I find, doers 
can be dreamers. But not in a whimsical way. They dream. And then do to fulfill that dream. 
Also, many doers act to fulfill other people’s dreams. They, perhaps, are the most noble. 

I want to thank some doers who are helping me realise a dream; people who I consider more 
noble than I could ever hope to be, and it is they, if you appreciate Trail Run Mag, that you 
should give hearty thanks to and a slap on the back should you ever see them on the trails (you 
will). Without these doers, Trail Run Mag does not exist:

Heidi and Peter Hibberd @ The Bird Collective (you guys rock), Mal Law (thanks for the 
blind faith!), Andy Hewat + Nick Wienholt (couldn’t have done this without either of you!), 
Tim Arch, Mark Watson, Beau Miles, Brent Harris, Alan McCubbin, Anik Labreigne, Stuart 
Gibson, Lisa Tamati, Rod Cutler, Vickie Saunders, Simon Bright, Brett Saxon, Nev Hooper, 
and a few other singletrack, singleminded mates I run trail with.

Thank you all. I’d get dirty with the lot of you.

THE ORDINARY TRAIL RUNNER > CHRIS ORD

SUBSCRIBE? THANKS >   TO THE PEOPLE WHO DO…

So, you and I. We don’t really know each other that much yet, do we? We met randomly;  
was it friends who introduced us or were we seeking each other out in that forest of free- 
for-all that is the Internet?  I mean, we know we have a common interest – trail running.  
Great start to a relationship. But does that mean we gotta run of to the alter of capitalism 
and get hitched? You saying I do and proffering your credit card as security of your undying 
adoration; me, like any dutiful partner, spending your money and, if I’m in the mood, 
reciprocating with a bit of dirty talk. But really, should we rush things? I mean, this is the age 
of discernment. Rushed love can be sweet but also short and, you know, I’m in this for the 
long haul. So I tell you what – hold your credit card for now. I’m not saying I’m easy, but let’s 
just say for now I’m free. Let’s run the trails together, mull over the latest bit of kit together, 
gossip about who’s doing the wild thing – and see if we like each other more than just a passing 
fancy? Then, once I’ve shown you there’s a little depth to my deeds, then maybe we can get 
hitched as a proper couple in magazine matrimony via the church of Latter Day Subscriptions. 

Until then, I’ll be on the downloadable, free and easy.

www.trailrunnermag.wordpress.com

www.facebook.com/trailrunmag

www.twitter.com/trailrunmag

www.youtube.com/user/TrailRunnerAusnz

www.trailrunnermag.wordpress.com
www.facebook.com/trailrunmag
www.twitter.com/trailrunmag
www.youtube.com/user/TrailRunnerAusnz
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